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ASSEMBLYMAN PATRICK J. ROMA (Chairman): If I can have
your attention.
We' re about ready to start this meeting.
I
would first ask Assemblyman Mikulak to lead us in the pledge of
allegiance.
ASSEMBLYMAN
MIKULAK:
(Assemblyman
Mikulak
leads
audience) I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States
of America, and to the Republic for which it stands, one Nation
under God, indivisible with liberty and justice for all.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: If we could have a roll call of our
members?
MR. WILLIAMS (Committee Aide):
Assemblyman Petrillo?
(no response)
Assemblyman Foley? (no response)
Assemblyman Mikulak?
ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: Here.
MR. WILLIAMS: Assemblyman Garrett?
ASSEMBLYMAN GARRETT: Here.
MR. WILLIAMS: Assemblyman Catania? (no response)
Assemblywoman Haines?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES: Here.
MR. WILLIAMS: Assemblyman Roma?
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Here.
Before starting this most important hearing, I have
some introductory remarks. I called this public hearing today,
because I felt this Committee should take the lead in
initiating a fact-finding mission as it relates to our various
State departments and jurisdictional policy areas.
This is a taxpayer issue,
and it affects the
workplace, especially at a time when we are only now showing
improved signs of economic recovery. Recently there has been a
groundswell, the concern of the states about the increasing
state cost for providing services to illegal or undocumented
aliens.
At a February National Governor's Meeting, it was
cited that New Jersey spends some $300 million annually for
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services rendered to the illegal alien population.
Other
reports claim that service expenditures could be as high as
$400 million.
According
to U.S.
Census Bureau estimates,
New
Jersey's illegal alien population has increased over the years
and is now in the range of 70,000, representing diverse ethnic
backgrounds.
The charts in back of me give an idea of the
increase of the problem that we have. (indicating)
In terms of the number of illegal aliens, we should
understand that these are estimates.
When we talk about a
figure of 55,000 during the period of 1980 escalating to 70,000
at the present time, these are estimates, because what we are
finding is that with all of the information that we have
available, there is a lack of information.
When it comes to corrections or health care or other
areas, part of the underground economy, part of the difficulty
in acquiring information makes it very difficult to get actual
figures.
Another chart illustrates the problems that we're
having across the country.
(indicating) New Jersey now is in
the category of those six states with the largest illegal
populations.
You see that the problems that we' re having in
California, Texas, Florida and, of course, we're all aware of
the different types of lawsuits that are now being initiated.
When we look at a comparison of New Jersey and
Florida, we talk in terms of a cost in Florida, for example,
according to the Chiles Report, of $884 million. We look at
the population of New Jersey, approximately one-half that
amount, and yet, at the same time, our estimates show about
$200 million to $300 million. If we took one half of Florida,
which is roughly the difference here, we would have a problem
of $442 million in.terms of costs that are being expended. At
a time when we are having difficulty providing services to New
Jerseyans, this properly is an area of inquiry. At a time when
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we are talking about national health care, we obviously should
be looking at a number of areas, including immigration reform.
Now, as I've indicated, information that we have is
not reliable information -- estimates, at best, from different
agencies. Yet, at the same time, it's not unusual for us to be
talking to various people, and someone will indicate that it's
not unusual for someone to get illegal documentation for $40 or
$60 to be able to process benefits.
Hopefully, today we will be in a position to gather
additional facts and provide them to the Attorney General.
Perhaps what we will ultimately have is New Jersey joining in
with the lawsuits that other states are contemplating.
Now, in terms of the numbers that we've had, I've
indicated the State Department of Labor estimates of illegal
immigrants numbering between 125, 000 and 400, 000.
These are
the sort of numbers that concern us.
We need to better
understand the size of the illegal alien population.
The
attractiveness of the State is one of the other factors, in
terms of illegal aliens -- the access to jobs and governmental
benefits.
New Jersey, as I indicated, has joined the ranks of
other states such as New York, California, Florida, Texas,
Arizona, and Illinois in calling on the Federal government to
help pay for services to this sector of the population. At the
Federal level, there has also been an array of proposals
introduced in the Congress to exert more control over this
rising problem.
These initiatives cover a broad gamut of areas, such
as requiring Federal reimbursement to the states and localities
for the cost of the criminal alien's incarceration, to
eliminating
immigrants who
are nonci tizens
from gaining
benefits from 61 Federal programs relating to public health,
food,
nutrition,
Social Security increases,
homeless and
housing assistance, and Aid to Families with Dependent Children.
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Another Federal proposal would establish a national
counterfeit-resistant identification card that would be used to
verify employment or Federal program eligibility.
We will be hearing from academia, the National
Conference of State Legislatures, the State Departments of
Corrections, Education, and Human Services, and from the New
Jersey AFL-CIO, and the New Jersey Hospital Association, as
well as the Federal Inunigration and Naturalization Service.
The Committee looks forward to hearing testimony today
so that we can better understand the impact of this issue and
its effect on the taxpayers of our State.
At this time the Chair would entertain comments from
the various members.
Assemblywoman Haines?
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES:
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'd
just like to thank you for having this hearing. I think it is
very important to hear testimony from the people as to what
effect this is having on the State, because our main concern is
for the people that reside in the State of New Jersey who are
here legally. There is a tremendous cost that is being put on
to the backs of the taxpayers. That is something that we have
to look at and we have to change and correct.
It's nice to know that a lot of people want to come to
the United States, especially in the State of New Jersey, but
we want them to be here legally and to give their fair share
that everyone else has to and not take it from off the backs of
the taxpayers.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you.
Assemblyman Garrett?
ASSEMBLYMAN GARRETT: No comment, thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Assemblyman Mikulak?
ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK:
Yes I Mr. Chairman, I want to
thank you for having this hearing.
As you pointed out, the
undocumented population ranges from an estimated 70,000 done by
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the U.S. Census to 125,000 by INS.
So if we don't even know
the population, if there's such a wide disparity by Federal
agencies of the illegal population, it's hard to determine what
impact it will have on social services, jobs, and all the other
things.
That's what this Committee is beginning to find out
today to start the State in the right direction.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you.
As we can all appreciate, now that we're going through
the budgetary process here in the State of New Jersey, we• re
always looking for the best ways to allocate moneys to the
various programs.
This becomes an important area to review.
I've learned that we really have not had a comprehensive
review.
Certain departments seem to have some of the
information, but we've never before had an opportunity to put
together all of these details.
At a time when we're having the difficulty of the
budgetary process and trying to fund various programs, it is
important to be able to focus on this particular area.
Admittedly, this is not the only problem that we face, and I
don't want to give the impression that this is a panacea. But
at the same time, if we are spending $300 million or $400
million for various programs, then there is a need to look at
these areas to determine if leg~slative action is necessary,
both on the Federal level and at the State level.
We'll start this morning's hearing with testimony from
Dr.
Tom
Espenshade,
Professor
of
Sociology,
Princeton
University, Office of Population Research.
Good morning.
TH 0 . As
J.
Esp ER s HADE,
Ph.D.: Good morning,
Mr.
Chairman,
Committee
members:
My
name
is
Thomas
Espenshade.
I'm
an
economist
at
Princeton
University
affiliated
with
the
University's
Office
of
Population
Research.
For the past eight to ten years, my principle
research activities have been in the area of immigration to the
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United States.
Before coming to Princeton University, I was
involved in a major study of the impact of Mexican immigration
to Southern California. At the present time, I'm directing a
project at the Office of Population Research focusing on the
impacts of immigration to the State of New Jersey.
In my remarks this morning, I would like to address
two issues, one has already been touched upon to some extent.
The first issue has to do with the numbers: What can we say
about the number of undocumented or unauthorized immigrants in
the State of New Jersey at the present time? Then I'd like to
spend most of my time talking about the economic impacts of
immigration, what we know about it based on studies from New
Jersey, what we can say about it based on studies from other
parts of the country.
Let me address the first issue, the numbers of
undocumented immigrants: The first point I'd like to make is
that when many people talk about illegal immigration to the
United States, what they have in mind is a process by which
people come across the border without inspection, usually
between -- usually across land borders between ports of entry.
We often have in mind the situation at the southern border with
Mexico, where undocumented migrants come across the border
repeatedly and
are
apprehended by the
Immigration
and
Naturalization Service. These are people who, when they first
come to the United States, don't have proper authorization.
But there's another important component that gives
rise to the number of illegal immigrants in New Jersey and in
the United States' as a whole, and that's the group of people
who come here quite legally, initially, on proper visas issued
by the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Then, at some
point in their stay, they violate the terms of that temporary
visa, either by working when they' re not authorized to or,
typically, by staying past the authorized term of that visa.
If they overstay the stipulated time, then they fall into the
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undocumented or illegal alien population, although they were
quite legal when they came initially.
So they are these two
important components of the illegal alien population.
Now, we've already heard numbers about the size of the
undocumented immigrant population in New Jersey.
I would just
like to reiterate the points that have been made by Chairman
Roma. There are two different sets of estimates of the numbers
of undocumented immigrants in this State prepared by Federal
agencies.
We have a diagram at the head of the table
concerning the numbers of undocumented immigrants estimates
prepared by the U.S. Bureau of the Census pertaining to
estimates as of April 1993.
Those estimates, as has been pointed out, show that
the estimate for New Jersey is about 70,000 undocumented
immigrants in 1993, out of a U.S. total of about 4 million. So
New Jersey's share, according to these estimates, would be
about one-and-three-quarters percent of the total U.S. resident
undocumented stock of persons. New Jersey would rank sixth in
that listing.
Another
source
of
estimates
of
the
number
of
undocumented
immigrants
in
New
Jersey
comes
from
the
Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Those estimates,
prepared in October of 1992, show an estimate of the number of
undocumented immigrants in the U.S., as a whole, of about 3.2
million.
The New Jersey component of that is about 125,000.
So New Jersey's share would roughly be about 4 percent of that
total. Again, according to the Immigration and Naturalization
Service numbers, New Jersey would rank sixth in a list of
states in terms of the numbers of undocumented immigrants. The
INS data also gives some information about where undocumented
immigrants come from.
If we look at these figures for the U.S. as a whole,
the country that provides the largest source of ·undocumented
migrants to the United States is Mexico, followed by El
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Salvador and Guatemala.
Mexico provides about 30 percent of
all undocumented inunigrants to the United States.
The second issue that I would like to address, having
touched on some of these numbers, has to do with the economic
impacts of immigration to the United States and to New Jersey,
and in particular, the economic impact of undocumented or
unauthorized immigration.
Let me say at the beginning that one of the reasons
that we have such great uncertainty about even the numbers of
undocumented migrants is that there isn't a Federal census or
survey data source that I know of, where a person's legal
status is recorded. We don't ask people whether they are legal
or illegal migrants in the census or in any survey. So a lot
of the research that's been done on this topic is somewhat
inferential.
The first of the economic impact topics that I want to
address is the one that has already been alluded to by Chairman
Roma that has to do with the fiscal impact of immigrants. What
do they pay in taxes? What do they use in services?
About a year ago, I was involved in a project to
assess what we knew at the present time about the fiscal
impacts of immigrants to the United States, drawing upon
studies from different local areas, from different states, and
estimates provided at the Federal level.
Basically, what the
existing literature showed about a year ago was that if you
look at the fiscal impact of immigrants at the Federal level,
they tend to be a benefit to the Feds.
Immigrants tend to pay more in taxes to the Federal
government than they receive in services. At the State level,
it seems that the fiscal impacts of immigrants are basically a
wash; the taxes paid are roughly comparable to services
expended and that the level of government that bears the
biggest brunt of immigration to the United States is the local
level, where immigrants, typically, use more in services than
they pay for in taxes.
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These are studies based on -- largely on other states
and the United States as a whole. Recently there has been some
evidence provided on the fiscal impacts of immigrants and, in
particular,
undocumented immigrants to the State of New
Jersey.
I was struck about a month ago by this headline from
The Trentonian that illegal immigrants are using $100 million
worth of services in the State of New Jersey.
Since I'm involved in a study of the impacts of
immigrants to New Jersey, I wanted to track down the source of
these numbers, I found that they were provided by a group
called Migration Demographics, in Kentucky -- a fellow named
David Simcox, who has worked with another economist, Donald
Huddle, whose name and numbers have been receiving a fair
amount of attention at the national level.
I haven't had an opportunity to review, in detail, the
methodology that lies behind these numbers.
I was sent some
additional information by David Simcox, but there wasn • t very
much of a methodological discussion.
But it's important, I
think, to point out that as far as these estimates that were
reported here, they are based on the higher set of numbers of
the number of undocumented immigrants in the State of New
Jersey.
They assume 125, 000 instead of 70, 000 or some lower
number.
The more important point, I think, is that it is true
that
undocumented
immigrants
are using
State supported,
publicly supported services.
But the other important point to
keep in mind is that undocumented migrants are also paying
taxes. What, I think, is important to take into consideration
is what the balance is between these two.
In other words, to
look at the net fiscal impact of immigration of undocumented
migrants and not to focus exclusively on service usage.
As part of this project that I'm involved in, looking
at the impact of immigration on the State of New Jersey, we
have been using Census data to provide estimates of the fiscal
L
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impacts of immigrants on the State of New Jersey, at the State
level and also at the local level.
I don't want to do more
than just to give you, sort of, a highlight of what we have
found so far, based, I should emphasize, on results of the 1980
Census.
We are in the process of repeating the analysis for
the 1990 Census. These numbers are somewhat dated, but I think
they give a flavor of what we found.
In 1980, all New Jersey households combined; that is,
native-headed households
plus
immigrant-headed households,
imposed a net fiscal burden on State government of more than
$2 .1 billion.
When I say a net fiscal burden, I mean that
service usage outweighed taxes paid by about $2.1 billion and a
net burden on the aggregate of all the local governments
totalling nearly $700 million.
Both native- and immigrant-headed households received
government benefits worth more than they paid in taxes.
The
typical immigrant-headed household imposed an average fiscal
burden of about $350 on local governments throughout New
Jersey, versus roughly $225 for each native-headed household.
So there was a little bit of a difference between immigrantand native-headed households as far as fiscal impacts at the
local level is concerned.
At the State level, however, the net fiscal impacts of
immigrants and natives were similar, an average annual deficit
of about $850 for both irnmigrants and native households.
It
turns out that there are actually larger disparities among the
foreign-born population than there are between irnmigrants and
the aggregate in the natives in the aggregate.
Let me turn, finally, to what we know about job
competition, the other important economic aspect of immigration
on the State of New Jersey.
The question here is, what
evidence can we find
that
immigrants,
in general,
or
undocumented immigrants, in particular, are taking jobs away
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from native workers,
workers,

are

at

or

least

if

not

taking

jobs

the

wages

lowering

away from native
paid

to

native

workers?
There has been a fair amount of research by economists
on the labor market impact of immigrants.
What that research
tends to show is that immigrants, by and large, don't have much
of a positive or negative impact on the wages or employment
opportunities of native workers.
If there is any group in the
labor market that is adversely affected by the influx of
immigrants to the United States,
it's previous waves of
migrants themselves.
But there doesn't seem to be a lot of
evidence of job competition between the immigrant population
and the native population.
There's only one study that I could find that dealt
with the labor market impacts of undocumented or illegal
immigrants, and that was a study that was conducted based on
the 1980 Census.
It focused on the labor market impact of
undocumented Mexican migrants in five southwestern states of
the United States.
What that
research tended to show is that,
if
anything, undocumented migrants have a slight positive effect
on
the
employment
opportunities
and earnings
of
native
workers.
It's the legal immigrants who have a slight negative
effect on the earnings and employment opportunities of native
workers.
The rationale, the explanation seems to be that, in
general, undocumented migrants are taking jobs that natives
don't want, whereas there's more evidence of competition
between the legal migrants and the native workforce.
There is one other piece of evidence that relates to
the situation in New Jersey that comes from a study that I'm
involved in now.
I was interested in looking, particulary, at
whether the concentration of immigrants in New Jersey's local
area

labor markets had

an adverse
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impact on the earnings of

native born blacks,
any

group

in

the

because many people feel
labor

market

that's

that

going

to

if
be

there's
hurt

by

immigrants, it's African-Americans.
Based on data
any
from

evidence
the

markets

from the 1980 Census,

whatsoever

of

concentration

of

an

effect,

immigrants

I

couldn • t

positive
in

or

local

find

negative,

area

labor

on the annual earnings or the weekly wages of native

born blacks in this State. That doesn't mean that there might
not be other groups that are affected one way or the other; it
doesn't necessarily mean that with data from 1990 we wouldn • t
detect an impact, but based on the evidence so far, in New
Jersey,
I haven't been able to detect an effect of the
concentration of immigrants -- not undocumented immigrants but
immigrants, in general.
concentration
blacks.

of

It doesn't seem to be an impact of the

immigrants

That concludes my
very much, Mr. Chairman.
ASSEMBLYMAN

on

the

remarks
Thank

ROMA:

earnings
for

right

you.

of

native

now.

Just

a

born

Thank you
couple

of

questions, if I may?
Sure.

DR. ESPENSHADE:
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

You know, when you're talking about

the enormity of the problem, and the information that we do
have available, it seems to me that there is much information
that we need to acquire, yet, from what I'm hearing, we don't
have
the
ability
to
be
able
to
cull
that
additional
information.
What might you suggest, in terms of our being
able to coordinate that data so that we have a better picture?
DR. ESPENSHADE:
Well, I think one thing that is
possible is some of the issues that the State of New Jersey is
now grappling with, have been tackled by other states prior to
this

point.

There

has

been

a

tremendous

amount

California on the fiscal impact of immigrants.
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of

work

in

I was ·involved

in providing some advice to the people in Florida on how to
conduct their study on the fiscal impact of immigrants to the
State of Florida.
I think that even though the situation in New Jersey
may be, to some extent, different from the situation in other
states, it is possible to learn additional things about what's
going on here by reviewing, in some systematic fashion, what
other states have found on the issue of the fiscal impact of
immigrants, taking into account services used and taxes paid,
and on the other issue of the labor market impacts of
immigrants.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
Well, let me give you something
else that is being discussed, maybe in the context of welfare
fraud or welfare entitlements. One of the areas has been with
fingerprinting,
and we' re looking at a proposal in the
Legislature that would provide for photo imaging.
We hear
daily of reports where people in New York and New Jersey are
applying for the same benefits under different Social Security
numbers.
If there's going to be any tracking of the
information, we need a better way of coordinating the data. Is
this something that you have some experience with or have
reviewed or could comment upon?
DR. ESPENSHADE:
No, no, and no.
(laughter)
No, I
haven't had-- I'm not familiar with the technology.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: You admit that with the information
that's out there, with underground economies-We talk in
terms of figures that-- I think you indicated before that at
the State level, there might be a wash.
But I'm looking at some of the numbers from Florida,
and just very quickly: the Department of Education, State and
local, $180 million; Health Care Administration, $4.1 million;
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services, $9.3 million;
Department of Corrections, $15.3 million; so it would seem to
me that one of the areas that we might be looking at might be
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deportation,

in terms of criminals in the jails.

Yet,

at the

same time, we know the impact that it has here in New Jersey,
with

the

judicial
$2.3

cost

of

system,

million;

keeping
state

public

a

criminal

courts,

$10

in

a

million;

infrastructure,

$40.4

State

facility:

law enforcement,
million.

Between

the state and local expenditures in Florida -- this apparently
is the report that came out of the Governor• s Office -- the
total

annual

burden

on

Florida

taxpayers

amounts

something

on

to

$884

million.
So

we

need

to

be

doing

basis among all of the states and,

a

coordinated

in particular,

now that we

have the distinction of falling into this category of the sixth
highest, we need to better review that information.
DR. ESPENSHADE:

Let me just clarify something that I

said earlier when I was talking about the evidence that existed
a year or two ago showing that the net fiscal impact of the
immigrants on State governments was more or less a wash.
What
I meant by that was,
immigrants

were

it seemed as if the services utilized by

roughly

comparable

to

the

taxes

they

were

paying.
Now it may be that studies that have been done since
then -- there are two or three in California, there's this one
in Florida, there's one by the Governor's off ice in Texas-This new evidence may alter that earlier conclusion.
But the
conclusion about immigration having a neutral effect took into
account not only the services that were being utilized by the
immigrants -- the services that you just itemized -- but it
also took into account the estimates of the taxes being paid,
and it was an attempt to weigh those two together.
The other thing I might just comment on,
mentioned it,
York Times

has

just

to do with an article that was
on

Saturday,

about

Florida.
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the

prison

because you
in The New

population

in

The

State

of

agreement

with

the

Authority

which

would

Florida

has

Immigration
allow

apparently

and

reached

Naturalization

Florida's

prison

some

Service

authorities

to

deport the illegal alien population prior to the completion of
those sentences.

Authorities in Florida feel that because it's

costing them $60 million to house the illegal alien population
in prisons, that would result in significant savings.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

We

thank you.

Questions

from the

Committee?
Assemblyman Mikulak?
ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK:
big

difference

in

the

Doctor, how do you attribute the

numbers

between

the

Census

and

INS,

70,000 for this U.S. Census in New Jersey to 125,000 for INS?
DR. ESPENSHADE:
I think that trying to estimate the
number of undocumented immigrants at any particular point is a
difficult methodological task, because, as I mentioned earlier,
we don't have any record keeping system that asks people what
their

legal

status

is.

So

these

are estimates

that

are

put

together through indirect means of one sort or another.
It may seem that
pretty broad,

this

range of 70, 000 to

but there have been times

125, 000

is

in the United States

when there have been estimates that the number of undocumented
immigrants in the country, as a whole,

ranged from 2 million or

3 million at one end, to 20 million at the other.

So this is,

in comparative terms, a smaller range.
I've spoken with the people at the Census Bureau who
put these estimates together -- the 70,000 estimate -- and it's
interesting to get their reaction.
They are not at all
inclined to treat 70, 000 as a very precise number.
In fact,
they' re even reluctant to have these numbers referred to as
estimates; they prefer to have them referred to as indicators.
The more I talked to these people, the more they seemed to back
away from this table of numbers they had assembled.·
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So,

if

I

had

to

pick

between

the

Immigration

and

Naturalization Service numbers and those that we have here on
the chart

from the Census

Bureau,

I

might

tend to give more

weight to the INS numbers than to those of the Census Bureau.
ASSEMBLYMAN

MIKULAK:

You

said

that

some

illegal

immigrants have been found to have a positive impact on the job
market.

Could you explain that?
DR.

ESPENSHADE:

is a positive impact,

The evidence suggests

it's very small.

that

if

there

I tried to explain it

in terms of immigrants taking jobs that native workers would
prefer not to take.
The rationale here is that there are
different groups

in the

labor market

that

are complements

in

production.
In other words, the more you have of one, the more
you need of another.
The more prisoners you have, the more
wardens you need and so

forth.

So the

larger

the number of

undocumented immigrants working in the labor market, the larger
the number of complementary workers you would need. That would
increase,

slightly perhaps,

the demand

for

native workers

in

allied industries and occupations.
ASSEMBLYMAN

MIKULAK:

So

it's

more

like

a

neutral

impact, with a slight possible benefit.
put

it

DR. ESPENSHADE:
I think that the conservative way to
is that there isn't strong evidence that undocumented

immigrants have a negative impact on the earnings or employment
opportunities of native workers.
It's either neutral or
slightly positive.
ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Further questions? (no response)
Thank you, Doctor.
We' re going to call Mr. William Tillman, who is the
Deputy Director of Immigration and Naturalization Services.
Good morning, Mr. Tillman.

w I L L I AM

R.

T I LL MAR:
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Good morning.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
of

what

with

we've

INS,

heard

and

information.
the

State,

that

at

and what

perhaps

the

we

to

are

time,

learning

testimony

have

coordinate

present

we

your

We expect
as

Thank you for being with us.

two

this

will

to

deals

give

there

directly

us

further

three hearings

information.
are

a

We

Much

across

understand

number

of

Federal

initiatives that are being undertaken to not only put together
the

information

aspect,

that

is

necessary,

but

also

the

deterrent

in terms oi making sure that people who come to this

country come to the country legally.
There

is

somewhat

of

an

inconsistency,

if

you

can

appreciate the fact that one must need certain documentation to
get

into

the

country,

yet

the

minute

that

someone

illegally,

they are entitled to a vast array of

benefits.

I

know,

in your testimony,

is

here

services

and

you will cover some of

those areas.
MR.
session.

I

TILLMAN:

If

not

today,

perhaps

at

some

future

am very pleased to have an opportunity to appear

before you this morning.
To begin,

I thank you for the invitation.

let me describe the overall structure of the

immigration service and try to give you some idea of where my
office fits within that structure.

The control of the service

is

All

centered

in

Washington,

D.C.

policy

procedures

are

developed at our office headquarters there.
INS divides the United States into three regions.

The

Eastern Region covers the Atlantic Coast, from the Atlantic
Coast to the Mississippi River.
What we call the Central
Region covers the
Canadian border to

central part of the country,
from the
the Mexican border, from the Mississippi

River over to the Rocky Mountains.
The Western Region covers
the West Coast.
Within each region, each of those three
regions, we have district offices.
Each district covers a specific geographical area.

My

district, which is called the Newark district, covers the State
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of New Jersey. Within that geographical area, I'm responsible
for a number of activities.
They fall into, basically, two
types: enforcement activities, and the granting of immigration
benefits.
We inspect all individuals arriving from a foreign
country by airplane or ship, before allowing them to come into
the United States. We grant benefits, such as lawful permanent
residence, citizenship, and employment authorization.
Our
enforcement efforts include: the targeting of employers who
hire aliens that are in the United States illegally; efforts to
apprehend and deport aliens that are here illegally; and
efforts to seek out and prosecute the rings that are involved
in criminal violations of the immigration laws.
As you know from previous testimony, New Jersey is a
magnet for immigration, both legal and illegal. It's the State
with the sixth largest population among the states.
It's not
surprising that New Jersey also ranks fifth or sixth in respect
to most catagories of immigration. We're fifth in terms of the
numbers of arriving immigrants each year.
In Fiscal • 92, we
had a little over 48,000 immigrants arriving in the State of
New Jersey.
We• re fifth in terms of the foreign-born
population of the State
foreign-born persons within the
State.
The 1990 census had New Jersey at about 966,000
foreign-born persons. We're about sixth in terms of the number
of
illegal
aliens
in
the
population.
Immigration
and
Naturalization Service's current estimate of the illegal alien
population is 128,000.
Let me give you some idea of the workload that the New
Jersey Office of INS handles in a typical year:
We inspect .
about 1. 5 million arriving passengers at Newark International
Airport. We expect that that figure will probably rise by 1995
to about three million arriving passengers, with the expansion
of
the
International
Arrivals
Terminal
at
Newark
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International. We grant citizenship through the naturalization
process to about 16,000 to 17,000 aliens, each year. We grant
about 12, 000 aliens permanent residence.
We give green cards
to about 12,000 aliens each year.
We grant employment
authorization to another 13,000 eligible aliens.
On the enforcement side, in fiscal '93, in New Jersey
in the State Prison System -- various prison systems throughout
the State -- we interviewed a little over 1500 incarcerated
aliens. We initiated deportation proceedings against a little
over 1200 of those incarcerated aliens.
In that same year, we
deported or removed about 200 of the criminal aliens, who were
in the prison system.
Our employer sanctions operation, resulted in fines
against 57 employers in fiscal '93.
The total amount of the
fines was a little over a half a million dollars.
In addition
to that, we issued 47 criminal arrest warrants; conducted 19
searchers pursuant to warrants; succeeded in convicting 12
perpetrators of criminal violations of inunigration laws; and
seized about 40 vehicles in enforcement operations of one sort
or another.
Our priorities, in terms of enforcement are, first of
all, the location and deportation of criminal aliens -- aliens
who have been convicted of a criminal offense.
Secondly, the monitoring and fining, if appropriate,
of employers who violate the employer sanctions laws.
Finally,
the prosecution of
rings,
fraud
rings
involved in activities
that
are designed to circumvent
inunigration laws against fraudulent documents and the smuggling
of illegal aliens.
I am very proud of our working relationship with the
State of New Jersey. For at least the last five years, we have
worked very closely with the New Jersey Department of
Corrections. We have agents assigned to all penal. institutions
within the State.
We interview foreign-born inmates to
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determine if they should be deported. We receive, on a monthly
basis, computer printouts of all inmates within the State
prison system. This enhances our efficiency and enables us to
interview only those individual~ whom we have previously missed
or who have been recently incarcerated.
We also work very
closely with the Department of Probation to determine if any
aliens who are on probation, or are about to be released on
probation, may be subject to deportation.
In addition, we work very closely with the New Jersey
Department of Labor
in relation to employer sanctioned
activities.
We accompany State investigators and Federal
Department of Labor investigators on joint operations of
employers suspected of violating both State and Federal laws.
As recently as last Friday, we held a training session
for State investigators to help them improve their ability to
identify fraudulent immigration documents. Fraudulent document
training has also been given to almost every county welfare
department in the State. As we speak, the Union County Welfare
Department is receiving this sort of training.
It• s designed
to help them determine the eligibility of their applicants for
welfare benefits.
I hope that this overview has been helpful.
If you
have any questions, I'll be pleased to try and answer them at
this point.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: I have a few questions. During the
brief period of time that I was going through immigration law
and getting some understanding,
there are a number of
preferences in terms of how one processes the necessary
documentation to come into this country.
We have a first
preference where
there
is
a
relationship to an existing relative, work preferences, trade
preferences, and things of that nature. Then we have a number
of areas that are deportation offenses, in terms of drug
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activity,

things

of

that

nature.

It

would

seen

to

me

that

anyone who is here illegally to begin with would be deportable
under Federal law.

I mean, is that not the case?

MR. TILLMAN:
States illegally,
reasons,

I

population

they are deportable.

think,
in

It's true that if they are in the United

in view of

the

the

United

But for fairly obvious

size

States,

of

the

INS

illegal

alien

prioritizes

its

enforcement efforts -- the enforcement efforts that it directs
against the illegal alien population.
ASSEMBLYMAN

ROMA:

I

guess

the

There are a number of people out there.

question

vast

losing
revenue,

number of
that

revenue.

but,

systems

in

comply

with

people who
It

are not

shouldn't

be:

We've heard about how

some of the illegal aliens are paying taxes.
a

would

I'm sure there's

paying

taxes,

be

question

a

and we' re
of

the

at the same time, we seem to have two different

effect.
the

We

law,

have

our

people

citizens,

who

are

and,

being

at

the

asked

same

to

time,

people who are violating the laws.
From the

standpoint

of

the

deportation

aspect,

if

I

understood you correctly, we have approximately 1500 people who
are illegal aliens within our correctional system?
MR.

TILLMAN:

We

interviewed

approximately

1500

last

year.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
are illegal

aliens

Then we know for

a fact

that they

and that there are 1500 of them,

and yet,

we're only deporting 200 of the 1500?
MR. TILLMAN:
I think that it may be that the figures
are a little misleading there.
These are people who are
serving their sentences in the State prison system.
We
interviewed

1500,

and

deportable.

The

others

approximately
were

1200

probably

turned

people

who

out
had

to

be
been

naturalized, or maybe were misidentified as aliens in the first
place.

Of the 1200 or so that we identified and then initiated

proceedings to deport, about 200 actually got deported, because
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about 200 of them finished their sentences in the course of
that year.
Now the remainder of the 1200 that we identified
and processed will eventually be deported, in future years, as
they finish their sentences.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
So we have to wait until they
finish their sentences before we can deport them? Is that what
you're saying?
MR. TILLMAN:
In most cases, yes.
Now, Professor
Espenshade mentioned a system -- a newly devised system -- in·
Florida.
I'm not aware of it myself.
I know New York State
had something of that nature a few years back, where sentences
were reduced -- criminal sentences being served by the prisoner
for his criminal offense were reduced -- in order to allow him
to accept deportation and go back to his home country. That's
I'm not really
a system that's been tried in several states.
But it is a
aware of the results of the trials.
it's
something that has been done.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
One of the areas that we're going
to be looking into will be to refine those statistics, in terms
of those people in our jail system who are illegal aliens. At
a time when we have Federal judges waiting to issue orders
because of overcrowding, it seems to me that we should have a
better way of handling the people that are in our jail system.
We' re looking at having boot camps, having violent/nonviolent
offenders, but if we have a classification of the jail
population that is illegal to begin with, I cannot understand
why we allow them to stay within our jail system and have the
taxpayers subsidize their cost.
This is an area perhaps with Corrections, and Law and
Public Safety, that we can look at, and perhaps we can step up
the deportation proceedings.
MR. TILLMAN:
I think another problem that we're
dealing with here is information
the accuracy of the
information we have regarding who is in the prison system. INS
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-- I guess it's not specifically INS -- but the Department of
Justice and the Off ice of Management and Budget have recently
commissioned

a

information.

study
It's

that

going

Institute, under contract.
nonpartisan,
will focus
welfare,
states

will

resource

to

focus

be

by

type
the

of

Urban

The Urban Institute is a nonprofit,

on the impact of

in

Washington,

D.C.

It

illegal immigration on education,

and the penal system.
is

that

conducted

organization

-- New Jersey

on

I think that the seven largest

one of

them--

The New Jersey State

prison officials are presently working with representatives of
the Urban Institute in conducting that study.
ASSEMBLYMAN

ROMA:

I

know

you

can

appreciate

the

sentiment, at a time when we are looking for ways to be able to
fund

the various

Federal

level.

forthcoming.

programs,

being

at

a

State

level or

at

the

I'm wondering what additional moneys might be
Yet,

at the same time,

there is a potential area

where we might save money by changing Federal or State law.
I

understand there are at least three different bills

that are being considered right now.
bill;

then,

unlawful
SS!,

I

believe

aliens

and

from

there

accessing

Unemployment

inconsistent

that

then eligible

for

compensation.

I mean,

a

Senate

AFDC,

Insurance.

someone who
a

is

There is a welfare reform

is

variety of

bill

that

Medicaid,
It

prohibits

food

stamps,

a

little

seems

illegally in the country is
benefits,

including workmen's

either a person is here legally or not

here legally.
I guess what might be appropriate-I know that you are working with other agencies,

but

we're getting'so many inconsistent statements, in terms of what
information is out there.

We want to be in a position to help

you acquire that data.
So perhaps you might take this back
with a view towards recommendations.
Where both at the State
and

Federal

level,

that

we

could

work

identify these areas.
Questions from the Committee?
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with

you

to

better

ASSEMBLYMAN GARRETT: Yes.
I just have two.
This is
all new to me, so-- You mention also, in Florida, that they
have the question regarding the immigrants and the jail system
and trying to address that issue. What happens if you were to
deport an immigrant that was in the Florida jail system before
his jail time is up?
If you deport him to his home country,
what happens to that individual?
MR. TILLMAN:
I'm not familiar with the system in
Florida.
I heard about it for the first time from Tom
Espenshade.
The New York system
again I don't know the
results of that trial -- it was an arrangement with the Mexican
Government, which allowed the prisoner to serve out the
remainder of his sentence in a Mexican jail.
Now, the pitfall of that approach, obviously, is you
depend on that country of which the alien is a native, to
punish him for the crime that he has committed in the United
States.
You don't really control that punishment.
He might
wind up back in the United States two weeks after he's been
deported. You never know.
ASSEMBLYMAN GARRETT:
The second question is:
There
was a program on TV about a year ago.
I know they did a
follow-up on it recently -- about the INS program -- about what
goes on in New York State, as far as the immigrants coming here
and claiming political asylum.
I can't remember what program
that was, but I'm sure you heard about it.
MR. TILLMAN: It was "60 Minutes."
ASSEMBLYMAN GARRETT:
There you go.
Are there
recommendations coming out of your Department to address that
situation?
MR. TILLMAN:
We have recommendations.
We have
proposed regulations that will streamline the assignment
process. Let me say, in respect to that, that's not obviously,
a New York problem.
It's a New Jersey problem, as well. We
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don't get the same volume of applicants at Newark International
Airport that we get at New York,

but it's basically the same

system.
There are two ways of attacking that problem:
to

streamline

the

asylum

process,

asylum claims disposed of quickly;

so

that

we

can

One is

get

those

Not to grant employment to

the asylum applicants while their asylum interviews

are being

granted, so therefore, to eliminate that as a lure

as one of

the lures that brings them here.
The other way to approach the problem is to make sure
we

have

the

space

to

incarcerate

--

the

detention

space

to

incarcerate the asylum applicants while they're pursuing their
applications for
here

and make

an

asylum.

asylum application.

detention facility,
Elizabeth,
that

applicants

a

got
for

We are

about

to get

300-bed contract detention facility,

New Jersey.

we've

That also is a disincentive to come

That will

for

that

increase by four

purpose,

admission who

are not

for

the

eligible

in

the space

detention
for

a

of

admission,

including asylum applicants.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

Thank you.

Assemblywoman Haines.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES:
answer this--

I'm not sure you probably could

Do they have rights by the appeal process?

MR. TILLMAN:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES:

Okay, I just--

MR. TILLMAN:
It's an extensive-Procedural rights
for aliens vary from case to case, depending on whether they
are already
the United States or whether they are applying
for admission.

in

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES:
MR. TILLMAN:

Right.

But they are extensive.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN

HAINES:

Well,

I'm

talking

about

the

ones that have been found -- that are here that are found that
they should be deported.

Do they have some type of process?
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MR. TILLMAN:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES:
MR. TILLMAN:

They have the same rights to due process

that most -ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES:
MR.

TILLMAN:

enacted which make
avoid

They do?

Why?

By law.

There have

it more difficult

incarceration,

while

he's

in

for

recently been laws
a criminal alien to

deportation

proceedings.

Some of the criminal grounds for deportation have been termed
aggravated felonies.
In the case of an aggrieved felon, INS is
required

to

keep

him

in

custody

while

we

So

would

be

pursue

the

deportation.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN
different

facility.

HAINES:

he

housed

in

a

He wouldn't be incarcerated in the State

prison or county prison?
MR. TILLMAN:
He would be housed at INS expense,
unless
he
was
still
in
prison when we
initiated
the
proceedings.

We try to conduct the proceedings while they are

still serving their criminal sentence -- get them moved out of
the way so that they are ready to be moved out of the country.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES:

Do you

know what

the cost

is

for INS to house them, per person?
It ranges from $80 to
MR. TILLMAN:
In this State?
$100 a night that we pay.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HAINES: Do you know the average cost it
would be to house them in a State or a county facility?
MR. TILLMAN:
I don• t know that figure.
I can only
tell you what we pay.
We pay about $80.
We use county
facilities.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN

HAINES:

someone

How

long

that's waiting

does
to

the

process

normally take

for

their appeal?

What is the average length of time that it would

take, plus, that we're housing this individual?
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be deported, ·or

MR.

TILLMAN:

that question.

It's

really

very

difficult

to

answer

It varies enormously,

depending largely on how
much of a fight the alien wishes to put up -- how many of his
He can drag it out for
rights he wishes to avail himself of.
an inordinate length of time if he wishes -- many months.
Sometimes 18 months to two years.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

Assemblyman Mikulak.

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK:
The
countries

professor

that

Thank you.

testified

contribute

Salvador, and Guatemala.

to

that

in

illegal

the

U.S.

flow

are

the

three

Mexico,

El

What would the three top countries of

origin be in New Jersey?
MR. TILLMAN:

You're talking about illegal aliens?

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK:

Right.

MR. TILLMAN:
I can't answer that question right off
the top of my head.
It's-ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK:

Could you estimate?

Give us

a

ball park?
MR.

TILLMAN:

would

I

say

this,

New

Jersey

is

different-ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK:
MR.

TILLMAN:

substantially different,
may

comprise

the

Right, absolutely.

--from

the

national

picture,

in that we may still have--

largest

Dominicans, in New Jersey.

numbers

of

Mexicans

illegals

probably

Where the difference lies is in the

percentages.
Instead of having 50 percent Mexican and the
other 50 percent a conglomeration of everything else, ours is
basically very small percentages of each nationality, maybe 10
percent

at

the

Salvadoran, etc.

most

not

so

much

MIKULAK:

TILLMAN:
in

percent

Dominican,

9

percent

and

Eastern

recent

years,

It's a vast variety.

ASSEMBLYMAN
European now.
MR.

10

the

We

have

Chinese

Indians

have gone up

illegal

population
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in
as

in

the

legal

immigration. We also have a lot of Western European countries
here, Polish and Italian, both illegal and legal.
That's
uncommon among other states.
ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK:
How
many
rings
have
you
recovered that issue fraudulent documentation in the last, say,
10 years?
MR. TILLMAN:
We've initiated-We've got current
arrest warrants on some 47 individuals.
Probably, I really
can't answer your question, in terms of the exact number of
rings, but I would judge from that, maybe 20 to 25 rings.
Normally we would have one or two arrests in connection with
each case that we work.
ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK: Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: One last question. As a result of
this hearing coming up, I received a number of phone calls at
my office, and some of the people who were complaining were a
little reluctant to come forward for various reasons. But this
whole idea of being able to procure illegal documentation for
$40, $50, or $60-- I'm sure that within the enforcement that
you' re working, with the U.S. Attorney's Off ice and various
other agencies -- I guess, as a result of Assemblyman Mikulak's
question
maybe you can give us an idea of how you get
involved and what type of penalties are available to deter the
usage of the false documentation?
I'm talking about someone who called, who lives in a
large garden complex. She overheard a conversation where it's
common knowledge to go down and see this particular person to
be able to pick up the illegal documentation for $40 or $60.
You want a driver's license? You want a passport? They have
other types of documentation; you can pick it up and access all
types of benefits. If that is part of the problem that we have
here, I'd like to know what type of enforcement activities we
have to deter that sort of activity?
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MR.
enforcement
about.
to
for

TILLMAN:

We

dedicate

resources to fraud,

about

a

third

of

our

which is what you are talking

It's true that you can get a document that would appear

authorize employment or
fairly

inferior,
larger

small

sums.

though,

to

sums.

consider.

indicate permanent

The
the

That's

quality of

ones

one

that

aspect

the

are
that

resident
document

status
is much

available

for

we

want

might

much
to

In terms of our efforts to prosecute these people,

they're so numerous, the activities so widespread, it has to be
a

pretty

sizeable

case

before

we

can

expect

to

get

it

here

in

New

prosecuted in the U.S. Attorney's Office.
However,
Jersey,

we

have

working with

initiate

criminal

courts.

We've found

had

local

actions

a

police
and

that

lot

of

success

and county prosecutors,

criminal

proceedings

they are often much more

in

to

local

receptive

than the Federal courts.
ASSEMBLYMAN

ROMA:

counterfeiting money,
to

me

that

from

By

analogy,

if

somebody

it would be of great concern.

another

standpoint,

it's

a

was

It seems

priority

of

law

enforcement in terms of shifting resources to be able to combat
another problem.
penalties

are not

But if it's widespread and perceived that the
there,

or the enforcement

is not

there,

we

can only expect more of the same.
MR. TILLMAN:
problem is

to

enhance

Another way that INS is approaching that
the

security

features:

well,

first

of

all, to limit the number of documents that we issue that
authorize emp.loyment, to try to reduce the number of documents
on the street put there by us that would indicate some legal
status; also to improve the security features of the documents
that we issue, so that we've got a little better control over
the process.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

Thank you.

I believe Assemblyman Petrillo has some questions.
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ASSEMBLYMAN PETRILLO: I have a question based on some
earlier testimony.
Can an illegal alien in New Jersey qualify
for
State
temporary
disability
benefits
or
worker's
compensation benefits?
MR. TILLMAN:
Assemblyman, I'm not in a posit ion to
answer that question. You would need to talk to the people who
are administering the benefit program.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
Assemblyman, I believe we have a
representative from the Department of Labor.
There was some
preliminary
information
that
we
received.
It's
my
understanding that those disability benefits or those workmen's
compensation benefits are, in fact, paid to illegal aliens.
That was one of the areas that we were going to look into, but
in terms of coordinating the information and identifying the
areas, that is an excellent question.
We certainly want to
hear from the Department of Labor.
ASSEMBLYMAN
PETRILLO:
One
other
question.
The
Professor who testified before you, as I understand his
testimony, said that the overall effect of illegal aliens on
the New Jersey economy is either neutral or slightly positive.
Do you either agree, disagree, or have any opinion on that?
MR. TILLMAN:
That's a subject of much discussion.
The spectrum of arguments on that issue is just incredible. It
goes from one side arguing basically in favor of open
immigration; that the economy in the United States will benefit
enormously
from
immigration
in
large,
vast
numbers
uncontrolled immigration essentially.
To the other extreme:
lock the doors, keep them all out. We'll all be better off if
we do.
So that it's very difficult for someone from INS to
comment on that.
We don't have a position, an official
position, on that.
ASSEMBLYMAN PETRILLO: Thank you.
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ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Further questions? (no response)
Thank you, Mr. Tillman. Thank you for being with us.
Our next speaker, Mr. Jon Dunlap, Policy Associate
from the National Conference of State Legislatures. We're very
happy to have you with us this morning.
As many of you are aware, in terms of the policies
that are initiated among the different states, we've worked
with the National Conference of State Legislatures to build a
consensus, or to put together legislation.
NCSL has been
extremely helpful. We thank you for your comment, and we also
thank you for being here.
J O N A T H A R
C.
D U N L A P: Mr. Chairman and members
of the Committee, I'd like to thank you for the opportunity to
come before you and testify on the issue of undocumented
immigration or illegal immigration, and its impact on state
governments, particulary the State of New Jersey.
Again, my name is Jon Dunlap, and I represent the
National Conference of State Legislatures today.
I'm also a
member of the NCSL's Immigrant Policy Project. This is the one
particular area that I work on for NCSL.
I'd 1 ike to address four main issues in my remarks
this morning.
I' 11 abbreviate them, so we can get to some of
the others as well, and then take your questions.
The first issue I'd like to talk to you about is just
to give you an introduction to the Immigrant Policy Project -some of the things that we do.
We are a resource that's
available to you and your Committee, as you look further into
this particular issue.
Second: I'd just like to briefly address the complex
issue of inunigrant law and the different immigrant categories.
Third: talk about some of the specific impacts of
illegal immigration in other states, particulary California,
Texas, and Florida, that have done some fairly in-depth
analysis on the issue of these particular costs, as was alluded
to in the earlier testimony.
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For over a decade, NCSL has been very involved in
issues related to immigration and its effect on state
government.
In 1990, NCSL helped to create what is called the
State and Local Coalition on Immigration. It's a group of five
member lobbying organizations, which have formed one group. It
consists of NCSL, the National Governor's Association, the U.S.
Conference of Mayors, the National Association of Counties, and
the American Public Welfare Association. They have all joined
together to lobby with a common voice on immigration matters as
they affect or impact state and local government.
As part of this particular coalition, it received a
grant from the Mellon Foundation in 1991, which sponsors the
Immigrant Policy Project, which has a staff of two people; it
includes myself and one other person. We are housed at NCSL,
and we're employees of NCSL.
Project
is
charged
The
Immigrant
Policy
with
researching immigrant policy issues related to the resettlement
of newcomers, immigrants, refugees, etc, then to disseminate
the information that we collect to Federal, state, and local
officials.
Our primary object then is to do research and
provide education on these matters. We do not lobby as members
of the Immigrant Policy Project, although with this particular
coalition of the five organizations, that's their primary duty.
I would just like to talk briefly about what the
project has been up to.
We've recently completed five
particular immigrant policy papers.
The first of which I• ve
made available to each of the Committee members today. It's a
primer on immigration law and the Federal responsibilities.
There are four others, and I'd be happy to make those available
to the members of the Committee, if there's an interest.
ASSEMBLYMAN
ROMA:
If
you
would
forward
that
information, we would thank you.
MR. DUNLAP: Certainly.
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We've also held a series of regional meetings across
the country, in settings just like this one, with state
legislators and others who are interested in these particular
issues. We have collected some information, which we have made
available through the papers.
Then we held a national
conference in San Diego this past July, as a way of offering
opportunities for interested parties to network and learn about
the different pieces that we publish and so on.
In the next phase of the project, we' 11 be focusing
primarily on welfare reform and job training reform, and how
those particular issues will affect newcomer populations, such
as legal immigrants, refugees, and so on.
Let me just quickly address something that we've
become concerned about with regard to the complex nature of all
the different categories of immigrants that are admitted for
entry into the United States, particulary because there seems
to be a lot of confusion within the media, a blurring of the
distinctions between legal immigrants and undocumented or
i l lega 1 immigrants.
It's something that we feel needs to be
very carefully deliniated when you• re talking about all the
various costs, who is eligible for what, and so on.
If I could just turn to that quickly, there are really
three sorts of immigration that I would like to break down into
categories for you.
The first is what you would consider normal legal
immigration.
Approximately 700,000 individuals per year are
allowed to legally immigrate into the United States. They are
eligible for' just about every Federal program and state
program, welfare benefits and so on.
They would come to
reunite with family members, and the other reason would be to
be employed by companies in the U.S. that are looking for
exceptionally skilled foreign-born workers.
The second category is a humanitarian immigration.
They are also lawfully afforded residency in the United
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Examples of this category would be people like
States.
refugees: those seeking asylum, those paroled into the United
States
by the Attorney General,
and others.
What
is
significant about this category is that they are fleeing
persecution from their home countries, and so we extend asylum
to these particular individuals as a way of offering them
safety and so on.
These particular humanitarian immigrants
are, for the most part, eligible for all Federal programs and
benefits with the refugees, in particular, having their own
Federa 1 program which provides cash and medica 1 assistance to
help them meet the special needs that they have, because they
are often victims of torture and so on, and need some extra
assistance.
The third category is really the category that we are
concerned about today, and that is the undocumented immigrants,
illegal immigrants.
As we have heard, INS figures estimate
that about 300, 000 undocumented individuals will come to stay
permanently in the United States on an annual basis. The total
numbers range between 3. 5 mi 11 ion and 4 mi 11 ion undocumented
individuals in the United States, and again, that's a figure
that's debated.
It always makes sense to talk about that in a
range, as opposed to having just one particular number.
The interesting or the important thing, I think, to
note about the undocumented population is that they qualify for
very few Federal and state programs. You could probably list
them on one hand if you needed to. Just to give you an idea,
they would qualify for K through 12 public education.
That's
the mandate the Supreme Court has
required states and
localities to provide undocumented children with K through 12
public education.
Secondly, undocumented individuals are eligible to
receive emergency medical assistance through the Medicaid
program. They receive or they have eligibility for a number of
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nutrition programs, such as the WIC program and school lunch
and school breakfast, and would also be eligible for and would
require, in some cases, corrections' costs. Those are sort of
the main things that states should be concerned about in regard
to the undocumented population.
Those are the major costs.
They are not qualified for programs such as AFDC, SSI, or some
of the major welfare programs that are either Federally funded
or a Federal/state program.
I would like to just talk briefly now about the three
states that I have mentioned, and some of the reports that they
have conducted over the last year to year and a half. Starting
with California, they esti~ate that the undocumented population
costs them approximately $1.7 billion annually, just to provide
the public education for undocumented children.
As far as emergency medical care, their estimates show
that they spend approximately $300 million for emergency
Medicaid services to the undocumented irrunigrants. Again, that
doesn't get at the whole cost for the Medicaid program, but the
Federal government has given us some reimbursement.
They
provide the match for the Medicaid program, and then states
would be responsible for the additional
in California's
case, $300 million.
As
far
as
corrections'
services
go,
California
estimates that it spends approximately $300 million annually,
to pay for the corrections' incarcerations costs and so on.
Turning to the Florida study that has been mentioned
recently, I would like to just make one addition to some of the
corrunents that have been passed on to you before.
The $884
million figure that we're talking about is an aggregate figure,
which includes the cost of legal irrunigrants, as well as the
undocumented.
So you need to be very careful when you are
separating the cost for the undocumented, because they did
include some of the cost for legal irrunigrants.
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ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Well, how much of that then, would
be attributable to illegal, or are you getting into that?
MR. DUNLAP: Okay. Yes, I'll give it to you right now.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you.
MR. DUNLAP:
For public education, the State of
Florida estimates that it spends about half a billion dollars
about $517 million dollars
educating undocumented
children.
For the emergency Medicaid program, it estimates that
it pays about $12 million.
For corrections, the Florida estimate is about $26
million.
Again, these are all estimates.
They have used a
methodology that won't give you a specific figure, but it gives
you an idea at least, so it's a ballpark. So for those three
programs, you begin to see that it's somewhat less, although
very substantial.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: We're pretty close to $884 million.
MR. DUNLAP:
I think about $300 million, $250 million
short of that figure.
Let me turn to the State of Texas, which is the third
state. I wanted to just briefly give you their cost estimates,
also with the caveat that while California and Florida are
looking at gross costs, they don't include the tax revenue
that's provided by the undocumented, or in the Florida case,
the undocumented and legal immigrant populations.
The Texas
analysis is a little bit unique because it attempted to get at
a net cost or a net benefit. So it took into consideration the
tax revenue that was provided, the other user fees and service
fees, and so on that would be paid by the undocumented
population.
Again, for public education, starting there, Texas
estimates that the net cost for providing public education to
the undocumented is about $300 million.
For the emergency
Medicaid program Texas estimates a cost of $16 million.
Then
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finally, for providing corrections' services and so on, Texas
estimates a net cost of $52 million.
So,
again,
very
significant amounts of cost for state government.
I'd like to mention another program.
I had told you
earlier that the undocumented are not eligible to receive Aid
to Families with Dependent Children, or AFDC, but I would like
you to know that once the undocumented cross the border, and
they
have
children,
those
children
are
provided
with
citizenship of the United States,
and,
therefore,
those
children would qualify for AFDC. Now the check would go to the
family or to the undocumented parents as the guardian of the
particular child.
That is another issue that you may want to
consider as you're looking at the various programs.
Just briefly, I would like to talk about the state
response to all of these costs and some of the directions that
have been taken.
Governor Chiles as has been mentioned, has
come up with a fairly well-publicized response, threatening to
sue the Federal government for the cost of the $884 million -again, including legal and undocumented immigrants.
I should
tell you also that has been tried before.
California, some
years ago, had attempted to bring suit against the Federal
government to obtain some reimbursement, but was unsuccessful
in doing that.
I'm not quite sure of all the legal arguments
and so on, but I do know that they have been unsuccessful in
the past.
Governor Chiles then did release this report which
was outlining the specific nature of the over $800 million in
costs.
California Governor Wilson, for the FY 1994-'95 state
budget, is requesting that the Federal government reimburse
California for a total of $2.3 billion, that was the cost
estimate for California providing services to the undocumented,
of the three programs that I had mentioned to you.
In the
California Legislature, there has been some legislation that
was passed requiring applicants for state driver's licenses to
show proof that they are lawful residents in the United
States. The same is true with--
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ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
MR. DUNLAP:

What type of proof?

I'm sorry?

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
MR.

DUNLAP:

What type of proof?

They

could

show

a

document

such

as

a

birth certificate.

There are a number of different documents

that

would

them

card,

for

saying

qualify
example

that

getting

some

fraudulent

around

as

that.

being
other

documents
But

lawful

residents,

things.

Again,

are

not

used

an

issue

that's

green

that's

as

that

a
a

not

way

of-

to

be

needs

addressed.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
we

do

have

some

We don't mean to interrupt you, but

questions

as

we're

going

through

the

information.
MR. DUNLAP: Sure.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Assemblyman Mikulak?
ASSEMBLYMAN

MIKULAK:

I

think

during

the

past

legislative session, we revoked Motor Vehicles giving anyone a
driver's
aliens,
Vehicles

license.
because I
in

requirement.

We limited it to only U.S.

citizens,

legal

think there was a period of time when Motor

the

past

four

years

had

just

dropped

the

But we reinstated it, the past Legislature.

ASSEMBLYMAN

ROMA:

One

of

the

areas

where

you

can

assist us, because you are looking at all of the states and
from a policy standpoint, what we're very concerned about-- We
talk about it here in New Jersey as State Mandate/State Pay,
but we will call this Federal Mandate/Federal Pay. We're tired
of paying for un~unded programs.
The bottom line is that we
have to balance the budget each year; the Federal government
doesn't.

That, perhaps, is the reason why we still have to get

terms like $4 trillion,
the

alphabet.

The

and we have to develop new letters in

bottom

line

is

that

people

simply do

not

have the ability to pay any more taxes or any more expenses.
If someone comes into this country legally,
them -- you know,

we welcome them.
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God bless

But if somebody is coming

in illegally and we're paying that cost, we're just getting to
a point where we can't afford it anymore.
Probably the only
thing positive that has occurred as a result of this recession
is the fact that there has been so much scrutiny, in terms of
cost and people looking at all these line items. Now, perhaps,
we have an environment where something can be done.
It's long
overdue.
So, from a policy standpoint, you might be able to
help us with a number of these initiatives.
MR. DUNLAP:
I'd just like to, again, reemphasize that
is precisely the reason that this coalition and the five
organizations were formed, as a way of acting together with
states and local governments to inform the Federal government
that we just cannot afford the Federal mandates to provide all
these services without some assistance.
That leads me sort of into the last point that I want
to make, which was to highlight the series of discussions
between the seven states and the Off ice of Management and
Budget, with Director Leon Pinetta (phonetic spelling).
The
five states -- or six states, excuse me -- on the board behind
you,
are states that were included in that particular
conversation, with the addition of Arizona to make the seventh
state. So New Jersey is a part of these conversations with OMB
and is presenting at one level or another some sort of cost
estimates and the methodology, which they used to obtain these
estimates.
I'm not privy to those particular conversations, but I
think that you should know that they are going on, and that
represents a significant departure for the Federal government.
Because what this is leading to is some sort of reimbursement
for the cost of undocumented immigration.
It has been hinted
in these discussions, I've learned, that at some point in
Fiscal Year 1996, we might expect some actual Federal dollars
to help us absorb some of the costs. There would be nothing in
this particular budget.
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The issue is,

let's come up with a common methodology

so that we're not comparing apples and oranges, with different
states

having

different

methods.

That's

precisely

what

the

Urban Institute will be charged with doing, coming up with sort
of one way of estimating your cost.
program

administrators

and

We will all go back to our

come

up

with

the

costs,

and

hopefully, there will be some Federal money in 1996 for us.
So
about,

there

what's

are

some

happening

other

things

with Congress,

reform and some other things.

as

that

I

far

as

could

talk

immigration

If you have specific questions,

I'll be happy to take those.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
One of the questions would be, what
are some of the measures being used in other states to stem the
flow of illegal aliens?
MR. DUNLAP:

Well, it's NCSL's position--

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
in this State, we

From a

legislative standpoint here

recognize that Federal law would preempt us

from doing certain things in particular areas, but what can we
do

with

the

State

Legislature,

in

terms

of

zeroing

in

on

particular legislative remedies?
MR. DUNLAP:
NCSL,

It's my own opinion,

and the position of

that the most important thing is to continue to work on

the Federal mandates issue; to be able to document the cost, to
present this to the Federal government, and to show just what
the significant level of impact.

As far as coming up, crafting

legislation or so on that might have an impact on reducing the
flow of undocumented immigration -correctly
there is discussion

if I'm understanding you
that providing generous

welfare benefits is or does serve as a magnet.
I have not seen any credible proof demonstrating that
there is a correlation between those two particular ideas; that
undocumented
welfare

immigration

benefits,

happens

although

have to caution you, though,

it's

because
a

logical

we

of fer

generous

conclusion.

So

I

I haven't seen anything that would
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indicate that.
As far as other legislation is concerned, I'm
sort of at a loss. There really hasn't been much that has been
done by state government that I can point to.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Again, it's the environment that we
have right now that's causing us to focus on a number of
areas.
We' re in the middle of a debate on national health
care, talking about all of these different areas. The numbers
are going through the roof.
With all of the programs that
we' re
talking
about:
welfare
fraud,
the duplication of
benefits-- Everytime that we turn on the TV or listen to a
news account-- There has to be some procedure where we can
decrease the abuse of the system.
When we' re talking about someone picking up welfare
benefits in two different states because they have two
different Social Security numbers -- talk about a magnet. What
better magnet can you have, in terms of bringing people into
the system, than to attract the benefits of two or three
different welfare checks?
I don't use that only as one
example. We have two different sets of rules in this country.
Follow the rules or break the rules; you should not be rewarded
for breaking a rule.
There should be a set procedure where the right signal
is sent out to people.
April 15th, a lot of people will be
f i 11 ing income tax.
People should not be allowed to have an
underground economy.
Yet, we' re saying, "You' re not a !lowed
into the country under this set of circumstances, but the
minute you' re in the country, then you' re entitled to a vast
array of benefits." It's inconsistent with what Americans are
used to.
MR. DUNLAP:
Again, I would just reemphasize one of
the points that I made, which is that the undocumented,
technically,
are not eligible for many benefits.
This
situation is, that can then get them through fraudulent
documents, can they get them in other ways? I would also point
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out

that

there

SAVE program,

is

a

verification

system which

is

called

the

which is supposed to screen out everyone who is

eligible for these programs from

AFDC, SSI, and so on -- and

those that are not.
As
and

so

taken

on,
at

far

as

there

doing
are

the Federal

something

a

couple of

level,

counterfeit-resistant

about

fraudulent

different

one of which is

identity card,

or

documents

approaches

being

the tamperproof ,·

Social

Security card,

or whatever.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

Are you familiar with some of the

details about that program?
MR.

DUNLAP:

I

know

just

a

little

bit;

that

is,

a

proposal that has been sponsored by the House Republican Task
Force on Illegal Immigration,

in the House side

(sic)

Senator

Alan Simpson has sponsored it in his legislation on the other
side.

My own research indicates that,

at least from the FBI,

that they're concerned that there may not be such a thing as a
tamperproof card,

so there are a lot of different issues that

need to be taken into consideration.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

Questions from the Committee?

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK:
that's

one

of

could study it,

the

No,

intangibles,

I was just going to suggest
the

fraudulent

aspect.

You

but you can't really put a number on it.

But

it exists, we all know that.

ASSEMBLYMAN

ROMA:

We' re

saying

that

it

exists,

but

we're not quite sure what the scope of the problem is.
So we
don't have compa~able data in order to be able to make an
intelligent decision.
Well, thank you for being with us.
MR. DUNLAP:

Thank you.

ASSEMBLYMAN

ROMA:

change in the program today.

If

I

can,

there

is

If I could call Mr.

from the United Taxpayers Association of New Jersey.
Good morning.
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one

slight

Sam Perelli

SAM

P E R E L L I: Mr. Chairman, am I the slight change?
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: We always have changes around here,

Sam.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the
MR. PERELLI:
opportunity to offer comments in regard to this very important
subject.
My name is Sam Perelli.
I'm the State Chairman of
the United Taxpayers of New Jersey.
I comment, first of all on your salute to the flag, I
think that's the first time that I have ever attended a hearing
where I saluted the flag.
I commend you for that. I hope that
maybe you are setting a precedent here.
I think it's a good
idea, and I applaud you for it.
I am not, nor have I ever been an expert on i l lega 1
immigration. I don't appear here today in any capacity of that
nature.
I hope that at the very least, we can bring some
commonsense comments on the subject that, in our view, deserves
commonsense solutions.
Who in this room hasn't seen a newspaper article,
radio or TV station program that hasn't constantly kept this
issue before us? Just last night, they did a program on CNBC,
and it was highlighting various television announcers and
newspeople who highlighted various important subjects. One of
them happened to be how easy it is, how easy and how simple it
is, to get documentation that you were a legal immigrant into
this country.
How easy it is to get this green card, or any
documents to prove citizenship.
How many of us have been shocked when we got on an
airline and a cabin attendant went through the explanation of
safety and said that if we happen to hit a depressurized
situation, you will see these little items come flying out of
the ceiling and they are for you to save your life? We get
shocked when they say, if you have a young child, a little baby
alongside of you, do not think like you normally would,
protecting that child.
It's a save yourself first, and then
you will be capable of saving that child that you care for.
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I

guess here's the first commonsense sentence I'm
going to throw at you, "America first, or down we go."
The
solution seems to be quite simple. We make a very compelling
case here today for fingerprinting ID cards.
I don't think
there's a taxpayer in this State that would have any problem
with fingerprint ID cards for anyone who the taxpayers are
asked to help out. You notice I am not talking about welfare;
I'm talking about anyone who we off er public assistance to
should be documented with fingerprints.
Anyone who enters the
United States of America, in any way, shape, or form should be
fingerprinted immediately.
These are tough solutions.
They' re simple solutions,
and yet we'll sit here, and we will listen to experts. Well,
if we have so many experts in the room, why don't we have more
people get undocumented and sent back to the country of their
origin?
The hardworking taxpayers of this State deserve a lot
better.
I'll tell you of a very simple story that I know, for
a fact, happened in 1989. My friend's son was given round-trip
tickets to England.
It was very simple: he's a musician of
note, and he had what they call a "weekend gig."
He was
playing two shows in England.
He got off the plane, and he
made the mistake of answering the question when the immigration
officials said, "What are you doing in our country; what are
you going to be doing?" He said, "Well, I'm just going to be
playing two sho~s, and then I'm going back home on Sunday
evening."
They said, "You aren't doing it here.
Goodbye."
They put him on a plane, and he wound up back in New York.
Simple.
Simple.
It's so damn simple that it hurts.
"Go
home," they said.
"Go back where you came from. You will not
work here."
You know, the taxpayers are sometimes characterized as
not understanding how budgets add up, and the need for higher
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taxes.
I'm sure that you've heard the comments, "What does the
average citizen of New Jersey understand about the complexity
of budgets?" I was even concerned -- I sat back there -- and I
heard the figure of 1200 prisoners, who are illegal aliens.
I think this figure is accurate.
I asked a few
people, I said, "Gee, these numbers aren't coming out right,
would you just double check it."
I believe it costs about
$30, 000 to keep someone in our prisons, for one year.
About
$ 3 O , O0 O t i mes 12 OO, is that $ 3 6 O mi 11 ion , or are my f i g u res
wrong -- $36 million?
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: It's a lot of money.
MR. PERELLI:
How quickly they figured that out.
That's a lot of money.
If it means anything to you, I'm sure
that I could arrange as many volunteers as you need to drive
these prisoners to the airport. We can't afford to pay for the
fare, but I bet you New Jersey can afford to pay for that
fare. Another simple solution.
I wonder out loud how many of these undocumented
immigrants are bona fide, dues paying members of some of the
most powerful unions in this State?
I have a feeling that a
lot of these lawbreakers will not be caught by the unions
because they wouldn't want to reduce their dues collect ions.
In case anybody wants to challenge that comment-I never cease to be amazed at how elected officials,
when they feel the collective heat of angry taxpayers touching
their backsides, can become very, very innovative and actually
find solutions, and fast.
I hope that you folks are feeling
this heat. The fact that you are having these hearings is, to
me, very, very encouraging.
In closing, I can quote my late friend, my old friend,
Howard Jarvis, who is the father of Proposition 13 in
California -- that taxpayer revolt out there -- that encouraged
folks like myself to continue the good fight, as it were.
Howard said, and I' 11 paraphrase it, that government at any
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level

always

finds

solutions

when

the

taxpayers

cut

off

the

easy access to the money.

As you know,

taxpayers out here are

finding

difficult

pay for

it

more

they don't

and more

benefit

from.

that's all we hear.
about

that.

Studies,

studies,

programs

studies,

We have a study about this,

This

is

the

year,

solutions befitting the problems,
using

'90s thinking and

let's

get

going;

to

1994,

and

get

studies,

and a study

we

should

have

and we should have solutions

'90s technology.

let's

that

the

job

Let's stop the talk;
done.

The

documented

taxpayers and their children need a break.
Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

Thank you, Sam.

Questions from the Committee?

(no response)

There is a bill that you might want to take a look at
that we have introduced,
entitlement programs.

in terms of the fingerprinting of the

From what

I

understand

in Los Angeles,

this program was in effect for six months, and they saved about
$6

million

claims.

in

So

terms

of

hopefully,

your support,

duplicated

that's

an

services

area

where

and

fraudulent

we will

receive

and you' 11 be able to work with members of the

Committee and other members of the Legislature.
Thank you for being here.
MR.

PERELLI:

You

legislation.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
MR. PERELLI:

have

our

commitment

to

that

Thank you.

Thank you.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
Ramapo State College.

Dr.

Karen

Woodrow,

Demographer,

Welcome, Doctor.
K A R E R

A.

W 0 0 D R 0 W - L A P I E L D,

Ph.D.:

Thank

you very much.
I'm pleased to be here to address the members of the
Committee

on

United States.

the

topic

of

illegal

alien

populations·

in

the

Before moving to New Jersey quite recently with
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my husband, when he changed careers, I was a demographer at the
U.S. Bureau of the Census for nine years.
I authored and
coauthored several national-level studies to measure the size
of the undocumented population and trends in undocumented
migration to the United States.
My very first study of
undocumented immigrants involved estimating the geographic
distribution by state, based on the 1980 census.
That study
used aggregate data rather than individual-level data on legal
status of immigrants, which are practically nonexistent.
My research, especially an analysis of undocumented
residents in November 1989, was a major part of the effort to
evaluate 1990 census coverage in mid-1991.
I prepared a
special evaluation of undocumented immigration for the 1980s,
stating that the most likely point estimate was 3 .3 million
undocumented residents in 1990, with the true number most
likely to fall between 1.9 million and 4.5 million, and an
absolute upper limit of 5.5 million, again, for 1990.
These
figures were very preliminary, because the 1990 census count
for immigrants had not yet been tabulated.
My more recent research supports these figures for the
1990 date except that I am reluctant to specify a number as the
"best" or "point" estimate, preferring to specify ranges. The
types of legal status and statuses that are neither legal nor
illegal has multiplied so that defining the legally resident
immigrant population has become increasingly complex for a
demographer.
To summarize my assessment of undocumented immigration
for the 1980s:
First, there was no measurable increase for 1980-1990
in the undocumented immigrant population residing in the United
States.
Second,
undocumented
immigration
continues
to
contribute to U.S. population growth in the 1980s.
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Third, the explanation for this contradiction lies in
the fact that the Irrunigration Reform and Control Act of 1986
!RCA -- led to the legalization of 1.7 million individuals who
had resided here in an unlawful status since before 1982.
Unfortunately, there has been very little research to
assess undocumented immigration during the 1990s.
If past
trends have continued and were measured accurately, the number
of undocumented residents nationally could now range between
two million and five million or six million.
Having
worked
on
this
topic
for
most
of
my
professional career, I regret to say that there is a deplorable
lack of data and resources for addressing the issue of
undocumented immigration, which may seem extraordinary to you
given
its
considerable
importance,
but
this
is
less
extraordinary given the complexity, the phenomenon in time,
space and impacts.
The u.s General Accounting Office reviewed progress in
the study of undocumented immigration during the 1980s,
commending my research and other census bureau research for
narrowing the range of estimates on the total number of
undocumented residents.
As Dr. Espenshade mentioned, some of
the estimates in the early part of the 1980s and the latter
part of the 1970s were very speculative and reaching into the
double digit millions.

This report of the GAO noted several data limitations,
especially that there is a lack of information on the
geographic distribution of illegal and legal aliens. The value
of such information is noted in the report for policy and
program evaluation, estimation of local economic impacts, and
assessment of cultural assimilation.
But in the ten years
since Jeffrey Passel and I published our research on the
geographic distribution of undocumented residents, there has
not been a single, real advance in facilitating such research.
Immigration statistics are very much in a state of neglect as
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was reported by the Panel on Immigration Statistics of the
National Academy of Sciences.
There are serious inadequacies
for addressing the major policy questions, particulary for
states and metropolitan areas.
There are, as we discussed today, two sets of numbers
for undocumented residents, by state, that appear to be used
for assessing costs of undocumented immigrants to the states.
The first set is unofficial estimates of the U.S. Bureau of the
Census.
I caution that this distribution is not at all
comparable in methodological origin to the estimates that
Jeffrey Passel and I described as unofficial estimates of
undocumented residents counted in the 1980 census. Those were
based on a comparison of the census data on immigrants, with an
independent estimate of legally resident immigrants, which was
possible because the INS conducted an annual registration
program at that time.
I believe that these figures are
basically a simplistically derived distribution that was used
in an evaluation of 1990 census counts by state of birth.
It
appears to be based on assuming that undocumented immigrants
are distributed by state, as in my earlier work.
It is not
really based on any calculation of
actual undocumented
immigration to states or an independent comparison of legally
resident
foreign-born
persons
with
the
census
counted
population.
I developed sets of national-level estimates for
undocumented residents counted in surveys or living in the U.S.
for several years, without disaggregating any of those analyses
to the state~level.
If appropriate data had existed, this
would have been done, because there has been considerable
demand throughout the past ten years.
This is just not
feasible because the INS no longer requires aliens to register
their addresses annually.
In fact, individuals may leave the
United States without making this known to the INS.
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Further,
as
expected,
the
actual
numbers
of
applications
for
amnesty
under
IRCA
differed
from
our
estimates, especially in the states of Texas, New York,
Florida, and, to a lesser extent, New Jersey. For New York and
New Jersey, the majority of undocumented aliens probably
arrived originally as legal nonimmigrants and are highly
mobile, both in a geographic sense and in terms of legal
status.
Many of the aliens admitted as lawful permanent
residents had been nonimmigrants, often as tourists.
Turning to the set of state-by-state estimates of
undocumented aliens released by the INS, those estimates are
partially based on, what I regard as, an extremely useful
database,
the
Nonimrnigrant
Information System,
or
NIIS.
Several analyses of nonimrnigrant overstays have been made by
the INS, but this set represented the first effort to use an
estimate of net nonimmigrant overstays by country of origin as
of a specific date.
As you may know, most nonimrnigrants are admitted for a
six-month duration period, so there is a time lag upon which
INS can conduct these analyses.
In my opinion, this series of
estimates may be more accurate for states such as New York or
New Jersey than for California because of assumptions that, I
believe, are made about amnestied agricultural workers.
I
have only seen a very brief description of the
methodology, and I cannot fully address the limitations of
these estimates.
I do believe or feel that upper and lower
boundaries should have been specified, given a number of
judgement issues. There are certain groups for which there is
very little information: Chinese who are granted permission to
stay here temporarily, Salvadorans are in -- can be in a very
vague status, and even Polish individuals.
An obvious shortcoming with the INS estimates is thatthe nonimmigrant overstay population changes rapidly.
The
nonimmigrant overstay population in April 1994 may barely
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resemble this estimate as of October 1992.
Nonimmigrant
arrivals increased by nearly 10 percent in Fisca 1 1992 over
Fiscal 1991.
I haven't seen these statistics for Fiscal 1993,
but I would expect that there is a continuing increase.
Nearly 20 percent of these individuals arrive in New
York or Newark, and, of course, many may leave very quickly,
but others may overstay.
If the NIIS data were maintained and
processed appropriately, the INS could produce estimates of
nonimmigrant overstays every six months, thus providing very
timely information about this important source of undocumented
immigration.
A second major flaw that I perceive in the INS is that
the state-by-state distribution is not based on undocumented
immigration to states, or on nonimmigrants to states who
overstay their visas. Rather, the legalization applications by
states, that is from 1987 to 1988, were used to allocate the
illegal alien totals for countries of origin to states.
For
high air travel ports, such as New Jersey and New York,
nonimmigrant overstays represent a more useful database than
apprehensions at the southern border.
I would like to see a
better method used for developing state-level figures.
The INS estimates also make no allowances for foreign
students
who
have
discontinued
their
studies
without
departing.
For New Jersey and New York, this component could
be fairly substantial. The student data system is a weak point
of the INS statistics.
In sununary, I cannot offer a range or point estimate
for undocumented aliens now in New Jersey, and I am critical of
Federal figures that we have discussed today, particulary in
focusing
on
an
individual
state
rather
than
relative
distribution.
I think probably the six states that are
highlighted here in the figure are the six states with the
highest concentrations of undocumented immigrants.
They have
remained that way for the past ten years.
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Undocumented
and

1990s

into

immigration

the

next

is

likely to persist

century,

until

there

in the

has

substantial economic development in sending nations.

been

From some

of my current research on the population legalized under !RCA,
it is clear that family and household members may be of diverse
legal

statuses,

including

calculations

of

complicated.

Even

might

be

without

costs

native

and

benefits

understanding

benefitting

from

understanding

the

born,

true

that

can

whether

social

so

be

extremely

undocumented

programs

making
aliens

can be complicated

composition

of

the

family· or

household.
I

hope

immigrants

will

that

debate

acknowledge

about
the

costs

of

uncertainty

undocumented

limits

on

the

magnitude of the population.
Further, that there will be some
recognition that undocumented immigrants may be present for
brief

periods

population.
considered

of

time

and

never

Contributions,
in

this

as

complex

part

of

well

lifestyle

the

true

as

costs

and

economy,

resident

need

to

be

which

are

pretty much unobservable.
Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

Thank you, Doctor.

Questions from the Committee?

(no response)

Thank you for your testimony.
DR. WOODROW-LAFIELD:

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
that on to INS.

Thank you.
We'll make sure to send a copy of

The next two speakers: Jim Smith, Acting Commissioner
Department of Human Services; and Deputy Commissioner Leonard
Katz, New Jersey Department of Labor.

A C T I R G

A S S T.

C 0 II II.

J

A II B S

W.

S II I T H:

Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

Good morning.

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER SMITH:
I

have one correction.

My name

is Jfm Smith.

I'm the Acting Assistant Commissioner
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for Human Services. Bill Waldman is still there. I left him a
few hours ago; he's doing a good job.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
We're always in the process of
promotion. I was sure you wouldn't object.
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER SMITH:
It Is a difficult job,
Mr. Chairman; it's a difficult job.
I've also, with your
permission, Mr. Chairman-- Ms. Jane Burger is here also. Ms.
Burger works with persons who enter our borders legally, and
has done some work on the national side.
I was glad, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee,
to see Mr. Jon Dunlap here. He did not mention
in terms of
his writings but I think it's quite interesting
"The Absent
Federal Partner."
If that is in your package of readings, I
would certainly recommend that.
The problem that we are talking about today is
certainly a Federal responsibility, and I' 11 get into that a
little bit more. I will try to be brief and most of-ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
Well, can I, before we go ahead
with that-I realize that much of this is a Federal
responsibility.
You've heard the Federal Mandate/Federal Pay
immigration policy.
But the one thing that we're learning
today is the fact that we do not have enough information in
terms of data.
To have 1200 inmates sitting in a correctional
facility,
certainly
there's
a
way
of
getting
better
information.
Perhaps by each of the departments working
together, we can get a better handle on how many illegal aliens
we have in this State.
Then the next part of the argument
becomes, how much does that cost?
We've heard different
estimates, but we have conflicting data. The one area that we
should resolve is, how we can better put together that
information so we can translate it into meaningful data?
Between all of the departments, I would hope that we would have
a concerted way of acquiring the data.
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ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER SMITH: In terms of some of the
programs that we are responsible for on the welfare side, the
AFDC program for welfare recipients-As has been stated
before,
that
is
a
program
where
illegal
immigrants,
undocumented aliens, do not receive benefits from the State of
New Jersey.
There is a segment of AFDC that is AFDC End
Segment and that is a small portion of that program.
That
particular program is State-funded and does not receive Federal
reimbursements.
In the 1995 fiscal year budget, payment for
illegal aliens, undocumented aliens in the AFDC End Segment, is
being removed. Also you will see legislation coming before you
shortly to put that in permanent statute.
Back in 1993, the general assistance population
that is a program for individuals with no children and have to
meet certain eligibility criteria
that program in 1993
stopped assisting undocumented aliens. That was in 1993.
The Medicaid program, that particular program, as has
also been stated before, for just general Medicaid, we do not
service the undocumented.
But there is a small segment for
pregnant women and children, and that particular segment gives
us the ability to provide emergency-It's usually emergency
labor and delivery for pregnant women and children.
We
estimate, once again, about $325,000, and that's both State and
Federal; that's a 50/50 match.
I would just like to go back.
In terms of your
general
assistance
population,
we
figure
that
the
discontinuance of that in 1993, that cost was probably around
$750,000.
Also the End Segment that will be ending the first
of the fiscal year, that particular segment, we think, is
around $284,000. It's probably around 100 cases.
So those are some of the programs that we have. When
I speak of the Federal responsibility, there are programs that
we have, Mr. Chairman, certainly, you know, our Division of
Youth and Family Services and mental health programs, where it
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would be very difficult for us not to provide services in an
abuse/neglect situation -- foster care, those types of things.
Also in a very difficult mental health institutionalization or
treatment process, we would say this part is definitely a
Federal responsibility in terms of those particular person
power hours that we have to give out.
Also in the services
that we provide, that we be reimbursed for the types of
services that are provided in those types of examples.
Mr. Chairman, I'll end here and be available for
questions.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
Let me ask a question, slightly
different, in terms of the Federal programs and the Federal
mandates.
We understand that much has to be done at the
Federal level, but you mentioned those areas where someone who
has the documentation, provides it to you, and they receive the
benefits.
There's another aspect here. We have people that are
i l leg a 1, and then we have people that a re i l leg a 1 and have
fraudulent documentation. Maybe you should address the area of
what you' re doing in terms of screening those applicants to
make sure that we don't have people applying for the benefits
who should not be applying for the benefits. We've heard ample
testimony that for a nominal amount of money, you can pick up
the documentation and get into the system.
How does your
Department handle those people who fraudulently get into the
system and access these benefits?
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER SMITH:
We utilize the SAVE
system that was mentioned before.
It's Systematic Alien
Verification
for
Entitlements,
and
we
need
the
alien
registration numbers and date of entry, those types of things.
I'm not-ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
Once you have that information, I
mean, verification of a number-- Maybe you can walk us through
what that means in terms of verifying that documentation? How
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does

someone get

into

the system and the safeguards

that you

put into place, because there appears to be a number of people
that

might

be defeating

the

system?

Are you doing

something

new, in terms of adding to the screening process?
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
finger imaging.
the finger
just

coming

out

You

had mentioned

the

We're going to have a program come forth with

imaging.

about

SMITH:

ready

There's a request for a proposal that

to

shortly.

go

onto

There

the
is

streets,

a

problem

is

and

that

wi 11

be

in

terms

of

the

documentation.
If it comes back, if everything checks out and
you think you have good information from it, and then somewhere
down the line you don't, that becomes a problem.
Also in terms of -- I guess it was mentioned before -how much you pay, may be how good your documents are.

At this

particular time we can go through that a little bit.
Jane, in terms of the SAVE system, you might just want
to give some information on SAVE.
J A N E

B U R G E R:

Alien registration numbers are a unique

number that is given out by INS, who can speak better -- more
to their procedures about that.
not

that

familiar with them,

The counterfeit documents,

but

I'm

in terms of the number they

use, the name, the birthdate, the alien number would have to be
a

match.

know,

So

like

if

dollar

don't change it.

you

had

bills,

a

counterfeit

it's

the

document

same

serial

that--

You

number;

they

That could very easily be picked up in the

verification system.
~
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

Then how does someone procure this

fraudulent documentation to get into the system?
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER SMITH:

Mr.

Chairman, we don't

know that, in terms of how those documents are out there on the
street.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

For the record,

identify yourself?
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could you properly

MS.

BURGER:

Certainly.

I'm Jane

the Division of Youth and Family Services,

Burger.

I •m with

and I'm the Refugee

Program Manager.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
that

question.

abused.

We

point

that

to

We

know

Okay.

already

that

number

we

Maybe

know

can

that

develop

I

should go

the

system

a

number,

those

for

are

ways

applicants,

is

and

and say -- once we have that
of

improving

the

system

and of

course we

have

a

being

yet,

we

number

that's a pretty good way of verifying eligibility.
looking

back to

What we're

and

screening

proposal,

which

number of the members of the Committee are cosponsoring.

a

That

automatic number doesn't solve the problem.
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER SMITH:
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

No.

So what else is being done to make

sure that someone is not defrauding the system?
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER SMITH:
really to,

We' 11 have

to go back

at this point,

in terms of what the gentleman from

Immigration had mentioned,

in terms of things that he's doing.

Also

the

trainings

today that

the

suspect

that

looking

at

that

are

training was

the

types

documents,

of

being

done

being done
things

-at

they

verifications,

he

mentioned

Union County --

are

and

had

going

better

over

ways

I

are

to

do

how

to

that.
For

us,

today,

in

terms

improve that particular system,

of

recommendations

we don't have that.

Today we

can certainly go back and research that out for you.
But I
don't have those, in terms of how to improve documentation and,
you know,
today.

that

type

of

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

thing.
Well,

we have some statutory deadlines.
Committee
fraud or

is

to

find

out

if

We

don• t

have

by June 30,

that

for

you

as you're aware,

One of the purposes of this

there

are

areas

where

there

is

abuse and to see if we can initiate legislation.

I

would suggest that this is the first meeting, but as we go back
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to our respective departments,

if there is something that can

be done to fast-track some legislation to help out, now is the
time to come forward.
Questions, Assemblyman Mikulak?
ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK:

Yes.

You spoke about a program

that was ending that would save $250,000.
ASSISTANT
Segment,

and

COMMISSIONER

it's

written

discontinue that program.

I didn't quite get--

SMITH:

into

the

This

is

the

Governor's

AFDC

budget

End

now

to

Also, we're drafting legislation to

make that a permanent item.
ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK:

That is--

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER SMITH:

AFDC is Federal and-This is called AFDC End

and the end is a State program only.

So the other segments of

AFDC are Federally reimbursable.
ASSEMBLYMAN

MIKULAK:

What

Right.

has

this

program

been doing to date?
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER SMITH:
and

they do

not

necessarily have

This would be families,

to

have

legal

status

here.

But now with the language that's in the budget and also the way
the legislation will be written and passed,

they will have to

have legal status.
ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK:
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

Thank you.

Further questions?

(no response)

Who's next?
L E 0 R A R D
It A T Z:
A S S T. C 0 II II I S S I 0 R E R
Mr. Chairman, Lenny Katz, Assistant Commissioner, New Jersey
Department of Labor.
Mr. Chairman,
the

Department

questions

on

of

this

members of

Labor
issue.

to

the Committee,

respond
If

I

to

may,

I

some
would

you've asked

very

important

like

to

just

highlight some of our responses to amplify this problem.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

Let me also compliment you for the

timely responses.
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER KATZ:
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Thank you.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
We' re getting used to the idea of
having immediate responses to questions.
In the past, they
came a little later.
Now we're getting them before the
Committee starts. I want to thank you and applaud you.
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER KATZ: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, as you are well aware, because you
referred many such concerns to us on a day-to-day basis, the
Department of Labor has been actively engaged in responding to
complaints received from public officials, employers, union
officials, and the general public concerning the employment of
undocumented workers.
Because many undocumented workers are paid in cash, no
legal
record of
their
employment exists.
We therefore
encounter major problems in the enforcement of minimum wage,
overtime requirements, uncollected unemployment and disability
insurance payroll taxes.
We have found through our dealings
with undocumented workers, they do, in fact, ascertain and
secure counterfeit documents for as little as $60 to assist
them in their fraudulent claims for unemployment and disability
insurance, and for Department of Labor issued permits and
licenses for certain employment occupations.
As I indicated, with few exceptions, the complaints do
not come from the workers themselves. They come from employers
who feel they cannot compete on a level playing field, if they
comply with our minimum wage, overtime laws, and unscrupulous
employers do not.
They come from union officials and union
members, whose people are unemployed because they are after
some of these job opportunities, and they come from
the
general public who has, in fact, been deprived of employment.
I'd like to, again, just amplify some of my own
personal experiences in my 25 years with the Department of
Labor.
Maybe that could give us some insight and some
information as to what this problem is.
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Historically,
with

the

farms,

problem

and

in

in the Department of Labor, we've dealt

of

the

undocumented

apparel

workers

manufacturing

experiencing undocumented workers
industries:

asbestos,

in

resturants,

industry.

We' re

on
now

in what we call high hazard

lead abatement,

and even in construction

projects.
I
asbestos
that

was

lucky enough

abatement

time,

the

to

licensing

State

be very much

programs,

decided

to

some

regulate

involved
years

in our

back.

asbestos

At

abatement

contractors because they were doing what was known as "rip and
tear,"

creating

themselves,
the

homes

but
where

bigger

a
to

the

not only to the workers
public who occupied the buildings and

abatement

hazard,

taken

had

decided to license these contractors,

place.

We,

the

State,

train the workers,

issue

identifications to both the contractors and the workers so that
the public would know that they were dealing with
trained, properly equipped workers and contractors.
At that time,
of

Eastern

abatement.

there seemed to be a significant number

European
workers

involved

contractors

Coincidentally,

undocumented

properly

from

we

found

significant

a

Eastern Europe

Some of them had our permits legally,

in

having

asbestos
amount

our

of

permits.

in other words they met

the training requirements we had; some of them had counterfeit
permits, which were better than the ones we had.
The quality
of the counterfeit permits was better than our own.
MR. WILLIAMS (Committee Aide):
That's how
tell.
(laughter)
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER KATZ:
MR. WILLIAMS:
evidently

Security

numbers

across.

So

in

are

that• s

can

How could we tell?

That's how you tell.

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER KATZ:
because,

you

not

Eastern

Europe,

hyphenated;

the mistake
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No, we were able to tell
they

they made,

we

learned

just
and

run
that•

Social
straight

s

how we

were able to tell.
But also, interestingly enough, we would
not have been aware of this problem if some of the contractors
from Eastern Europe did not come in and complain.
Seeing that at the time, you couldn't get out of
Yugoslavia or Poland unless you paid off somebody from a
certain district,
so only certain Polish immigrants and
Yugoslavian immigrants were coming in.
The other people who
were in the industry from other sections of Poland and
Yugoslavia, who couldn't get their family out, came and
complained about the undocumented workers to us.
What it was, as the professor indicated, some of these
people were here on visas for the summer, but they were not
authorized to work.
But they, in fact, worked for the six
months.
Asbestos abatement was a fairly high paying area.
A
number of that work was done in our schools, which required
payment of prevailing wages. So these workers were entitled to
$20 to $25 as prevailing wages, and if they got $10 or $5, they
were happy because they went home with a pocket full of money,
and I assume that money equated to a significant amount in
their home country.
We had some sweeps with the Attorney General's Office,
with Immigration and Naturalization, with the U.S. Department
of Labor, and I think we've gone a long way to making sure the
permits and licenses we issue cannot be counterfeited. But of
course, that was a significant cost to us to upgrade the
quality of our own permits and put some types of computerized
markings on them so they could not be counterfeited.
We, the State of New Jersey, will also be getting into
fairly soon,
a lead abatement certification program for
contractors and employees.
Hopefully the experience we've had
with asbestos abatement will help us to deal with these types
of problems.
We have never before experienced undocumented workers
on construction projects, but we have recently found that. We
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found some Chinese workers in Tinton Falls recently, on a
school project that was brought to our attention by local union
building construction and trades officials, whose members were
not able to ascertain that work.
We are preparing to refer
that case to the Attorney General's Office for prosecution.
When New Jersey's minimum wage went to $5.05 in April
of '92 -- up until then we had a good working relationship with
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. The farmers in New Jersey had
a good working relationship with the workers coming up from
Puerto Rico to pick their crops. That summer, no workers came
up from Puerto Rico.
Instead we found a significant amount of
Mexican workers living out of their cars and out of buses;
seeking employment to take advantage of that $5.05 minimum
wage.
Farmers had prepared quality housing for these workers,
for the workers they had expected to have from Puerto Rico, and
a lot of that housing went for naught.
As I mentioned, in restaurants we have always had a
historical problem with undocumented workers.
If they are on
the payrolls, they often aren't getting paid overtime, working
long, hard hours for straight time pay.
That's just some of my experiences, as I said, in the
Depar~ment of Labor,
Di vision of Workplace Standards.
I hope
that provides some information.
I' 11 be glad to answer any
questions if I can.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
I do have some questions.
Some of
the newspaper accounts have indicated that our Department of
Labor believes t.he number of illegal aliens to be between
125, 000 and 400, 000.
One of the problems that we• re running
into is that each of the states seem to have a different system
for counting, and yet I also understand that there is some
standardized system that is going to go into place within the
year?
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER KATZ:
Mr. Chairman, we tried
to track down that newspaper article in The Bergen Record, of
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125,000 and 400,000. Our Public Information Officer called the
reporter, and the reporter has not gotten back to us.
But we
can't find anybody in the Department of Labor who put out that
figure. We've had to rely on the figures you've been presented
with this morning, the 70,000 to 125,000.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
Even with that in mind, the system
that we're using, as compared to some of the other states, how
does it differ?
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER KATZ:
I think we're using the
same system as the other states, relying on INS and Bureau of
the Census.
I'm not aware of any other system that we have in
the Department of Labor.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
I don't know how many of the
members are running into problems, where complaints are coming
into their office, but let me first say that this may very well
be an employee problem, an employer problem, it may be a tax
problem, it may be a labor problem, or it could be any number
of violations. Yet it seems that in certain communities there
may be employers who are taking advantage of certain labor
supplies, getting people for landscaping or construction or
whatever it may be.
It seems to me that the Department of Labor has an
interest in making sure that those people are not being
victimized, but at the same time, if there is a law that is
being broken, whether it is a labor law, an income tax law, or
any number of different laws, there should be a way of
monitoring some of these problems.
I, myself, have been getting some of these complaints
at my district off ice.
I can't respond to the constituents
until I get a better handle from the Department of Labor. I'll
share with you the correspondence, because I had sent that same
information to the former Commissioner.
I don't anticipate
that is the only problem, but when that information comes into
our hands, we have an obligation to try and respond to it. But
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in

certain

people

areas

of

the

State we

jumping onto the back of

are put to work.

might

have

a truck,

10,

15,

or

20

and from there they

Questions are arising as

to whether or not

they are being paid on or off the books, whether there are any
labor law violations, and we need to do something.
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER KATZ:

Mr.

Chairman,

I'm aware

of that situation, and we have, in fact, worked again, with INS
and the U.S. Department of Labor and did some stake-outs in the·
areas

where

you

are

referring.

We

have

identified

over

100

different vehicles that people were using to jump on the backs
of

to

go

State.

to

landscaping

and construction

jobs

throughout

the

We've tracked down between 25 and 30 employers, and we

are going to follow up with payroll inspections.
If the individuals are not on the payrolls--

When we

get into a situation where you have an employee and an employer
in a collusionary relationship to violate
to enforce.

We,

law,

it's difficult

the New Jersey Department of Labor,

are not

only prohibited from requiring that an employee or an employer
provide us with a green card or a I-9 form,
for

it.

We're prohibited by Federal

information.

we can't even ask

law from asking for that

So that's what--

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
different way.
pickup truck;

Let me

try to

approach

this

in

a

Ten or fifteen people jump on to the back of a
they go to a particular site.

Presumably there

would be records that the employer would have that would show
those people on the payroll.
I guess as a follow-up-ASSISTANT

COMMISSIONER

sometimes no.
If they are and
what we've found that the hours
was

really

worked,

cooperate with us
site,

and

to--

if

the

KATZ:

Sometimes

yes

it's an undocumented worker,
indicated are less than what
employee

is

We can't afford to sit

whether it's a construction site or a

not

going

to

there on that

landscaping site,

day in and day out to record for ourselves, the records.
the employer

and

So if

and the employee are of the mind to violate the
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law, without the cooperation from the employee and with our
inability to stay on the site day in and day out, it's
difficult to prove.
Many times the employees are not-- When we come out
to the site. We follow them to the site. Ss soon as we pull
up, they run into the woods, they run out the back door. When
we've done sweeps in West New York and in Union, in the
sweatshops that exist there down in the apparel industry, we
have to bring enough people with us to cover all the doors. So
when we go in the front door, they don't go running out the
back door. It's still that type of a situation.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
What do I tell some of the
employers or employees at home, who are following the rules,
when you have another group of people without a level playing
field? And with business the way it is, someone has the unfair
advantage of being able to tap into an illegal market.
ASSISTANT
COMMISSIONER
KATZ:
I
think
that
is
absolutely our concern.
That's why we had this training last
Friday with INS.
That is why we have a good working
relationship with the U.S Department of Labor, because we need
the weight that they can bring to bear to help in this
situation.
We
absolutely
need
help
from
our
Federal
counterparts.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
Is there something that can be done
about changing the law to allow unions to help monitor work
hours?
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER KATZ: Sure, we could certainly
consider that.
In that regard, under our prevailing wage act
which requires prevailing wages on public works projects, which
are union wages in New Jersey, we have adopted a regulation
about a year or two ago, to require that the public works
contractor and subcontractor submit their payroll records to
the public bodies, so that concerned union officials, concerned
competitors -- who don't feel that there is a level playing
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field -- have easy access to go check these payroll records out
to see,

first of a 11,

that the same amount of workers on the

job site are recorded on the payrolls; that the same number of
hours

that

are

actually worked

are

recorded on

the payrolls;

and to see what wages are being declared as having been paid;
and that proper payroll deductions are being made.

So that's

one thing we've done to try and utilize our concerned citizens.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

Maybe you should publicize some of

the violations, and perhaps if enough people realize that there
is a deterrent out there,

they might be less likely to commit -

another violation.
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER KATZ:

The Internal Revenue seems to do it

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
pretty effectively, even
(laughter)
ASSISTANT
prosecute

which

situation

with

the

with

their

COMMISSIONER
is

Yes, we've--

what

KATZ:

we

undocumented

$17

are

million

When
hoping

Chinese

we

computer.
criminally

to

do

workers

on

on
a

this
school

project in the shore area -- whenever we are successful in the
criminal prosecution, we absolutely do publicize that.

We get

it out to the newspapers, whether they pick it up-ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

Assemblyman Mikulak.

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK:

Yes.

In a

related topic,

this

Committee
released,
and the Assembly passed,
a
bill by
Assemblyman Collins and I, that says that 50 percent of the
inspectors

in the Bureau of Farm Labor --

and this would be

through new hires -- must speak Spanish.
Because, I think, you
have inspectors that can't interview properly out in the field.
ASSISTANT
Assemblyman.

COMMISSIONER

KATZ:

That's

true,

But as I indicated when we had the situation with

the Mexican workers two years ago -- the few Spanish-speaking·
inspectors

that

we

have

--

spoke a different dialect.

the Mexicans

contended

Whether that was

just didn't want to talk to us.
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that

they

so or not,

they

ROMA:
questions
ASSEMBLYMAN
Further
from
the
Committee? (no response)
I want to thank you for being with us.
If you could
take back our collective thoughts-- As you' re thinking about
all of these different legislative remedies, now is the time
that we can do something to help out.
Where it's a Federal
program, perhaps you can also give us that information that we
might pass on to our Federal representatives. Collectively, we
have to do something; we have to do it quickly.
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER KATZ: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you.
AFL-CIO, Charlie Wowkanech.
Good afternoon.
C H A R L E S
W 0 W It A N E C H:
Good afternoon, Mr.
Chairman, members of the Committee.
My name is Charles
Wowkanech. I'm with the New Jersey State AFL-CIO.
The New Jersey State AFL-CIO welcomes this opportunity
to address one of the most serious and financially draining
conditions hampering New Jersey's economic recovery,
the
illegal alien.
Conservative estimates of the number of illegal aliens
in
the
United
States,
made
by
the
Immigration
and
Na.turalization Service, is 3. 2 million.
Unfortunately for New
Jersey's taxpayers,
our State ranks among
the top six
destinations for these illegal border crossers.
Governor Pete Wilson of California claims it's costing
his state $3 billion a year to provide benefits for these
illegal alien~. The massive influx of these illegals, willing
to work for lower wages, exacerbates unemployment for any state
that is struggling to dig itself out of a deep, punishing
recession.
The problem here in New Jersey is so pervasive that an
investigator at the Immigration and Naturalization Service in
Newark is quoted as saying, "That you can go to any town from
Mahwah to Cape May and find undocumented workers."
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Typically, there is a wide variety of numbers of
illegal aliens in New Jersey, ranging from 125,000 estimated by
the understaffed INS, and as far reaching as 10 percent of our
working population.
However, regardless of the numbers, New
Jersey's taxpayers foot the bills for health care, welfare,
prison costs, and educational spending. Coupled with State and
Federal budget constraints and the skyrocketing costs of
providing aid to these illegals, New Jersey could soon firid
itself in a position where we may be unable to provide these
same services to our legal residents.
The Federal Inunigration Reform Act of 1986 contained
two major prov1s1ons aimed at discouraging employers from
hiring illegal aliens.
1)
Employers were required to obtain and keep copies
of legal status documentation.
2) A penalty of $2000 per illegal worker for a wilful
violation of the Act for a first offense, and $10,000 per
worker for a third offense.
The first provision was overcome when forgers began
to
supply
Social
sophisticated
counterfeiting
techniques
Security cards, driver's licenses, and many other means of
documentation.
One would think that the financial penalties called
for in the Act would deter employers from hiring illegal
aliens, but the fact of the matter is, it isn't working.
To
the unscrupulous employer, illegals are easier to exploit, work
for lower wages, and work 80 or more hours per week; sleeping
between shifts in over-crowded accommodations.
Sixty-three illegal aliens were rounded up in a
predawn raid at the Monmouth Park Racetrack in August of 1986
and deported to their country of origin, and the INS was able
to prosecute 30 employers.
Illegal aliens were arrested working security at
Newark Airport, bakeries throughout the State, and in one
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Passaic food processing plant, "Practically the whole company
was arrested," Carole Ford, the Supervisory Special Agent at
the INS in Newark, was quoted.
Immigration officials admit
that compared to the size of the illegal population, the
enforcement efforts have been almost nil.
The construction industry has been especially hard hit
with the illegal alien problems here in New Jersey. As many as
35 percent to 40 percent of our construction members have been
unemployed for more than a year, only to find that contractors
are violating the prevailing wage law on publicly funded
projects. One case that reinforces that position happened on a
schoo 1 project in Tinton Falls, Monmouth County.
The masonry
contractor was caught using sandal wearing, illegal, Chinese
workers, applying mortar with their bare hands.
Investigators
found that the contractor was paying $7.50 per hour, from those
illegals they were able to catch.
Others fled to the nearby
woods and escaped.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we urge the State of New
Jersey to take strong measures to curtail the severe drain this
problem is having on our taxpaying citizens, and that swift
action be taken against those 300 cases pending that have been
gathering dust for far too long.
Lastly,
nine
investigators
to
enforce
workplace
standards, and wage and hour requirements are far too few, and
should be increased to rid this State of these unscrupulous
employers who continue to violate the law unabated on the backs
of illegal aliens, and at the expense of every taxpaying
citizen of this State.
Mr. Chairman, I just have a couple of comments:
1)
I just feel it's necessary to address Mr. Sam
Perelli's comments about organized labor.
I know that you
would understand because you have been long affiliated with the
trade union movement.
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ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Let me join with you in saying that
if there is a violation, I believe that it's in that group of
people who do not have organized labor members; that those are
the people who are trying to use the labor supply in order to
try to take advantage of them.
I don't believe that we had
such a violation within the trade union movement.
MR. WOWKANECH: I thank you for that. But I just want
to get on the record that the New Jersey State AFL-CIO, and the
affiliate unions across this State, don't approve or condone
the use of illegal aliens.
In fact, the trade union movement
around this State and in this country, I think, has moved for
the advancement of the worker, to raise their standard of
living and in such other areas as health care.
But one other concern that was not touched in our
testimony, and it goes along with the comments that you've just
echoed: With privitization coming now, a lot of these services
around the State are unionized services
and I know we' re
under some severe budgetary constraints
but one of our
concerns is that in privatization, you'll be able to get some
of these unscrupulous contractors to come in.
As you have
pointed out in many cases, and the Department of Labor has
pointed out, it's our people, our shop stewards, our foremen on
the jobs that call and make the complaints when we see these
types of practices. So that's another concern that we have.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
I don't know what the final answer
is going to be, but in the balance of trying to determine if
someone is illegal, we seem to have a number of areas where our
hands are tied.
Whether it requires Federal or State
legislation, I know that you stand ready with the AFL-CIO in
order to help out.
Because what we want to do is to improve the wages of
New Jerseyans.
We'd like to do it in a lawful manner, and
you've always been very supportive. Perhaps you may also take
this back to your membership, in terms of ideas as to what we
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may focus upon to improve the system, not only in the area of
prevailing wage but in all of the labor law that we have
available.
Perhaps there might be a couple of areas that we
should beef up the enforcement.
MR. WOWKANECH:
I just had one question.
I heard you
speak earlier about this bill coming out with the electronic
imaging, and it kind of caught my interest because, as you may
know, I've been involved in the health care problem -for some
three years now.
In the Health Care Reform Act that was signed
into law in 1992, they appropriated $1.8 million dollars to New
Jersey Institute of Technology along with Thomas Edison College
to develop a working model -- which I understand is almost up
and running -- dealing with what they call the "smart card,"
which is electronic imaging.
I thought that maybe this might
be something that we could piggyback on, being that they have
spent a lot of time and resources on developing this program.
The gentleman's name there is Bob Browen, (phonetic spelling)
from New Jersey Institute of Technology.
I think you might be
interested in talking to him.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Absolutely.
Questions from the
Committee? (no response)
Thank you.
MR. WOWKANECH: Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
Mr. Stan Repko, Director, Policy
and Planning, Department of Corrections. Are you going to tell
us how we can send back those 1200 illegal aliens?
s TAR LE y P.
RE p K 0: One of the items that I'd like
to talk to you about is that figure, once I get started.
Mr.
Chairman,
Committee
members,
on
behalf
of
Commissioner Fauver I appreciate the opportunity to speak to
you this afternoon, on this issue.
To give you a little
background about myself, I am a career State employee.
I've
been with the Department of Corrections for 23 years. I worked
I've
in
various
prison
four
years.
been
in
a
for
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administrative posts for the last 19 years.
position

for

about

eight

years

now.

I've been in this
My

responsibilities

include: policy and planning, program analysis, classification,
and MIS, Management Information Systems.

I will give you some

data here, during this testimony.
The
strongly,

is

first

thing

I

would

that

there

are

not

like

to

1200

inmates

today who are ready to be deported.

clarify very,
in

our

very
system

The figure that was given

by INS really is a figure of how many people we send forms to
every year.

It's somewhere between 1000 or 1200,

but nowhere

near that number are ready to be deported from our system.
best estimate that we have today is

about

during my testimony how we got

figure

very

good

today,

understanding.

that

But

we

do

who are ready to be deported,

an interest in today.

500.

not

The

I' 11 explain

so you' 11 have
have

1200

a

inmates

or INS doesn't even have

Yes, go ahead--

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

Was

it correct

that

those

inmates

have to serve the sentence before they are deported?
MR.
Deportation

REPKO:
hearings

That's
may

depending upon whether
result,

basically

take

up

they have

to

a

what

year

to

happens.
24

a green card or

months,

not.

As

a

they are paroled from our system before the hearing is

resolved.
What happens to them is we only have about 500
inmates that INS has detainers on, which means that they have
an interest in these people.
Okay, I wanted to clarify that
very quickly, because I know the number being bandied around is
1200, and that really is not accurate at all.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Five hundred would also alarm us.
MR.

REPKO:

Five

hundred

is

not

minimum.

I'm

not

minimizing that at all, but it's a far cry from 1200.
I'd
we've

been

like to give you
doing

Governor's Office,
issue.

with

the

a

little background about what

Attorney

and the U.S.

General's

Office,

the

Department of Justice on this

We have had several meetings with them, and as of March
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18, we sent a computer disk to the U.S. Department of Justice
identifying
actually there's 485 individuals, but 500 is a
round number -- specific information on these individuals that
the Department of Justice had asked for, in order to get a
handle on this situation.
As you indicated, during your testimony, Mr. Chairman,
the biggest problems that we've had with this on a departmental
and law enforcement level is there is no standard definition of
an undocumented alien, and there is no information readily
available to either identify or verify these individuals.
There is no computer system today where there is a unique code
which says this person is an undocumented alien.
It's a major,
major problem, not just through law enforcement, but after
hearing the testimony through labor and everything else, to
identify these individuals.
How we identify them in the Department -- and we work
very closely with INS-- When an inmate is committed to our
State institution, and again that's offenders serving a year or
more, if we, through their PSI, that's their Presentence
Investigation report, through court documents, or through the
personal interview, find out the individual is foreign-born or
they're not a U.S. citizen, we send a form to INS in Newark -that's these 1100 or so a year that we send to INS, which
Deputy Director Tillman made reference to.
If they have an
interest in the individual, then they send a detainer back to
us. That tells us they have an interest in the individual. We
put that into our computer system, and before the person is
released, we 'notify INS.
They usually start the proceedings,
the hearings before the person is paroled, but if they don't,
we cannot release the individual until INS takes action on the
detainer.
As I said before, the majority of inmates are-- That
they started work on their proceedings,
the· deportation
proceedings they are paroled to detention centers.
So that a
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lot

of

ever

them flush

resolved.

out

So

of

our

system before

that's

the

process.

the hearings

are

We work very closely

with them.
In coming up with the figures.that we reported to the
U.S.

Department

of

Justice,

what

we

several different computer programs

did was,
in order

we

had

to

run

to compile data.

I' 11 give you information on the numbers of foreign-born,

the

numbers

INS

that

are not U.S.

citizens,

and the numbers

that

indicate they have an interest in.
Out of about 22,000 -- we have 24,000 inmates that we
are

responsible

prisons,

for

--

there's

about

20, 000

that

are

in

our

today; the rest are in county jails.

Fourteen hundred

of those 20,000 inmates, or about 6 percent,

are foreign-born.

There

are

States.

about

850

that

are

not

citizens

of

the

United

Either they are reported that they're not citizens or

we have documentation to show that they are not citizens.

Of

that number, 485, or almost 500, Immigration and Naturalization
say they have an interest in the individuals.
That's the group that,
or

if they are undocumented aliens

if they are to be deported,

earmarked,
there's
citizens,

so

1400

there's only 500.
foreign-born.

that's

the group that INS has

There's

There's

and there's about 500 that

not

about

1200.

850

Okay,

that

are

so
not

INS definitely says they

have an interest in.
Assemblyman?
There
were
MIKULAK:
deported, approxi~ately, last year?
MR. REPKO:
That wasn't last year.
ASSEMBLYMAN

data they have--

When Mr.

200

that

The most

Tillman was giving his

were
recent

figures

--

after the hearing I went out to talk to him -- that was 1991
data.
ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK:
MR. REPKO:

Right.

That's the most recent data they have.

ASSEMBLYMAN MIKULAK:

Okay.
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MR. REPKO:
Our data is March 14, 1994.
A lot of
people get flushed out of the system. What we have remaining,
as of March 14, is about 500, roughly.
So they• re a couple
years behind in their reporting to us.
Now to give you a feel for the types of individuals
these 500, what their characteristics are: nationality, about
340, or 70 percent are from Latin America or Caribbean Island
countries. This kind of conforms to what Mr. Tillman had said
about the overall population.
We don't have a very large percentage of Mexicans,
Assemblyman, as you asked, in our prison population.
We
probably don't have as large number of Mexican aliens in our
statewide population as well.
Another 17 percent are from South America. We have 70
percent from Latin America and the Caribbean Islands and
another 17 percent from South America.
You wi 11 see, when I
give you offense information, they're primarily drug-related
offenses, as you would imagine.
We have about 6 percent of our inmate population from
Europe.
It's a very small percentage of the-- Again, we' re
only talking about the undocumented aliens -- we're not talking
about total prison population.
We have another 2 percent or 3 percent from Asia,
mostly Vietnamese.
With respect to the offenses,
as I
indicated,
about
50 percent of the people we consider
undocumented aliens
or at least INS has an interest in -- at
least 50 percent are in for drug crimes and the distribution of
drugs.
So if you associate the Caribbean countries
Caribbean Islands -- with South American Countries, there• s a
big drug cartel down there.
A lot of the people that get
committed to our department are in on drugs.
Another 42
percent to 43 percent are in on violent crimes: murder, rape,
robbery, and assault.
If we had the manpower to look at these
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figures in detail,
murders.

A lot

they probably are drug related assaults and

of

supports where the

it

has

foreign

to

do

with

nationals,

the

drug

where

trade,

those

which

individuals

are from.
The average term is
do

not

have

parole

and

about seven years for

eligibility terms;

for

those that

those

that

do

have parole and eligibility terms, the average term is about 12
years

to

term.

13

years

with

On the average,

the

five

year

parole

and

eligibility

these people will stay 36 months to 60

months depending upon their offense.
The average age is about 34 years of age.

They tend

to be older inmates than we normally have in our system.

The

average age of our inmates is about 26 or 27.
What

does

it

cost?

The

figures

that

were

bandied

around by Mr. Dunlap -- we estimate the average cost is $25,000
to $26,000 per year, per inmate.
That converts to roughly $13
million

to

$15

million

costs.

If

he

looked

per
at

year.

That's

construction

just

costs

the

operating

for

a

500-bed

facility,

it would be in the neighborhood of $25 million to $40

million,

depending

upon

the

custody

status,

whether

it's

a

minimum, medium, or maximum facility.
Now,

Mr.

Dunlap

had

given

some

is what

information

on

California DOC,

and $300 mi I lion

they are estimating

their costs at.

The first point I'd like to make is, there are

about 110,000 inmates in California; we have about 22,000, to
24,000 today.
Florida was $26 million;
that's what they
estimated costs.

, They have about 50, 000 inmates.

Similarly,

Texas has about 50-They said the costs were
million. They have about 50,000 inmates, as well.
At

about

24, 000

million to $20 million,

inmates,
in that

our

range,

operating

about

costs

$52

of $15

it's comparable to the

types -- the populations that are out there as well.

I

don't

know where California got their figure from, the $300 million.
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Are
inmates

there

versus

any--

500

This

inmates,

issue,
does

understand what I'm saying on that?
ASSEMBLYMAN

ROMA:

I

I'm not sure the members do.
far,

again,

every

of

the

Committee

1200
member

That--

understand

what

you' re

saying.

In terms of what we've heard thus

we're not quite sure if everybody has the best system of

measuring who is an illegal alien.
MR. REPKO:
major

point,

The big difference there, and again it's a

because

700

inmates

difference

is

not

a

minor

thing-ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
MR. REPKO:

But there could be more.

Excuse me?

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

There could be more.

MR. REPKO:
It probably could not be more, because we
have detainers for every one of those 500 inmates from INS.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
If, for some reason, they don't
give you a detainer, how would you identify that person as an
illegal alien?
MR. REPKO:
that's the issue.

That's the only way we can identify them,
Because of the lack of--

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

My point being, that information is

not necessarily correct.
MR. REPKO:
may be more--

In that respect, you're right.

That there

The only thing that we can really hang our hat

on today is, who INS tells us is an undocumented alien.
types

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
We have seen so many different
of fig~res that, unfortunately-It• s not your fault;

it's a combination of factors, we don't know the size of the
problem.
We're working off some numbers that have been
reported.
Nobody seems to dispute most of the numbers,
yet, we find that the problem could be a lot worse.
MR.
INS or
green

to

if

it's

never

law enforcement authorities

that

they don• t

card,

REPKO:
that

You're
they

have

right,

falsified

right it could be more in that respect.
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information

reported

and
to

have a
you're

I

have

presented

my

information,

are

there

any

Questions from the Conunittee?

(no

questions I can answer?
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
response)
MR.

REPKO:

Mr.

Chairman,

I

can assure you

that

our

Department will do whatever we have to with the Department of
Justice

and

with

the

Attorney

General's

Office

to

get

this

information to INS.
ASSEMBLYMAN

ROMA:

How

many

deportation

hearings

do

you anticipate this year?
MR. REPKO:

INS controls the deportation hearings.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
MR.
detainers.
year

to

review,

REPKO:

How many are eligible?

Well,

we

know

there's

500

that

have

We probably submit somewhere between 900 to 1000 a

INS

that

they

have

to

look

at.

Based

upon

their

they then tell us whether they want to have deportation

hearings,

how they want to proceed with it.

Keep in mind that

all of the deportation hearings are really a factor of INS.
simply report the information to them;

We

they get back to us on

how far they want to go with it.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
because

we're

always

versus nonviolent.

One other, which is partly related,

talking

in

terms

of

violent

criminals

Some of us had occasion to go up to see the

boot camp or shock incarceration camp up in Summit, New York.
I'm sure information will be coming through your department,
through

the

Department

of

Corrections,

as

a

legislative

proposal.
MR.

REPKO:

We've had,

just

this

past week,

some of

our higher level administrators have gone up to New York State
to look at their boot camp program up there, which has been in
existence for quite a while.
camp,

and

I

realize

that's

One of the major concerns of boot
not

really the after care program.
what

happens

to

the individual?
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what

we're

talking

about,

is

After the boot camp ·is done,
Do they just

release him to

parole with minimal supervision, or is there an intensive
support program after that? That's a key factor that seems to
come out in most boot camp studies.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
They seem to have a pretty good
program up there, and perhaps this would allow us additional
space for some of the more violent people in the adult
population.
MR. REPKO:
I think, conceptually, that's the idea, to
get the less serious offenders into these intermediate programs
and save the more secure bed space for violent offenders.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
Questions from the Committee?
(no
response) Thank you.
MR. REPKO: Thank you for the opportunity.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
Mr. Emmanuel Leventhal, Associate
Director, New Jersey Region, ILGWU.
Good afternoon.
E M A N U E L
L E V E N T H A L:
Mr. Chairman, honorable
members of the Committee, I have a prepared statement, but when
I finish with it, I'd like to make some comments.
My name is Manny Leventhal.
I am a Vice President of
the
International Ladies Garment Workers Union and the
Associate Director of the New Jersey Region.
I want to thank you for the opportunity to testify
today.
As you probably know, the garment workers union like
the garment industry, is populated for the most part by
immigrants.
So the topic of today• s hearing is of particular
interest to our union.
I want to begin my testimony by telling you something
of a story of the garment industry and the garment workers
union.
Our industry, the garment industry, is and always has
been an immigrant industry.
The industry was populated at
first, at the turn of the century, predominately by Italian and
Jewish immigrants.
Of course there are very few Jews and
Italians working in the garment industry today, but that's not
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because

anybody

moved out,

stole

moved on,
Puerto

jobs.

It's

and they moved up.

Italians moved out of
industries,

their

the garment

Ricans

simply

because

they

As the Jews and the

industry and up

and African-Americans,

into other

who

are,

of

course, not immigrants, moved into the industry.
Then, later,
as Puerto Ricans and African-Americans moved out of the garment
industry

and,

again,

up

into

and Dominicans moved in.
out,

Ecuadorans,

knows

other

Today,

Mexicans,

who will move into

better

industries,

Cubans

as Cubans and Dominicans move

and Chinese are moving in,
the

industry after

and who

the Chinese move

out.
In short,
in

many

what we have in the garment industry -- as

industries,

replacement,

not

by another.

I

generation

as

in

much

displacement

of

of

immigrants

by

is

one generation of

repeat the replacement,

of

America

the

immigrants

not displacement of one

another.

The

difference

is

generations

of

crucial.
There's
immigrants

not

generations,

else.

something

new

don't

take

anything

away

actually

give

something

to

only

they

The

from

older

those

older

They bring old world skills to the United
The newer immigrants make it possible for the garment

generations.
States.

industry to survive and even to thrive in America.
That's the
real service to older immigrants, to you, and me.
Because
manufacturing jobs,
ILGWU,

create

like the

service

and

jobs performed by members of the
professional

jobs.

Because

every

dress sown by a ~eamstress in a factory, say in Union City, has
to be sold by a salesperson in Trenton, and has to be accounted
for by an accountant in Jersey City, and so on.
What

I

have

been

been studied formally.
Economic Advisors,
Accounting

Office,

relating

to

you

anecdotically

It has been studied by the Council of

by the Department of Labor,
by

University of Wisconsin,

has

the

Urban

Insti~ute,

among others.
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by the General
and

by

the

They all conclude the

same thing:
The overall economic contributions of immigrants,
legal and illegal, exceed their economic liabilities.
As the Counci 1 of Economic Advisors put it, "The net
effect of immigration is to increase the aggregate income of
the native born population." Specifically with regard to this
replacement phenomena that I have been talking about, the
results of a study conducted under the auspices of the United
States Department of Labor's Bureau of International Labor
Affairs, the office found among other things, that immigrants:
A)
Keep some United States industries competitive by
increasing returns to capital;
B)
Increased wages and mobility opportunities for
many groups of United States workers.
But it is often argued that although immigrants on the
whole may be good for the country, illegals are not good for
the country, and they certainly are not good, it is argued, for
the specific localities in which they settle.
Again, I must argue to the contrary, like Julianne
Simon's study, "How do Immigrants Af feet the United States
Economically?"
For example, Simon found that undocumented
immigrants pay at least five times more in taxes than they
receive in services, and the study conducted in the State of
Texas reached a similar conclusion.
In Texas,
a state with certainly more
i llega 1
immigrants than New Jersey, taxes paid by the undocumented were
greater than the cost to the state providing public services,
and not by just a little bit. Taxes paid by illegal immigrants
in Texas exceeded the costs of providing them services,
services such as the ones we are talking about here today:
education, health, welfare, and correction, which would be jail.
This
phenomena,
the
excess
of
revenues
over
expenditures, may be explained in part by the fact that illegal
immigrants are simply ineligible for most benefit programs.
According to the National Immigration Law Center, illegal
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immigrants
They

are

are

eligible

emergency
Women,

eligible

medical

Infants,

immigrants,

for

only

for

services,

and

even

only
the

who

few

most

school

Children.

those

very

basic

lunch,

Surveys

are

Federal

eligible

programs

and

show

WIC

us

for

programs.
--

that

like
that's

illegal

various

public

assistance programs, do not make great use of such programs.
Chris
immigrant

Hodgeland

women

in

San

and

Karen

Rosen

Francisco.

studied

Twenty-three

illegal

percent

of

Latino women they surveyed had United States-born children, who
are eligible
only

5

for

percent

Aid to Families

of

these women

and Dependent Children,

had

access

to

these

yet

benefits.

The majority of the women apparently did not seek services for
fear of being reported to the INS.
The United States Department of Justice found much the
thing when they surveyed the illegal immigrants who

same

applied for amnesty during the legalization program in 1987 and
1988.

The

illegal,

legalization

apparently

supported

or

not

employer

applicants
made

as

had,

much

supported

use

social

while
of

they

either

services

were

taxpayer

as

had

the

general United States population during the same period.
Less than 1 percent of the legalizing population had,
at the time of their application,

received general assistance,

Social
Security,
Supplemental
Security
Income,
Worker's
Compensation, or Unemployment Insurance, which is to say that
the study found very little illicit use of benefits among those
illegal immigrants who were then legalizing.
Less

th~n

obtained

food

stamps or AFDC without being eligible for those programs.

The

reason

one-half

of

1

percent

had

may be as simple as that proposed by the United States

Department

of

Labor's

came

to

work,

here

substantially

fewer

Bureau
not

to

services

of

Labor

go

on

than

States.
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Statistics:

welfare.

people

born

Thus
in

immigrants
they
the

use

United

There have been no studies that I know of with regard
to the costs or benefits of illegal immigrants in New Jersey,
specifically.

I

see

no

reason,

however,

to

assume

that

our

situation is much different than that of the places where these
things have,
to

assume

in fact,
that

been studied.

immigrants,

Thus,

legal

and

I

think it is safe

illegal,

are

positive to New Jersey, to the New Jersey economy.
effects on the New Jersey State coffers,

I

a

net

As to their

have no

reason to

assume that illegal immigrants cost any more than they pay in
taxes.
I want to make some comments before I conclude.
almost

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
I realize that, but you seem to
indicate in your remarks there, that it's okay because

it's not costing additional money.
of testimony.

I

really dispute that type

You have a right to be here,

if you go through

the channels and process the necessary paperwork.

By virtue of

the fact that you come here illegally, does not entitle you to
any of the benefits,
of laws,

pure and simple.

We have a system here,

and you seem to be saying that it doesn't really cost

that much or they are bringing some additional moneys into the
coffers, so therefore, it seems to be okay.
MR. LEVENTHAL:
ASSEMBLYMAN

What I'm saying--

ROMA:

I

hope

that's

not

what

you

are

saying.
MR. LEVENTHAL:

Let me make some comments.

We're not

aware, in our own industry-ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
Because we don't have the data, and
that's one of ~he problems that we're running into.
In

our

MR. LEVENTHAL:
Right, but let me make some comments.
industry, the unionized part, we would not have any

knowledge that someone is an illegal alien.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
MR. LEVENTHAL:

And if they were?

Okay.

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

If they were?
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MR. LEVENTHAL:

The only time we can do--

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

What steps would you take if they

were?
MR.
our

LEVENTHAL:

employers

to

Well,

double

firstly,

check when

we've

they

instructed

get

someone

in

all
who

seems to be foreign-born to make sure that they have all the
legal

documents

that

employers would not

they're

know,

supposed

to

have.

So

our

if they checked the green card and

they have a Social Security card and whatever else, they would
not

know that

they would be

counterfeit documents.
We,
same

wages

then,
as

also cover

illegal

if

they had bought

some

There would be no knowledge of that.

enforce our agreement so that they get the

anybody else,

them for

according

Blue Cross

to

our

agreement.

and Major Medical,

We

so they' re

not on the dole with the State.
I

cannot say that pertains to the nonunionized part.

In those cases,

they are exploited by unscrupulous employers.

That does affect the legitimate employers, so I cannot testify
on

that

behalf.

But

I

can

tell you

that we have cooperated

with the New Jersey Department of Labor and the United States
Department of Labor,
the area.
We
have

find

employers

because we do have organizers who survey

nonunion shops,
who

have

and where we find

illegal

aliens,

okay,

that

they

undocumented,

where we find that the employers are working them over 40 hours
and not paying them time and a half, they' re not paying them
the minimum wage, or they don't even have time cards, we inform
the Department of Labor
have

any

jurisdiction

to

investigate that

there.

We

also

because we don• t

inform

the

Federal

Department of Labor; sometimes they cooperate together.
I,

personally,

have attended seminars between the New

York State Department of Labor and the New Jersey Department of
Labor to find out how to audit books to see that if an employer
is

shipping

out

5000

garments

a

week

employees, then there's something wrong.
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and

he

only

has

10

We instructed them on how to inspect the books,
because you couldn't possibly ship 5000 garments with 10
employees.
You' re either doing home work, you have a whole
staff of home workers, or you have more people and it doesn't
show up.
It doesn't say that we don't even have trouble with
some of our own employers, but at least our members will inform
us and we will then watch the shop carefully.
We can then check the shop if they are violating the
wages and the hours, simply by -- some of them punch a whole
bunch of cards and they have a set of time cards which they
duplicate at the end of the week. Now if you don't catch them
at that point, prior to their making the payroll up, you will
never know it.
But we do have people in the shops who wi 11
inform us, and we catch them.
We protect our members to the
best of our ability.
I believe that possibly-- Maybe the State ought to
hire some more, for the Labor Department, people checking out
to see if the laws are being enforced, because they do not have
enough people. I would believe that if you put more teeth into
the laws, where people can be fined immediately, where they can
be put in jail, so that these unscrupulous employers will not
violate the law.
I do not believe that an undocumented worker
really wants to work below the Federal minimum or be
exploited.
What happens is that the unscrupulous employer
makes a field open for the illegals to work, and maybe if they
didn't have that available, a lot of them wouldn't come here.
Any other questions, I'd be happy to-ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Questions from the Committee?
ASSEMBLYMAN GARRETT:
I guess what I can take from
your statement is, it's not whether somebody is an illegal
alien that's a problem for the economy, it's just whether they
are not complying with the law in general.
If they're working
off the books, then obviously, they're not paying taxes on that
individual whether he's an illegal alien or not.
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He couldn't work off the books if the

MR. LEVENTHAL:

employer wouldn't let him.
ASSEMBLYMAN GARRETT:
MR.

LEVENTHAL:

are in collusion.
the

nonunion

benefits

or,

part-timers

for
and

So the employer is cooperating.

As

part

Right.

far

of

as

our

that

the health benefits go,
industry

matter,

they don't

the

cover

does

not

retail
them

most

supply

industry

for

They
of

health

has· many

benefits,

either.

That's why they have part-timers.
I

will

tell

you

one

other

thing,

that

with

the

exporting of our jobs in our type of industry both to Mexico,
the

Caribbean

problems

on

basin,

health

and

because

covered by Blue Cross
out

as

State.
people.

those

the

plants

many

of

East

you

our

own

close.

MR. LEVENTHAL:

That

will

be

members

more

who

are

eventually fall

a

problem

for

the

legal

Thank you for your testimony.

Thank you.
ROMA:

Dr.

Iliana

Bilingual Education, Department of Education.
John

have

legal problem because these are

ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

Mr.

will

and Major Medical will

That will be a

ASSEMBLYMAN

Far

Pesce,

Ms.

Pamela

Okum,

Director,

(no response)

Dickson,

and Mr.

Oliver

Bartlet.
J

O H R

P E

John Pesce.

s c

E:

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman.

I'm Director of Hospital Payment

New Jersey Hospital Association.

My name is

Issues

for

the

Oliver Bartlett is also from

the New Jersey H~spi tal Association,
the New Jersey Department of Health.

and Pam Dickson is

from

I am pleased to appear before you today to discuss the
issue of illegal aliens or undocumented persons as they impact
on health care providers and health care costs in New Jersey.
The

issue of the use of health care services by undocumented

persons

is of great concern to our member hospitals.

may or may not know,

As you

New Jersey hospitals are guided by both
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the legal and ethical mission of treating all patients,
of
pay
regardless
to
ability
to
ability
or
produce
identification or documentation.
Unfortunately, as you have
been able to attest to today, there is no current reliable
information regarding the magnitude of the problem.
The
New
Jersey
Hospital
Association
has
cited
information, as you've heard today, from the Department of
Labor.
I believe that information was derived from the
Department
of
Health.
It
said,
in
1990
there
were
approximately 70,000 illegal aliens in New Jersey.
That had
the potential to cost the State over $200 million in health
care services, since, as you know, these illegal aliens are
undocumented persons, and for the most part do not have health
insurance.
Of major concern to New Jersey hospitals is the fact
that they currently do not get reimbursed for the health care
costs
that
these undocumented persons do not pay for.
Beginning in 1993, Chapter 160 -- which is the Health Care
Reform Act, which basically deregulated New Jersey Hospitals -that particular law established a fund which only reimburses
hospitals for the cost of charity care services. Under current
regulations,
illegal aliens are most likely to be kept
classified as a bad debt expense for failure to produce
documentation.
They may be more correctly classified as
charity care because of their employment, income, and asset
status.
In 1993, total statewide uncompensated care costs for
New Jersey hospitals were estimated to be around $1. 2 billion
from our most current figures.
Of this amount, approximately
$500, 000 was attributable to charity care services, and about
$700,000 was for bad debt expense.
The 1994 charity care
subsidy which was established in the aforementioned Chapter 160
Law, will only pay hospitals $450,000 for charity care services
in 1994.
If the Department of Labor estimates are accurate, a
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significant
portion of
hospital
bad
debt
is
therefore
attributable to undocumented persons for which hospitals do not
recover any reimbursement.
Just on a national perspective, NJHA is also currently
involved with the state hospital associations of Michigan,
Florida, Arizona, Illinois, New Mexico, New York, Texas, and
California in ongoing discussions related to the funding of the
delivery of health care services to undocumented persons in the
United States.
If I may read a memorandum dated February 23 from the
so-called Border States Coalition, it is from the Texas
Hospital Association and talks about data collection and the
aggregation to identify the financial scope of uncompensated
hospital care attributable to undocumented persons.
The
background goes,
"Significant media coverage has focused
recently on the escalating problem of illegal immigration in
the United States.
Providing social services to the growing
numbers of undocumented persons is adding to the strain of
already overstrained public coffers.
"Health care providers, both public and private, in
certain states and especially in urban areas of the country,
are seriously affected by the unreimbursed costs of emergency
and delivery services
they provide to
the undocumented
population.
Particulary affected are hospitals and physicians
in the border states of California, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas,
Florida, as well as Illinois and New York, and most recently,
New Jersey has be~n added to that list.
"In Texas and in other states bordering Central
America, many undocumented persons cross over the border for
health care or to deliver babies. Often these patients present
themselves with no prenatal care, no patient history, and
inaccurate or falsified information. Cross border billing for
services is impossible.
Affected hospitals are faced with
resources to handle the
inadequate financial
and human
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increasing volume of immigrants, the poor health status of
immigrants, vulnerabilities to malpractice litigation, and poor
communication linkages with the Mexican government.
"The
problem
is
multifaceted,
ranging
from
inconsistent Federal policies, inadequate Federal enforcement
of laws restricting illegal immigration, to insufficient funds
for undocumented patient• s health care.
Current law provides
that states are required to pay for care and services received
by an alien who is not lawfully admitted for permanent
residence or otherwise permanently residing in the United
States under color of law, and who is otherwise eligible for
Medicaid under the state• s plan, if the care and services are
necessary for the treatment of an emergency medical condition,
which by Federal definition includes
labor and delivery
services.
"Federal medicaid matching payments to the states for
these emergency services are made at each state's regular
matching rate.
However,
due to Federal and state laws
regarding
the
provision of
emergency services
including
delivery, hospitals are restricted from ascertaining, prior to
the provision of service, whether the individual would be
otherwise eligible for the state's medicaid program.
The
implication of this restriction is magnified by the tendency of
undocumented persons to provide incomplete or inaccurate
information and their general failure to return for follow-up
visits.
"The most
impacted states
have been unable to
adequately fund their respective share of these costs for
medical services, thus requiring health care providers to shift
some of the unreimbursed costs to private sector payers and
absorb the balance as losses."
So that's as a way of background on the national
coalition.
It has been estimated that the group ·of hospitals
in that coalition had a health care cost for these undocumented
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persons of about $2 billion in 1993.

The National Association

of Public Hospitals testified on January 25 that the Vulnerable
Population's

Assistant

Pool

or

the

so-called VPAP,

which was

created by the Health Security Act and currently funded at $800
million,

should

perhaps

adequate

funding.

at

However

on

when

uncertain whether

is

national

a

the

unfavorable
it

a

be

level

level

of

political
for

$3

billion

climate

may

for
be

this

incremental

funding

health care

reform will

include

universal coverage for all citizens.
In

closing,

the

New

Jersey

Hospital

Association

certainly sees a need for a statewide study regarding the issue
of

these

undocumented

persons

and

health

care

costs,

and we

would be most supportive of these efforts.
Pam, I don't know if you have anything to add to that?
P A M E L A

S.

D I C K S 0 R:

little to add to Mr.

Thank you.

I

really have

Pesce's excellent summary of the issues.

I'll just highlight a couple of them.
First

of

all,

in

terms

of

trying

to

estimate

the

impact on health care costs in New Jersey of this population,
we have been working with a range and it's really only what you
would call a ballpark range,

since obviously,

these people do

not provide any hard data that we could use to document this.
But the range had been between $70 million and $200 million.
Here• s

how these numbers were

roughly calculated:

on

the high end, the $200 million was based on the estimate of
70, 000 population multiplied by what we calculate as the most
recent per capita health care expenditure level of $3000.
that gives you about $200 million.
Now I think that
probably too high,

because

I

think it• s

legitimate to

So
is

assume

that most undocumented persons do not access the same level of
health care services the average New Jerseyan does.
On the

low side,

the estimate of
Jersey

hospitals.

we did as John did;

we worked from

the total of uncompensated care costs
Again,

these
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are

just

hospitals,

at New
not

all

providers for the low range estimate.
We were actually using
an earlier figure of $800 million as being the total bad debt
and charity care cost and just did a ratio; 70,000 undocumented
persons compared to 800,000 uninsured gives you about 8.5
percent; 8. 5 percent times the $800 mi I lion gave us about $70
million for the other estimate of what the health care costs
consumed by these people are.
The only other point I would emphasize that John made
for you, is that we are, sort of, on a track down toward an
inevitable conflict.
We do require health care providers
and this really lands on the shoulders of the hospitals, 90
percent of the time -- to treat anybody who shows up and who
needs health care, and I'd have to support that as a social
policy of the State. But as we move toward universal coverage
and people who are in a position to get insurance -- either
from a subsidized, if they can't get it from their employer, or
·from their employer get coverage-As the managed care
networks that cover these people get more aggressive about
negotiating with hospitals what their rates are, there is less
and less room for providers who still have to treat those
people who show up at the door. They are going to have fewer
tools on what to do with those costs.
Like John, I' 11 be happy to answer any questions you
have.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Questions? (no response)
First group that doesn't have questions.
0 L I V B R
B A R T L B T T:
I would just like to go on
record and say that it's so nice to see the New Jersey Hospital
Association and the Department of Health up here together,
working together for a common outcome.
I must say that's good
for the new administration.
Thank you again for being here.
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ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you for being with us.
Ms. Regina Purcell, New Jersey Catholic Conference.
Regina, would it be appropriate to have Mr. George
Piegaro from Catholic Community Services?
R E G I N A
P u R C E L L:
George had to leave, Mr.
Chairman.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Okay.
Thank you.
MS. PURCELL: Thank you.
On behalf of the New Jersey Catholic Bishops, I am
pleased to have the opportunity to testify today on immigration
and the impact of undocumented aliens on New Jersey's economy.
This is an issue of great importance to the Catholic Church,
which has a long history of welcoming service to immigrants and
is deeply concerned with the growing hostility nationwide
toward immigrants.
As
Archbishop Theodore E.
Mccarrick of
Newark,
Chairman of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops'
Committee on Migration, has stated, "In the context of Catholic
social teaching and in the light of our Judeo-Christian
heritage, such an attitude is not acceptable."
Our biblical tradition, the social teachings of the
Church, and our nation's history all provide a strong basis for
support of immigration.
Jesus' own words, "I was a stranger
and you welcomed me," should be our guiding ethic and action.
At a time of continuing recession and general anxiety about the
future for so many, the temptation to blame immigrants is all
too easy.
The Bishops call us to resist this temptation.
Rather than reject immigrants, they say, we should reject the
political cynicism of the anti foreigner sentiment.
This
sentiment is often fueled by misconceptions and erroneous
reporting about immigration, both legal and undocumented.
As
we
found
out
today,
accurate
data
about
undocumented immigrants
is very hard to come by.
One
economist, Rice University's Donald Huddle, claims that legal
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and undocumented immigrants cost $42. 5 billion more each year
than they pay in taxes. Others, such as Jeffrey Passel of the
Urban Institute, which was mentioned earlier today, say that
Huddle's numbers are completely wrong and that immigrants, in
fact, pay $28.7 billion more in taxes than they cost in
services, such as education and welfare. The truth is that no
one knows exactly how much immigrants cost or benefit society.
That's because information about individual's income, taxes,
and use of social services isn't available for immigrants or
for
anyone else.
Social
scientists make estimates
and
different estimates produce different results.
By law,
undocumented immigrants are barred from
receiving Federal welfare payments and a range of other
benefits, including food stamps and unemployment compensation.
According to an April 1992 report published by "Congressional
Quarterly," "Fearing deportation, few undocumented aliens file
for the income tax refunds owed them, and the vast majority are
too young to apply for Social Security benefits, even if they
dared.
They come to the United States to work, not to go on
welfare."
It is of concern that taxes paid by undocumented
aliens flow to the Federal government, while the services they
do use are at the state and local levels.
We support the
redistribution
of
Federal
revenues
to
states
that
are
particulary affected by immigration.
In conclusion, we wish to stress that respect for
human dignity and human

life

is

not debatable.

Human dignity

is not determined by social class, citizenship, race, or
ethnicity.
We join Cardinal Roger Mahoney, Archbishop of Los
Angeles, in stating that, "Immigrants living in this country,
documented or undocumented, need to have access to those things
necessary to sustain and develop life in all its dimensions.
This includes access to all basic necessities for a decent
living."
We must recognize the immigrant as a sister or
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brother,

not

the

enemy;

as

an

opportunity

to

strengthen

our

community, not a problem to be solved.
Thank you.
ASSEMBLYMAN

ROMA:

Thank

you.

Questions

from

the

Committee?
ASSEMBLYMAN
simply that
Federal

there

issue,

GARRETT:

I

should be--

I

guess--

guess
Yours

That

then
is

your

a

there

position

larger

should

is

issue -not

be

a

any

restrictions whatsoever then on-MS.
Catholic

PURCELL:

Church

does

No,

that's

believe

not

that

there

our

position.

is

a

need

for

The
an

effective and just system to regulate immigration.
ASSEMBLYMAN GARRETT:

And what is that?

MS.

is

PURCELL:

That

something

that

I

think

all

parties across the nation are struggling with.
ASSEMBLYMAN GARRETT:
history

that

immigration

I

find

policy

sort

changed

Also up here,
of

we got the brief

interesting

over

200

how

years,

as

far

the
as

U.S.
the

restrictions as they got tighter 1nd then opened up.
MS. PURCELL:

That's right.

ASSEMBLYMAN GARRETT:

But you're in favor of at least

having some restrictions, correct?
MS. PURCELL: Yes, we're not if favor of open borders.
ASSEMBLYMAN GARRETT:
Open borders-But then if you
do have some restrictions, is there, then, anything we should
be doing
those

on the state

restrictions--

level

that's

appropriate with whatever

We can't meet

the Federal

restrictions,

obviously, but whatever they come out to be, we're dealing with
the ones

that we have

right

now.

Is

there

anything

that we

should be -- in your mind -- appropriately doing to deal with
the situation?
MS.
We

had

PURCELL:

discussion

I have nothing to add to that argument.
about

that

earlier,

something that is difficult to answer.
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and

I

think

it's

ASSEMBLYMAN GARRETT:
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
Joyce
response)

Phipps,

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.
Esq.

Seton

Ha 11

University.

(no

I believe there was testimony that was left with our

staff.
Mr.

David

Mallach.

United

Jewish

Federation

of

MetroWest.

M.

DAV I D

M A L L A C H:

inviting

me

to

speak

prepared

remarks,

Good afternoon.

today.

both

I'm

because

of

going

the

Thank you for

to

time

abbreviate

and

also

my

because

many of the points that I've raised have been discussed.
I

would

like

to

begin

by

noting

that

I

totally

associate the view of the Jewish community with the vision of
human concern that was expressed by my colleague from the
Catholic Conference in her preceding remarks.
Now, while we've
debated about it -- about what proportion of the population of
New Jersey, whether it's 70,000 or 120,000 are undocumented -a few generalizations about this population, particulary in New
Jersey, I believe, are in order.
First,
community.
Chinese,

they're distributed throughout the foreign-born

There
Indian,

are

substantial

and

numbers

Italian

of

Irish,

undocumented.

Polish,

They

are

predominately not Latin American or Caribbean in our State.

A

number of informal studies that I've seen suggests that Ireland
is very high up on the list,
and El Salvador.
first

Immigration

as well as Canada,

after Mexico

The undocumented have been with us from the
Act,

which

was

designed

to

limit

Asian

immigrants in the latter part of the 19th century.
most

I would imagine that if we studied the backgrounds of
of the people in this room, who arrived after the

Immigration Law, we would find aunts, uncles, grandparents, who
arrived here under questionable legal circumstances.

In my own

family -- and we view ourselves as fairly law-abiding taxpayers
in

the

State

of

New

Jersey,

as
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I

just

went

over

with

my

accountant and discovered how much that is true; we're not sure
yet, we're finding out this week
I know my wife's
grandmother and one of my aunts arrived here in a manner, which
sine~
they have both passed away, we can say were clearly
illegal.
The foreign-born, in general, are a self-selected
group of people who are willing to take initiative, comfortable
with uncertainty and change, and take risks in their lives.
It's precisely this population which tends to be highly
productive economically, mobile for job opportunities, and
generally add to the positive elements in our labor market and
society.
The undocumented are, and this has been well-done in
many of the studies cited, fundamentally no different in terms
of
economic
behavior
from
the
other
segments
of
the
foreign-born.
In addition, the importance of the undocumented
in filling a significant role in the labor market, one that's
not adequately met by native-American labor, is appreciated by
anyone involved, particulary in the service economy in New
Jersey.
I will say this in a nonpartisan manner, so as no one
wi 11 accuse me of anything, but one might consult with Brenda
Bacon, Cary Edwards, and the Governor specifically, as to the
need for undocumented in employment in the service sector.
I
happen to believe that all three people made significant
efforts to try and hire legally qualified workers.
What we
must recognize is that these three prominent individuals and
their stories are very typical.
They are not different from
tens of thousands of other people in our State.
Informal
conversations with people in large office complexes, casinos in
Atlantic City, and other similar large facilities suggest the
reliance on the undocumented to provide necessary services is a
major factor.
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The decisions of a variety of successive Federal
administrations to provide relatively little enforcement of
border controls is a subject of legitimate concern to the State
Legislature of New Jersey.
I would hope that this Legislature
would call on the Congress to expand the area of border control
and border supervision, as the primary way of dealing with the
issue of undocumented in our country.
I'm troubled, however, that the State feels it needs
to engage in specific policy actions with regard to this
population. I believe that the legitimate concern of the State
is whether there is an economic drain on the State Treasury,
not the illegal issue itself.
I think the evidence there is
very complex, very unclear, and at best, suggests the drain is
probably minimal. Any individual who is living and working in
our country should receive some level of health care,
regardless of their status, if only because of the public
health implications.
The fact is, that we've-- Much of the food industry
in New Jersey is provided by the undocumented, and as long as
we wish to eat in restaurants and in hotels the need for
appropriate health care for this population should be clear.
In addition, New Jersey is a State where people drive to work.
If we believe that limiting the availability of driver's
licenses
to
people
without
citizenship,
without
legal
citizenship will prevent them from employment, I would suggest
that is erroneous.
What we will create is a group of
untrained, uninsured, and far more dangerous drivers.
The issues of the large numbers of the undocumented in
the State and the question of their availability to receive
welfare have been dealt with repeatedly by others, and I will
skip over that.
I would like to conclude with just two or three
additional conunents, in response to some points that have been
raised. The Department of Corrections does not determine legal
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documentation or illegality.
The deportation orders can also
be issued against legal people in the United States. Having a
green card and committing a felony does not make you immune
from deportation.
So the number of 485 people who are under
consideration for deportation or have orders from the INS, is
not a reflection of the total number of illegals.
It includes
illegals; it also includes people who are here legally but who
have committed certain actions that make them eligible for
deportation.
Also, there has been a great deal of discussion on the
issue of forgery, forged documentation, and forged forms.
We
can note that this issue goes way beyond the question of
legals/illegals.
In the area,
for example,
of asbestos
abatement, which was discussed by the Department of Labor,
there are many individuals who are legal American residents
with perfectly legal status, who have engaged in fraud in the
areas of asbestos and lead abatement.
Production of forged
documentation is necessary in order to be eligible for a
variety of State contracts and other benefits.
This issue
should not be looked at as an issue of the documented or
undocumented immigrants, but rather as a larger issue for our
society. As the FBI has noted and had been quoted here before,
this is a major problem for which they have no solution.
In conclusion, I feel that the specter of an economic
and social threat caused by undocumented foreign immigrants is
more a myth than reality.
They cause no significant drain on
our social services. They do provide a positive element in the
labor force, pay taxes, and invest in our communities. To the
extent that we feel there is a need for control, it must rest
with the Federal government, which assumed the responsibility
for border control, citizenship, and immigration and should
live up to it's obligation in this area.
I do not believe it
is the responsibility or obligation of the State of New Jersey
to
fill
in where Washington
has
failed
to
meet
its
responsibility.
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Thank you.

I'd be glad to answer any questions that

you may have.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

In other words, for some reason the

Federal government is not moving ahead, we should sit back and
not take any steps?
One

is

MR. MALLACH:

No,

you

me

not

I believe we should take two steps.
obviously,

as

a

citizen,

but

the

Legislature -- have a constitutional responsibility to petition
the

Federal

government.

I

believe

that

is

the

first

appropriate step.
The second is to determine,

and I

think that's where

these hearings provide a very positive value,

if there is any

economic

damage

New

believe,

based

being
on

my

done

to

research

people who have spoken here,
to our State.
to

take

the

the
and

State

of

listening

to

Jersey.
many

of

I
the

that there is no economic damage

Therefore, if there were, one potential would be
approach

certain

other

states

have,

to

sue

the

Federal government in court or to undertake various legislative
actions, to attempt to redress that.
But given the fact that there is no damage,
issue

of

not--

That potential actions, such as the licensing limitation

for

citizenship

undocumented

is

could

Federalized,
cause

I

believe

that the

significant

certain health care restrictions,

also.

that

public

it

harm,

is
or

That we should avoid

doing harm in those situations.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
One of the things that we've heard
repeatedly here this morning and this afternoon is that we
don't have enough information; that,

in fact the problem could

be much worse than we thought it was.
And yet, yourself and a
couple of other speakers spoke in terms of the economic damage
or not having that economic damage, but without the data how
can you make such a statement?
MR. MALLACH:
data.

I

Well,

I think that we do not have exact

think we have a great deal of data.
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If we take even

the highest estimate, the 125,000 people, and if we assume -which is patently absurd -- that every single one of them is a
member of the labor force; every single one of them is working;
and every single one of them has taken a job from a native born
American,
we still account
for
about one-third of the
unemployed in New Jersey.
So it's just, even in the most
extreme with assumptions that are obviously far beyond reality,
the impact on our unemployment rate if every undocumented
person were removed would not be a significant one. The social
service expenditures are very limited.
So I believe that the
information we do have suggests that the impact is very minimal
and probably positive.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:
If New Jersey workers are being
displaced, we should take no action?
MR.
MALLACH:
If
New Jersey workers
are being
displaced -- which is questionable, but a possibility
the
Federal government, since it is the Federal government that has
chosen to regulate this area-In the 1890s, the Federal government took over control
of this area.
If I can draw an analogy for those of you from
Edison and that area, the Federal courts control interstate
commerce, and the issue of whether or not that pipeline should
be re.opened is a Federal issue.
The State courts have
apparently, I understand, been pre-empted from jurisdiction in
this area.
I'm not sure that makes the people in Edison feel
very good, but I think that is the Constitution.
I think the
Federal government has a responsibility, and should live up to
it's responsibility and we shouldn't undertake another unfunded
mandate, in effect, to make up for the Federal government's
lack of action.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Assemblyman Petrillo.
ASSEMBLYMAN PETRILLO:
I thought I heard you give a
terse percentage breakdown of countries of origin of the
undocumented aliens?
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MR.

MALLACH:

breakdown.

It's

including

Ireland,

provide
not

a

Well,

been

percentage

didn't

suggested

Poland,

significant

I

that

China,

undocumented
breakdown.

give

a

number

India,

in

New

This

is

a

percentage

of

Italy,

and

Jersey.
much

countries
Canada

But

there's

a

general

more

impression.
ASSEMBLYMAN
source

of

available
numbers

that
a

of

PETRILLO:

information

question was,

that

percentage

breakdown

undocumented

aliens

countries of origin?
MR.

My

you

gave

us,

as

far

as

in

New

by

the

MALLACH:

researchers.
before,

census
What

and

is

is

the

the

there

estimated

Jersey

and

their

Are you familiar with any of that?
The

data

I've

studies which have not been published,
done

what

bureau,
they

some

do

of

suggest,

seen

are

a

number

of

some of which have been
which
and

have

this

been

was

done

by

alluded

to

that we don't have the dominant nation situation that

we find in Texas and California, where 30 percent to 50 percent
are Mexican;

that

even Mexico

and

that

was

I

know

deportation

and

accounts

mentioned

arrest

data

for

before.

from

the

maybe 10
Also

INS

percent,

based

and

other

on

the

survey

around, there is no hard data on the country of origin.
The
employers,

other

area,

one

and while that's

we all live our lives,

simply

talking

impressionistic,

I

to

a

lot

of

think that,

as

a lot of it is by the impressions from

people we talk to.
ASSEMBLYMAN

PETRILLO:

So,

are

you

saying

that

you

just don't know, or are you saying that the information is not
available, or are you saying that in New Jersey there's no true
dominate country or countries of origin?
MR. MALLACH:
I'm saying that there's

a consensus of

all

is no dominate

the

country

people who work
in

countries,

New

Jersey,

including

in this
and

field,

there

Western

are

there
about

European,

seven

Mexico~

or

eight

Salvador,

Dominica that account for -- each account for somewhere between
8 percent, 10 percent, or 12 percent.
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ASSEMBLYMAN PETRILLO:
Do you feel that there is any
correlation between the percentages that the corrections people
gave us, as far as their numbers, to what the actual numbers
are of the undocumented aliens,
obviously, who are not
incarcerated living in New Jersey?
Do you feel that his
percentages are skewered because of the drug trafficking
between South America-MR. MALLACH:
Wel 1, he spoke about 485 people, this
year, out of a total prison population of 24,000 to 25,000?
ASSEMBLYMAN
PETRILLO:
Twenty-two
thousand
to
twenty-four thousand.
MR. MALLACH: Now, my quick math isn't that good.
I'm
not sure what that comes out to -- a fairly low percent.
I
would assume that probably similar to what 100, 000 out of 8
million is?
I mean, that's what we're talking about, in terms
of the total population.
Now, it's probably slightly higher
because obviously, children tend not to be of fenders in any
case.
You tend to get more males coming in as undocumented,
and you tend to get more male offenders.
So I would assume
it's higher than the percentages total.
But I think that the
prison population as an indicator of much else is probably a
poor .sample.
I think there are too many -- particulary if
we're only dealing with a total of under 500 individuals out of
8.2 million.
ASSEMBLYMAN PETRILLO:
Are you aware of any studies
that we could see that would give us percentage breakdowns of
countries of origtn?
MR. MALLACH:
Not any formal studies that any one
would be willing to have entered as a-- Because it's such a
murky area.
The problem, of course, is going up and asking
people who are, by definition scared of giving information; who
are seeking not to create a paper trail; asking them to answer
an honest question.
That's a major research problem.
That
much of this data has to somehow get the information without
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asking

people

because,

you

know,

they

have

no

interest

in

cooperating.
Thank you very much.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

Thank you.

According to my list we have two additional speakers,
a Mr. Dennis Johnston?
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER FROM AUDIENCE:
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA:

He's gone.

Nick Montalto?

How about a show of hands?

(no response)

Is there anyone else who

wishes to testify?
If

you

would,

please

come

forward

and

identify

yourself.

D 0 R I S

MAR T I

New Jersey

R:

I'm Doris Martin.

Immigration Policy Network.

of the leading service providers,

I coordinate the

We' re

an organization

immigration attorneys,

ci vi 1

rights/human rights groups, as well as grassroots groups in New
Jersey.

We

have

mailing.

We

including

United

over

have

250

people

members

17

Jewish

as

of

part
our

Federation

of

of

our

membership

Steering

Committee,

MetroWest,

Lutheran

Social Ministries, and the Catholic Community Services.
I

just wanted to call your attention primarily to the

bill, which is in process -- I think it is now in the Assembly
Appropriations

Committee

undocumented aliens.

to

establish

a

council

for

Hopefully, the work we have done today in

gathering research can be a part of that council, which I'm not
exactly sure why it went to the Appropriations Committee, since
it doesn't have an appropriation element in it.
It is composed
now

of

members

14

who,

two

of

whom

would

be

experts

on

immigration.
I have a copy of the Senate Bill No. 303, which is the
same bi 11; I don't have the Assembly bi 11 in hand.
But that
would

be

important
champion

a

way,

work.
of

the

I

think,

of

I

really

urge

whole

of

New
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bringing
you,

Jersey,

forth

some

especially,
in

the

of
to

sense

this
be

of

a
the

undocumented person comes in so many shapes and sizes and not
to make it an us and a them, but an attempt to really find out
what is and to talk more and more to people who actually know
I'm
some of these people and have regular dialogue with them.
sorry that some of our people that do this had to go.
Thank you very much.
ASSEMBLYMAN ROMA: Thank you.
Is there anyone further that wishes to testify?
(no
response)
I would like to thank everyone for being here.
This
will be the first of a number of hearings.
I think the next
hearing will probably be scheduled over the next month.
Probably one in South Jersey, perhaps a couple of other
hearings.
We will take this information and give it to the
administration. Also, we requested the Attorney General to put
together a lot of this information to see if there is a basis
for
a
lawsuit
against
the
Federal
government
for
reimbursement.
But all of this information, I believe, is
extremely important, in terms of making our case.
Thank you.
(HEARING CONCLUDED)
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APPENDIX

N,I Ille2al Aliens Population
1980-1993
75000-w--------------

70,000
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fl2
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DD
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NJ Illegal
Aliens Population

60000

55000

55 000

'

>-

'

50000-+---......- - - - - . - - - - - -...
1990
1980
1985
1995
1975

NOTE: The above figures for New Jersey represent a roueh estimate of the total number of illegal aliens
residing in the state during the years of 1980-1993. These estimates are preliminary and unofficial and
are based on independent research by the U.S. Census Population Division.

U.S. Ille2al Aliens Population Data
New Jersey
Florida
Illinois

137 ,000

270,000

I
New York
Texas

Aliens

371,000

521,000

California

# of Aliens
According to the estimates above, New Jersey ranks sixtb in the nation in regards to illegal alien
population.
NOTE: The figures above, represent unofficial estimates of the undocumented population in the United
States and individual states (in 1993). These estimates, calculated by the U.S. Census Population
Division, are derived from the estimation of the number of undocumented aliens counted in the 1980
census from various national surveys and administration data on undocumented aliens who applied for
amnesty under the Immigration Refonn and Control Act (IRCA).
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STATE AND LOCAL IMPACT OF IMMIGRATION
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ISSUE
As a result of trends in federal ~tion policy, (rising numbers

and diversity of ~ts. decl1ning federcil assistance, and
additional Unfunded mandates), states and localities arc bearing
disproportionate responslbili~ for integrating newcomers into the
social, civic, and economic life in the United 'States.

JOHN nJRCOTJ"E
DIUCTOll.

JODn' P.U.L CO....mTll

WIWAM POUND

BACKGROUND

mcvnvl DIUCTOll

1. Intergovernmental Roles
The federal government has sole jurisdiction over tnuntgration
policy (the terms and conditions Tor entry into the United States),
but states and localities arc the public entities largely responsible
for providing services. Federal decisions have increased
admissions, expanded eligibility, and reduced targeted funding for
immigrants.

2. Legislative and Judicial Mandates
New legtslattve and judicial mandates arc extending state and local
responsibility for providing services to immigrants. Federal
funding for the few programs serving newcomers (refugees, newlylcgalized and immigrant education programs) has been cut
substantially or defayed. The federill government has established
new immigrant categories with limitea or no eligibility for federally
reimbursed services.
Newly legalized: The SIJAG program was created to provide
state and local government with fedenil assistance for public
health, public assistance, and education for nearly 3 million
~ts legaltzed by IRCA (and who were barred from accessing
fedenil programs such as Medicaid, AFDC. and food stamps for 5
years). 1biS 5 year bar ended In May 1993, allowing this
population access to all federal assistance programs. State and
loCal officials anticipate Increasing demands for these services and
corollary services such as Interpreters, document translation, and
multicultural, multilingual tra1n1ng for service providers.
·

/

Refugees: Federal reimbursement has been completely
eliminated Tor refugees eliglble for AFDC and Medicaid;
reimbursement for refugees lne~ble for AFDC and Medicaid has
been reduced from 36 months to 8 months. Refugee anivals have

3X

increased and large numbers of "refugee-like" migrants have been
admitted With no corresponding federal funding.
Educatton: Funding for the ~t Educatton Act, the
only Impact aid for ~t education, fell by half over the
course of the 1980s. Funding for ntle VII b~al education for
11mited EIUtlish proficient children fell by half over the 1980s. The
Refugee Education Assistance program has been unfunded since
1988. The 1982 U.S. Supreme Court case, Plyler v. Doe, extended
public education benefits to undocumented children.
Health: OBRA 1986 required states to pay for emergency
services for illegal immigrants under Medicaid (ff they meet
financial and category standards).
3. Services and Fiscal Impacts

Immigrants are beneficial to the national economy. Newcomers
pay $90 billion in taxes each year. according to one estimate.
However, economists have demonstrated that a revenue imbalance
exists: 2 I 3 of newcomer revenue flows to federal level through
income and social security taxes, and only 1/3 to states and
localities, while 2/3 of costs (particularly for health and education)
are funded at the state and local level.
To make up for federal resources that are insuftldent or not
provided, states must provide health care, education, job training
and placement, and other social services when fedcraf aid runs
out. As states and localities face budget deficits, this shift in
federal responsibility for resettlement costs to its partners in the
intergoverrunental system creates a fiscal burden that limits
availability of critical services. Newcomers also face cultural and
language barners in accessing benefit programs and community
services. State and local government will need to provide special
services to ensure access. such as English language training, and
interpreter and translation services.
4. Community Relations

State and local ftscal constraints have already compelled
reductions 1n cash and health assistance programs. The lack of
federal resources for newcomers means that their assistance will
compete with assistance for earlier residents .. exacerbating
community tensions. As chan«iing demographics bring more
~ople together of d1verse rad81 and ethnic backgrounds, it will be
of increasing Importance to promote the social, civic, and economic
integration of newcomers. There will be a need for national, state·
and local leadership to build community out of diversity.
ISSUES AHEAD

The lack of a comprehensive federal policy to adequately provide
for the resettlement of refugees and immigrants ts compelling state
and local government to create immigrant policy, but without

adequate resources. Economists show that two-thirds of income
provided by immigrants flow to the federal level, while o~ onethird flows to state and localities. Yet the demogaphics of the new
arrtvals cause states and localities to incur stgnfftcant costs for
education and health care. Federal jurisdiction over immtgration
must be corrected to equitably respond to the needs of the new
~ts. and the needs o(tts partners in the intergovernmental
system. State and local governments to not have adequate
resources to continue acting as a "safety net of last resort".
Coordinated discussions between the new Administration.
members of the 103rd Congress, states, localities and private
sector organizations will build a collaborattve relationship that can
develop creative solutions to these new fiscal and sodal challenges.

TIMEFRAME
The Refugee Act 1s pending reauthorization. The Elementaiy and
Secondary Education Act (biliniUal ed) ts up for reauthorization
this year. The Commission on Immigration Reform was
established by the lnunrtion Act oT 1990 for 7 years. Health
care reform may not in ude tmmigrants in coverage: welfare
reform proposals would deny benelits to "noncltizens", including
legal immigrants and humanitarian entrants: the crime bill
includes a variety of provisions affecting immigrants.
JURISDICTION
J\aencies
U.S. Department of Health and Human SeJViccs: Office of Refugee
Resettlement and Division of State Legalization Assistance: U.S.
D~partment of Justice: Immigration and Naturalization SeJVice,
and Office of Community Relations SeJVice; U.S. Department of
Education; and U.S. Department of Labor.
Coneress
House Appropriations Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human
Services. and Education: Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on
Labor, HHS. Education and Related Agencies; House Judiciary
Subcommittee on International Law. Immigration and Refugees:
Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on lnunlgration and Refugee

Affairs.

For further Information. contact:
Sheri Steisel, Human Services Committee Director: 202-624-8693
Ann Morse. Immigrant Polley Project: 202-624-8697
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The Absent
Federal Partner
State and local government is bearing a
disproportionate share of the responsibility for
the United States' open-immigration policy.
State officials are calling for dramatic
changes in federal policy.

by Jonathan C. Dunlap

As the federal government allows the number of undocumented immigrants
to increase, state and local governments are l>eing challenged to handle the
influx. With little federal assistance, states and localities are faced with meeting the needs of natives as well as legal newcomers and the undocumented,
raising community tensions and issues of equity. This is because the federal
government has ignored its responsibility to pay for what it has created.
It is taken for granted that the federal government has the sole authority
for controlling immigration across the nation's borders. But this has not always been the case. As late as 1870, Massachusetts, California, New York City
and others were placing head taxes or surcharges on immigrants as a means
of regulating immigration. (Cose 1992) It was not until the 1875 Supreme
Court decision Henderson vs. City ofNew York that state immigration laws
were ruled an unconstitutional violation of the federal power to regulate foreign commerce. (Weissbrodt 1989)

The Federal Government Takes Charge
With the Henderson decision, the federal government began to consolidate
its authority over immigration policy and to restrict U.S. immigration. The
Chinese Exclusion Al!t of 1882 was the first law to permit the federal government to exclude immigrants because of race. In 1917, Congress gave the federal government broad authority to exclude and deport certain classes of
immigrants. In 1924, a quota system based on national origins was established
by Congress. The system increased federal ability to exclude and deport immigrants for reasons of race and ethnicity.
In the early 1950s and 1960s the restrictionist trend weakened, but federal authority and responsibility for immigration policy was firmly established.
The enactment of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952 unified all
existing immigration laws under one statute and eliminated the exclusionary prejudices against immigrants on the basis of race and ethnicity. However, the act continued to promulgate the legal bias favoring European over
non-European immigrants. It was not until the Immigration and Nationality Act Amendments of 1965 that the national origins system was abolished
and immigration became more available to non-Europeans.
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Even the most adamant states' rights supporters would be hard-pressed
to disagree with the federal government's responsibility for immigration
policy. Clearly, the federal government has the economies of scale and other
advantages that make it the most efficient and effective administrator of
immigration policy. There also are constitutional reasons why the federal government must be responsible for controlling entry into the United
States. Article 1, Section 8 of the Constitution gives the federal government authority to provide for the defense of the nation, to regulate foreign
commerce and to create a uniform rule of naturalization.
But while the federal government has concentrated on U.S. immigration
policy, it has ignored immigrants' needs when they anive. The federal government has no comprehensive immigrant policy on language, orientation
or education to help newcomers adjust to a new society. The federal government provides limited benefits to a narrow and shrinking proportion
of the newcomer population, namely refugees and legalized aliens.
Unlike the federal government, states and localities do not have the luxury
of ignoring the needs of newcomers. The public health and welfare of many
state and local communities depends upon successful newcomer transitions. By federal default, states and local governments have become the
stewards of immigrant policy.
During the last 50 years, state and local governments have been burdened
1
by the federal government's failure to control undocumented immigration.
As early as the 1940s, significant numbers of undocumented immigrants
were entering the country. By the 1950s, the Border Patrol was regularly
apprehending more than 500,000 illegal immigrants each year. These high
numbers prompted the Border Patrol to conduct what was called "Operation
Wetback:' a massive, controversial deportation camp&ign in which thousands of undocumented immigrants and legal residents were rounded up
and deported to Mexico.
As a result of this and other factors, such as fewer employment opportunities, illegal border crossings were greatly reduced for the next 10 to
15 years. Nonetheless, beginning in the early 1970s, undocumented immigration began a dramatic increase. By 1985, estimates of the total undocumented population in the United States ranged between 4 million and 6
million.

The Federal Government Acts Again
In response to these rising numbers, Congress enacted the Immigration
Reform and Control Act of 1986. For the first time, businesses employing
undocumented immigrants became subject to sanctions, including ·stiff
monetary penalties. Also an amnesty program was created that offered
permanent resident status to all undocumented immigrants who had resided
in the United States since 1982, as well as to some undocumented agricultural workers. Nearly 3 million persons were given amnesty under the
program.
Winter 1994
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Finally, the act mandated the national adoption of the Systematic Alien
Verification for Entitlements (SAVE) program. This mandate requires state
agencies to verify that non-citizens applying for Aid to Families with Dependent Children, Medicaid, Food Stamps, unemployment compensation,
federal housing programs and Title IV education assistance are eligible
for these benefits through a data base administered
by the Immigration and Naturalization Service
Regardless of
(INS). (Zimmerman 1990)
Ironically, SAVE has been something of a misnofuture federal
mer. A number of studies, including one by the U.S.
borderGeneral Accounting Office, found SAVE's adminisenforcement
trative
costs outweighed any savings earned by depolicy, states
tecting
illegal program participation. Also, as a
and localities
result of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
are faced with
of 1993, federal reimbursement for SAVE's admina large
istrative costs was cut in half, raising costs for
population of
states.
undocumented
After a brief decline in border apprehensions folimmigrants
lowing the passage of the 1986 immigration act, the
already in their
numbers are once again increasing. Estimates of
communities.
the undocumented population permanently residing in the United States range from between 3 million and 4 million. In 1992, the INS estimated that
3.2 million undocumented immigrants resided in the United Stat.es. A similar estimate by the General Accounting Office puts the number at 3.3 million. Both the Urban Institute and the GAO estimate these numbers are
growing by between 200,000 and 300,000 people each year.
Regardless of future federal border-enforcement policy, states and localities are faced with a large population of undocumented immigrants already
in their communities. The most obvious impact on state and local government is the il}crease in the use of resources and services, such as parks,
roads, libraries, street cleaning and sanitation. However, there is a positive
side to undocumented immigration. By providing a low-wage work force,
working in jobs that natives will not take, and adding consumer demand
to state and local economies, undocumented immigrants can contribute
to a state's and community's economic health. The Border Patrol's recent
"Operation Blockade" provides one example. After the Patrol concentrated
a large number of agents on the border near El Paso, Texas, undocumented immigration was greatly reduced, contributing to a substantial decline
in the city's economy.
Other impacts on states and localities are more specific to the undocumented population. While data on the undocumented population is sparse, we can
make some assumptions about it by looking at the former undocumented
immigrant population that was legalized under the 1986 immigration act.
Data indicate that this population is likely to have little education, inadePage 8
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quate access to health care and limited English proficiency. Also, undocumented immigrants are an underground population because they
must avoid the government's detection. They are unlikely to use public
services or even call the police.
This creates the potential for a variety of social problems. For example,
if undocumented immigrants are not immunized to protect themselves
from contagious diseases, such as tuberculosis and hepatitis B, whole communities can be affected. Similarly, if these immigrants do not receive basic
education, they are more susceptible to exploitation by employers and to
the temptation of crime as a means of supporting themselves and their
families. More generally, if states and localities do not meet the basic equity
concerns of undocumented immigrants, there may be community tension
in the future. These are the immediate concerns confronting state and local
governments.
The Supreme Court and Congress have decided that some services must
be provided to the undocumented population to protect the health and welfare of states and local communities. In the landmark 1982 case Plyler vs.
Doe, the Supreme Court mandated that K-12 education must be available
to all school-age children, regardless of their immigration status. This was
the first time the federal government mandated that states provide assistance to undocumented immigrants.
Similarly, in 1986 the Congress passed the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act, mandating that undocumented immigrants be eligible for emergency
health care, including pregnancy services, under the Medicaid program.
Citizen children of undocumented parents, by virtue of their birth in the
United States, are eligible for all services available to other citizens. This
includes welfare programs. In California, this is the fastest growing population receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children.
There are other services, in addition to those mandated by the federal
government, that state and local governments must provide to undocumented immigrants to maintain community health and welfare. One is
correctioJlB.} facilities and services for undocumented criminal aliens.
States pay the cost of incarcerating undocumented criminal immigrants
in state prisons and localities do the same in their local jails.
Feds to States: Do our Bidding

Unfortunately for state and local governments, the federal government
has failed to recognize its responsibility to pay for these services. As a
result, states and localities provide education, emergency health care, law
enforcement and other services without reimbursement.
·
Just how costly is this? Estimates are difficult to make. As the Congressional Research Service reported, "The data necessary to calculate such
costs are generally not collected, either because the undocumented aliens
are participating in a program legally and no distinction is made between
them and other program participants, or because they are participating
Winter 1994
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illegally and their status is unknown." (Vialet 1993) In one case in California, the state court barred state Medicaid administrators from asking
people who apply for emergency services about their immigration status.
(U.S. GAO, Delfico 1993) Similar policies exist or have existed in New York
City and Massachusetts.
Nonetheless, some state and local governmen~ have attempted to make
2
ballpark estimates of these costs. In recent testimony before Congress,
the General .Accounting Office stated that the total cost to state and local
governments for providing kindergarten through 12th-grade education,
emergency Medicaid, welfare to citizen children of undocumented parents,
state corrections and Food Stamps in California, 'Thxas, Illinois, New York
and Florida was estimated at $2.39 billion in 1992. California alone absorbed an estimated $1.7 billion of this total. (U.S. GAO, Delfico 1993)
A recent report by the 'Thxas Office of Immigration and Refugee Affairs
estimated that the net state and local cost of serving the 550,000 undocumented in 'Thxas is $166 million annually. In California, San Diego and
Los Angeles counties released their own estimates. The San Diego study
estimated that in 1992 the net state and local cost of providing corrections,
public education, public health and welfare to citizen children in that
county was about $146 million. In Los Angeles it was estimated that the
net state and local costs of providing similar services was about $400 million in 1992.

The Politics of Undocumented Immigration ..
The political landscape on this issue is shaped by the fact that a few states
have a disproportionate share of the undocumented immigrant population.
The INS estimates that in 1992, 85 percent of all undocumented immigrants lived in six states: California, New York, Florida, 'Iexas, Illinois and
New Jersey. California alone has an estimated 40 percent to 50 percent
of the total. ·
There are a number of reasons for this skewed distribution. These six
states contain many of the nation's international ports of entry. Additionally, California, Texas and Florida have long international borders, which
are difficult to monitor and patrol. But beyond geographic considerations,
these states are home to the majority oflegal immigrants to whom many
undocumented immigrants are related. As a result of this skewed distribution, most federal officials view the effect of undocumented immigration
as a parochial issue. In fact, most congressional legislation on this issue
is sponsored by members from the six most impacted states.
However, when viewed from a social service standpoint, undocumented
immigration is anything but a parochial issue. Undocumented immigrants
reside in every state. Even areas with comparatively few undocumented
immigrants face a difficult task in dealing with this population. While
states with a large undocumented populations often have a multilingual
social infrastructure to serve immigrants, other states do not. This makes
Page 10
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it difficult to let the undocumented know about services and to help them
when they arrive at the emergency room or school house.

California Calls for Help
State officials have renewed their calls for federal reimbursement of state
and local costs by serving undocumented immi·
grants. Echoing earlier petitions, Gov. Pete Wilson
The U.S.
has called for the federal government to reimburse
Immigration and
California $1.4 billion for the mandated social,
Naturalization
health and correctional services the state has proService estimates
vided to undocumented and documented immigrants.
that in 1992, 85
California also is trying to address the tension
percent of all
between offering minimal services to prevent the
undocumented
development of an undocumented underclass and the
immigrants
possibility that these precautions are an incentive
lived
in six states:
to enter the state illegally. Wilson and California
California, New
legislators, like Assemblyman Richard Mountjoy,
York, Florida,
have proposed a variety of ideas to reduce incen'Thxas,
Illinois
tives for undocumented immigrants. They include
and New Jersey.
paring back or eliminating services for undocumented immigrants, denying citizenship to the
children of undocumented parents born in the United
States, developing a national identification card and requiring local law
enforcement to cooperate with the Border Patrol in apprehending undocumented immigrants.
Others are worried that these proposals might have harmful consequences for both native-born and newcomer populations in the United
States. Los Angeles Mayor Richard Riordan has pointed out that if all the
undocumented immigrants in Los Angeles were deported, the city's economy would face a recession.

Vireinia Enters the Immigrant Arena
Virginia has historically received smaller proportions of the undocumented
and legal immigrant populations. However, starting in the 1980s, the state
experienced growth in both populations, particularly Asian and Latino
immigrants in the northern part of the state. By 1992, Virginia had the
10th largest population of undocumented and documented immigrants.
That year the Virginia Legislature created a subcommittee to investigate
the needs of the foreign born.
This subcommittee, chaired by Delegate Karen Darner, has spent the
last two years documenting the impact of immigration on local governments
and investigating ways the state can help meet immigrant needs. The subcommittee has discovered that little federal money is available for services like translation in schools, courtrooms or hospitals. As such, it has
Winter 1994
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been difficult for the state to serve the undocumented. However, some programs have been developed.
The Arlington County Cooperative Extension Service's Bilingual Outreach
Program is one example. The program provides legal and undocumented
immigrants information in multiple languages about services. The program also gives immigrants a general orientation to life in the United
States. "In Arlington county, we felt we had to be proactive," says program
Director Mary Copenhaver. "The Bilingual Outreach Program was a workable, cost-effective way to draw this population into the community:' Since
its creation in 1984, the program has received awards from the Ford Foundation and the National Association of Counties.

Conclusion
The federal government is responsible for the high and increasing numbers
of undocumented immigrants living in the United States. Yet, the federal
government has shifted the cost of providing basic education and health
care for the undocumented to the states and localities where immigrants
live by mandating that these services be provided with little or no federal
assistance.
In turn, states and localities are taking different approaches to this issue.
States and local governments are looking for a more permanent and effective solution to the problem of undocumented immigration.
Will we ever solve this question while the federal government's mismanagement of immigration enforcement is subsidized by state and local government? Until the federal government is required to pay for the results of
its own immigration enforcement policies, it has little reason to get serious
about the problem. States and localities, however, do not have that luxury. 0

Notes
1

Measures of the undocumented are problematic. Apprehensions by
the Border Pab"ol is one measure, but this may very well overestimate the
population as individuals are commonly apprehended more than once,
sometimes in the same 24-hour period. It is also possible that this measure
understates the total as it is unknown how many people are not apprehended. Recent data released by the INS suggest that illegal border crossings
account for a little more than half of the undocumented population. A significant number of undocumented immigrants enter the country with valid
temporary visas and then remain in the United States after their visas
expire. In sum, these methods have significant problems, but they can provide a relative measure of undocumented immigration.
2
Although methodologies vary, most cost analyses are based on varying
estimates of the undocumented population, rates of service utilization, and
the demographic makeup of the amnesty population. Since many assumptions are made in these cost assessments, they are often contested. In testimony before the House Ways and Means Subcommittee on Human
Page 12
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Resources, Jeff Passel and Michael Fix of the Urban Institute testified that
the Texas, San Diego county, and Los Angeles county studies each had
methodological problems, ranging from overstating the number of undocumented immigrants to understating the tax revenues immigrants pay. (Fix,
Ways & Means testimony, November 1993)
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Legislative Oudook

•

Crime Bill

The Crime Bill, S. 1607/H.R. 3355, includes three Senate provisions that affect immigration policy.
An amendment by Senator William Roth (R-DE) requires state and local government personnel to
cooperate with the lnunigration and Naturalization Service (INS) in its efforts to find and deport
undocumented immigrants. This would bar localities from creating sanctuaries for undocumented
entrants and potentially require local police, schools, and health facilities to report any information
concerning the whereabouts of undocumented immigrants. States and localities in violation of this
requirement would lose new crime bill funds.
An amendment by Senator James Exon {D-NE) codifies current federal program eligibility rules that
bar "persons not lawfully present in the U.S." from receiving most federal benefits. "Persons not
lawfully present in the U.S." are defined as those who do not have one of the following statuses:
citizen, LPR, asylee, asylee applicant, refugee, parolee, nonimmigrant, TPS, temporary residence, or
Family Unity Protection status.

An amendment by Senator Bob Graham (D-FL) authorU.es the Attorney General (at the request of a
state or locality) to take custody of incarcerated criminal aliens or to reimburse states or localities for
the cost of their incarceration. Reimbursement is subject to the availability of appropriations.

STATUS:
•

Passed the Senate in November; the House Judiciary Committee will hold hearings
the week of February 21.

Welfare Reform

The House Republican welfare reform bill, H.R. 3500, proposes to end eligibility for services to all
"noncitizens," a term that includes all immigrants legally residing in the United States, but not yet
U.S. citizens. Immigrant categories affected include: lawful permanent residents (who enter for
family reunification or work), parolees, asylecs, and refugees after six years. The bill lists 61
programs for which all noocitizens will become ineligible, including public health programs, food
and nutrition programs, immuniutions, supplemental security income, Community Service Block
Grant funds, homeless and housing assistance programs, and Aid to Families with Dependent
Children. Immigrants over age 75 who have resided in the United States for five years are exempt.
Refugees are exempt for six years after arrival. Aliens remain eligible for medical emergency
.
services. One hundred_ ind sixty Republicans cosponsored H.R. 3500.

The bottom line for states and localities is that needy, legal immigrants will be barred from federal
assistance programs and will tum to state and local benefit programs, where available, for basic
health and emergency services.
(Continued on page 4)

Welcome to the Immigrant Policy Project's new venture: a brief newsletter bipliptin1 federal
activities in the immigration arena. Our goal: to inform interested state and local ofticials. of canmt
events in Congreu, the White House, and federal agencies mlated to immigration policy, services,
and funding with a particular focus on implications for state and local govt.mments. Publication will
be periodic and in response to federal activity. The Project wiD also publish a state-local report on
immigrant policy. Please call Ann Morse (202-624-8697) or Ion Dunlap (2m-624-8684) with any
comments recommendations or information for future issues of these two newsletters.
444 North Capitol Slreet. N.W., Suite 515, Wubin,u>n. D.C. 20001 (202) 624-5400 FAX: (202) 737-1069

Appropriations & Budget News

•

Limited Earthquake Relief Available to Undocumented Immigrants

Undocumented immigrants will be eligible to receive only limited assistance from the $8.6 billion
federal earthquake aid bill, H.R. 3759. After a number of amendments to prohibit undocumented
immigrants from all earthquake assistance failed, a compromise amendment offered by Rep. Esteban
Torres (D-CA) was subsequently passed. Under the compromise, undocumented immigrants arc eligible
to receive only emergency aid (food, temporary shelter, medical services, hazard removal, and safety
services). The bill was signed by the President on February 12.
•

Refugee Program

The refugee program is slated to receive a rare increase in the President's FY 1995 budget, from $400
million to $414 million.
•

State Legalization Impact Assistance Grant (SLIAG) Update

The President's FY 1995 budget contains $243 million in budget authority for SLIAG. The budget
authority will allow the federal government to reallocate unexpended SLIAG funds to states with
outstanding SLIAG bills. These states may then use the reallocated funds to pay for program costs
incurred prior to September 30, 1994. HHS estimates that after the reallocation process is completed
and all SLIAG bills have been paid, the program will have a surplus of approximately $75 million.
•

Clinton announces $368 million· Border Security and filegal Immigration Control initiative

As part of an initiative to "reinvent INS," the Clinton Administration announced a two year strategy to
fight undocumented immigration. Attorney General Janet Reno called for 1,010 more Border Patrol
agents to patrol the southern border by the end of 1995 at a cost of approximately $181 million. The
initiative also includes a reorganization of INS, resources to deport criminal aliens ($55 million), better
enforcement of employer sanctions ($38 million), asylum reform ($64 million), and funding to
encourage naturalization ($30 million). The deportation provisions should provide fiscal relief for
several states with large alien prison populations. The naturalization program will assist with the three
million newcomers eligible for citizenship as a result of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of
1986. (There is an existing immigrant population of five million also potentially eligible for this
provision.)
From The Bar • Residency requirement for public benefits found unconstitutional.
The U.S. Supreme Court chose not to bear a Minnesota appeal of Mitchell v. Steffan. The Minnesota
Supreme Court ruled in Mitchell that the state law's six-month residency requirement for general
assistance was unconstitutional. The ·Minnesota Court said that denying benefits to new residents
violated the constitutional right to travel.
Regulations

On December 8, the Office of Refugee Resettlement issued a final rule that eliminates the public
comment period. for reducing the number of months refugees may receive benefits. ORR may now
reduce refugee cash and medical assistance (currently set at 8 months) at any time by issuing a notice in
the Federal Register. ORR will first pay for the unaccompanied minors program and the private sector
matching grant program before allocating funds to states. States may incur additional unreimbursed
costs; may become liable to lawsuits if unable to provide suffient notice of benefit reduction to refugees;
or may be forced to shut down programs if insufficient funds arc provided. ORR received, but largely
rejected, 4S opposing comments to the rule.
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The Guest Column
The giust column will bt a rtgular ftaturt of this newsletter. Opinions expressed art solely thost of the author. If you
would Ii/ct to writt a column or would like to recommend an author, please contact us.

The Criminal Aliens Federal Responsibility Act of 1994
by Senator Bob Graham (D-FL)
The United States Constitution makes the federal government responsible for our nation's immigration and
naturalization policy. But time and time again, it's been the state and local governments that have had to foot the
bill for illegal aliens.
The most egregious example of this imbalance is the burden of criminal aliens on statesand localities. When
illegal aliens commit crimes, the federal government should be responsible for imprisoning or deporting them.
Instead, it's the states that have to find room in their prisons for these aliens.
Hoping to resolve this inequality, I offered an amendment to the Senate crime bill last November that would
require the federal government to· bear its responsibility for illegal immigrants convicted of felonies. Under this
amendment, the federal government would have to take custody of, or provide payment for, criminal alien felons.
A revised provision similar to my amendment was eventually included in the Crime Bill, but it was discretionary
not mandatory, a)lowina - not requiring - the Attorney General to transfer criminal aliens to federal facilities or
to reimburse states.
In February, dissatisfied with this watered down provision, I introduced the Criminal Aliens Federal Responsibility Act of 1994, cosponsored by Senators Alfonse M. D'Amato (R-NY), Connie Mack (R-FL), Dianne
Feinstein {D-CA), Richard Bryan (D-NV), Barbara Boxer (D-CA), John McCain (R-AZ), and Kay Bailey
Hutchinson (R-TX). A companion bill will be introduced in the House of Representatives by Congressman Gary
Condit (D-CA).
Our legislation has two basic concerns:

*

The federal government should be a partner with state and local governments and assist them in
the effort to attack our nation's crime problem.

*

The federal government has failed to accept its responsibility for immigration policy, and
thereby, criminal aliens.

According to Harry Singletary, secretary of the Florida Department of Corrections, about seven percent of the
state's prison population - 3,433 out of S0,000 inmates - are illegal aliens. These criminal aliens cost Florida
about SS8.6 million each year. Other states with high immigrant populations are suffering as well. Governor
Mario Cuomo, who has already endorsed our bill along with many other state and local elected officials,
estimates that 2,600 criminal aliens are housed in New York prisons. 1be National Conference of State
Legislatures, the National Association of Counties, and the Association of State Correctional Administrators also
support the bill.
But I think it was my co-sponsor, Senator Dianne Feinstein, who best summed up the need for this bill. "The
Criminal Aliens Federal Respbnsibility Act... will replace wann words with cold cash - funds sorely needed by
California and many ocher states and localities across the country." Working with Senator Feinstein and senators
from other states that now bear the financial burden of illegal aliens, we hope to gamer enough support to pass
this bill - and to help restore the proper balance between the federal government and the states.
Immigrant Policy News is publisMd by • Immigrant Policy Project of tM State and Local Coalition on Immigration.
Coalition membtrs art: the National Governors' Association. the National Conference of State Ltgislatures, tht United
States Conftrnrct of Mayors, the National Association of Counties, and the American Public Wtl/art Association. The
Project is located in tM Washington, D.C. office of the National Con/trtnce of State Legislatures.
Contacts:

Elaine Ryan. APWA
MariliM Sanz. NACo
Nolan }OMS, NGA
SMTi Sttistl, NCSL
lmtra Warman, USCM

(202) 682-0100
(202) 393-6226
(202) 624-5300
(202) 624-5400
(202) 293-7330

Editor:

AM Mone

Staff Writer:
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Jon Dunlao

Welfare Reform: continued from page 1:

In the Senate, S.1795 prohibits "unlawful" aliens from accessing AFDC, Medicaid (except emergency
services), food stamps, SSI and unemployment insurance. "Unlawful" aliens arc those who are Jli2t I) a
citizen or 2) nationals of the U.S., lawful permanent residents, asylee, refugee, an alien whose
deportation has been withheld, or a parolee who has been paroled for a period of 1 year or more. Those
listed in 2) who receive benefits for more than 12 months must be reported to the INS and treated as a
public charge. Aliens entering under family sponsorship will be "deemed" to have the sponsor and the
sponsor's spouse income and resources available for purposes of eligibility and benefits for these five
programs (until the alien achieves citizenship).
State AFDC agencies must provide infonnation to the INS on illegal aliens "any of whose children is a
citizen of the U.S." States are given the option to treat interstate immigrants under the benefits rules of
the former state for 12 months. S.1795 is sponsored by Senator Hank Brown (R-CO) and 18 Republican
cosponsors.
The Clinton Administration is considering denying SSI benefits to legal immigrants until they become
citizens as a means of financing the welfare reform proposal, which is expected to be introduced in the
spring.
•

Immigrants' Supplemental Security Income (SSI) benefits delayed to fund extension of
Unemployment Insurance benefits

In October 1993, the federal government funded the extension of unemployment benefits partly through
limiting the eligibility of low-income aged, blind, and disabled immigrants for SSI benefits. Sponsored
immigrants must now wait five years instead of three before they are eligible for assistance. The change
. is in effect from January 1, 1994 to October 1, 1996.

Expect a series of HHS regs within the next month on refugee proaram reform; and,
in 2-4 weeks from Justice on INS reorganii.ation.
The next hearing by the federal Commission on Immigration Reform will be held in El Puo, Texas on March 17 on border
i~ues.

Nut issue: Tlat Urban lnstitute's Jtff Passel and Rtbtcca Clark discuss immigrant cost-btntfit
studies.
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Legislative Outlook

•

Illegal Immigration Bill Introduced by House Republicans

On February I0, 1994, the House Republican Task Force on Illegal Immigration introduced H.R. 3860,
the Illegal Immigration Control Act of 1994. Sponsors say the bill will reduce the attractiveness of the
United States to prospective illegal entrants by eliminating the two primary "magnets" that draw people
to this country, namely access to jobs and government benefits. The total cost of the bill is
approximately $2 billion over five years and would be paid for by charging a $1.50 border crossing fee.
The bill prohibits federally funded welfare benefits, other than emergency medical care, for aliens who
are not lawful permanent residents, refugees, asylees, or parolees. The bill also limits subsidized
housing to these four inmigrant categories. This would exclude not only undocumented immigrants,
but also those with temporary legal status and aliens permanently residing under color of law
(PRUCOL) who are currently eJigible to participate in federal welfare programs. The bill reduces by
20% federal aid to "sanctuary cities" that have an official poJicy to not cooperate with the INS or
Department of Justice with respect to the arre~t and detention of illegal aliens. The bill establishes a
tamper-resistant social security card to be used only to verify employment eligibility.
The bi11 authorizes funding for 6,000 new border patrol agents, bringing the total number to 10,000 by
1998. The border patrol has indicated that it believes 10,000 agents will be enough to radically reduce
illegal border crossing. The bill requires INS to install additional fences and ditches at the border to
deter illegal crossing.
•

Simpson Introduces Immigration and Asylum Reform Legislation

On March 2, 1994, Senator Alan Simpson (R-WY) introduced the Comprehensive Immigration and
Asylum Reform Act of 1994, S.1884. The bill prohibits the distribution of federally-funded we Ifare
benefits to ilJegal aliens, except emergency heaJth care, short-term disaster relief, child nutrition, and
public health programs. The income and resources of a family-sponsored immigrant shall be deemed to
be the income and resources of the immigrant until the immigrant becomes a citizen. (AFDC and Food
Stamps have "deeming" provisions set at three years. It is five year deeming for SSI).
S.1884 would require all federally-funded agencies (including state and local governments) to cooperate
with the INS in its efforts"to locate and deport illegal aliens. The bill establishes a national, counterfeitresistant identification card that would be used to verify employment and federal program eligibility.
The bill reduces the total number of legal immigrant visas annually available from 675,000 to 500,000
until FY2000 when the ceiling returns to 675,000. The bill also reduces the ceiling on refugee arrivals
from 121,000 to 80,000.

(Continued on page 2)
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Legislative Outlook: continued from page 1:
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House Democrats Release Immigration Reform Package

On March 15, 1994, a group of seven California House Democrats introduced a package of
immigration reform bills. Representatives Becerra, Beilenson, Farr, Filner, Roybal-Allard, Schenk,
and Torres have introduced legislation that increases Border Patrol appropriations, reimburses states
for the cost of incarcerating undocumented alien felons, addresses workplace discrimination, creates
a federal immigration enforcement review board, reforms the naturalization process, and authorizes
citizenship and language education services.
• Beilenson's bill, H.R. 4015, increases the number of Border Patrol agents to 6,000, increases the
number of agents fighting alien smuggling rings, provides $170 million for new Border Patrol
equipment and additional funds for its upkeep and repair, and creates a civil rights and cultural
sensitivity training program for agents.
• Becerra is sponsoring H.R. 4054 which requires the federal government to reimburse states for
the cost of incarcerating undocumented alien felons or to place them in federal custody, similar to
the Graham/Condit legislation highlighted in the newsletter's last edition.
• Becerra's second bill, H.R. 4053, creates added protections to prevent minorities from being
discriminated against under the employer sanctions law.
• A third bill sponsored by Becerra, H.R. 2119, creates a federal review panel to oversee and
investigate reported civil rights abuses made against the INS and Customs service.
• Farr's legislation H.R. 4042 requires INS to develop a plan to improve the efficiency of the
naturalization process and to report on ways to expedite the processing of naturalization claims.
• Roybal-Allard is sponsoring H.R. 3754. This bill creates a $100 million grant program to fund
services previously provided by the SLIAG program to help immigrants meet citizenship
requirements. These services include English classes, civics instruction, adult education,
vocational education, literacy services and college preparatory classes.
•

Immisratlon Amendments to ESEA

In floor consideration of H.R. 6, reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA), Congressman Dana Rohrabacher (R-CA) and Congressman Toby Roth (R-WI) offered
immigration-related amendments. The first Rohrabacher amendment proposed to withhold ESEA
funding from local education agencies unless they reported the number of illegal students in the
school system and the number of legal students with parents not lawfully in the United States.
Supporters maintained the amendment was necessary to document the costs of providing services to
undocumented immigrants. Opponents maintained the amendment would impose high costs on
districts for data collection and for teacher training as INS agents so they could detennine who is
legally resident in the United States. This amendment was defeated 329-78.
The second Robrabacber amendment would have barred the use of ESEA funds to those who were
not ( 1) citizens or nationals of the United States; (2) pennanent resident aliens; (3) parolees, asylees,
or refugees. Legal immigrants would have been affected by the provision as well as undocumented
immigrants, such as those with temporary protected status or deferred enforced departure, asylum
applicants, and those "pennanently residing under color of law." The House rejected this
amendment on a voice vote.
·
The Roth amendment proposed to eliminate the requirement that federal funds for bilingual
education include instruction in both English and the student's native language. The House rejected
the Roth amendment, 334-58.

(Continued on page 3)
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Legislative Outlook: continued from page 2

The 1982 U.S. Supreme Court decision, Plyler v. Doe, requires states to provide education to all
students regardless of immigration status. The 1974 U.S. Supreme Court decision, Lau v. Nichols,
ruled that limited-English-proficient students are entitled to special assistance to allow equal
participation in school programs.
The Rohrabacher and Roth amendments would have resulted in additional unfunded mandates for
states and localities by barring federal assistance for mandated services. The amendments were
opposed by the U.S. Department of Education, the Immigration and Naturalization Service, and the
Office of Management and Budget, as well as state and local associations.
STATUS: The House has not completed consideration of H.R. 6.

The next meeting of the federal Commission on Immigration Reform is on May 24, 1994 in Chicago, Il.. and will
address naturalization and community relations.
Aorida intends to file a lawsuit against the federal government for reimbursement of its costs for providing services to
undocumented immigrants.
The House will dela debatin and votin on its version of the crime le ·slation acka e until after the Easter recess.

Appropriations & Budget News

•

House Budget Committee Narrowly Rejects Restrictions on Immigrant Welfare

By a vote of 22-21, the House Budget Committee rejected an amendment which would have
incorporated the House Republican welfare reform proposal into the House Budget Resolution. As
reported in the last edition of the newsletter, this welfare reform proposal would drastically reduce
the welfare program eligibility for almost all legal immigrants.
In further action, the House Budget Committee inserted language into the House Budget Resolution
which supports state and local government efforts to gain reimbursement. for the costs of providing
mandated services to newcomers. In section 7, Sense of the Committee on the Budget, the
Committee acknowledges the federal failure to control undocumented immigration and recognizes
the federal obligation to help fund the increasing state and local government costs resulting from
ineffective federal immigration enforcement. The ·committee further assumes that adequate federal
funding will be provided to alleviate costs for: 1) elementary and secondary education to

undocumented children, 2) emergency medical assistance to the undocumented, 3) law enforcement
resources and personnel to incarcerate and supervise parole of criminal aliens, and 4) refugee
admissions and resettlement.
Immigrant Policy News i.s published by the Immigrant Policy Project oftht State and Local Coalition on Immigration.
Coalition members are: the Nalional Governors' Association, the National Conference of State Legislatures, the United
States Conference ofMayon, the Nalional Association of Counties, and the American Public Welfare Association. The
Project i.s located in the Washington, D. C. office of the National Conference of State Legislatures.
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Washington Wire • Public Hearing of the Commission on Immigration Reform
The federal Commission on Immigration Reform met in Washington, D.C. on March 14, 1994 to
review available data on the costs vs. benefits of immigration and federal program eligibility of, and
utilization by, newcomers. Jeff Passel, of the Urban Institute, Donald Huddle, of Rice University,
and Frank Bean, of the University of Texas-Austin, each presented the findings of their cost-benefit
research. The meeting was attended by representatives of the Clinton Administration, the
Departments of State, Justice, Labor, and Health and Human Services, Congressional committees,
state and local government, academic researchers, and advocacy groups. Highlights from the
meeting are:
• Legal immigrants are eligible for a wide range of federal programs but are subject to deeming and
sponsorship limitations; undocumented immigrants are eligible for very few programs (i.e., K-12
education, emergency medical services, and limited nutrition and disaster programs).
• Reductions in federal Supplemental Security Income (SSn eligibility for legal immigrants are
shifting costs directly to state and local General Assistance programs, especially those that
provide benefits to persons waiting to be approved for the SSI program.
• Passel stated that for an accurate picture of immigrants' use of public assistance, data must be
disaggregated by immigrant status and by sending country. Refugees generally have higher rates
of welfare utilization than the general population, while all other immigrants access welfare at
rates significantly lower than the general population.
• Mary Jo Bane, co-Chair of the President's Welfare Refonn Task Force, commented that three
things were of particular interest to her: the high cost of providing K-12 education to
undocumented children, the high rates of welfare use by refugees, and the high rates of
participation in the SSI program by both immigrants and refugees.

Nut issue: Definitions of immigrant status and eligibility for publie benefits. The Urban
lnstitute's Jeff Passel and Rebecca Clarie discuss immigrant cost-benefit stlU:IUs.
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Common Immigration_ Terms
Who is an immigrant?
As a general term for new arrivals, this includes legal immigrants, refugees, asylees, parolees, and
others. Legal immigrants are granted admission to the United States on the basis of family relation or
job skill. The Immigration Act of 1990 permits up to 700,000 immigrants to enter in 1994.
Who is a IAwful Permanent Resident (LPR)?

A person who is here permanently and qualifies as a refugee, asylee, or immigrant, or who has been
granted amnesty other than suspension of deportation. In short, an alien who has been lawfully afforded
the privilege of residing pennanently in the United States.
Who is a refugee?

A person who flees his or her country due to persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution because
of race, religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in a social group. Refugees are eligible
for federal resettlement assistance. 122,000 refugees are allowed to enter the United States in 1994.
Who is an asylee?

Similar to a refugee, this is a person who seeks asylum and is already present in the United States when
he or she requests permission to stay.
Who is a parolee?

The Justice Department bas discretionary authority to permit certain persons or groups to enter the
United States in an emergency or because it serves an overriding public interest. Parole may be granted
for humanitarian, legal, or medical reasons. These entrants are granted temporary residence, are
ineligible for special federal benefits and are not on a predetermined path to permanent resident status.
In some cases, parolees do qualify for work authoriz.ation, depending upon personal circumstances.

Who is an "illegal alien?"
Now referred to as an undocumented person, this is someone who enters or lives in the United States
without official authorization. In 1986, Congress granted amnesty to approximately 3 million
undocumented persons under the Immigration Reform and Control Act. This law initiated a requirement
that employers obtain proof of citizenship from all their employees or face stiff financial penalties.
Who is a nonimmigrant?

Aliens who are allowed to enter the United States for a specific purpose and for a limited period of time.
Examples include tourists, students, and business visitors.
These definitions cover the majority of entrants to the United States, although the federal government has
created a number of other categories with varying levels of federal assistance for specific populations. For
example, Temporary Protected Status (TPS) provides a stay of deportation and work permit for refugees from
a handful of countries, but not for special federal assistance

Immigrant Policy Project, NCSL
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"Immigrant Policy Project
Immigrant Policy Project
of the State and Local Coalition on Immigration
Funded by The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
SUMMARY

The State and Local Coalition on Immigration was awarded a renewal of the Immigrant Policy Project
by The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation to address the role of state and local governments in the
resettlement of refugees and immigrants. Members of the Coalition are: the National Governors'
Association, the National Conference of State Legislatures, the National Association of Counties, the
United States Conference of Mayors, and the American Public Welfare Association. The Immigrant
Policy Project is housed in the Washington, D.C. office of the National Conference of State
Legislatures.
The goals of the Coalition are to improve intergovernmental coordination and communication among
the key state and local officials and other relevant actors in the immigration community, and to enhance
the capacity of state and local officials to manage immigrant policy. The five organizations comprising
the Coalition work together to shape federal inunigration policy and other human services policy as it
relates to inunigrants (separate from the role of the Immigrant Policy Project) The Immigrant Policy
Project pcrfonns research and education activities. acts as a centralized source of information for the
Coalition. and channels information to the Coalition's constituencies.
The First Term: 1992-1993

The Immigrant Policy Project conducted seven regional and national meetings with state and local
policymakers and inunigration expcns to discuss the local impacts of immigration and to highlight
initiatives and successful practices in serving immigrant populations. The Project published a series of
issue papers entitled America's N~omen that provide an overview of U.S. immigration and immigrant
policy. and an examination of health care issues, employment and training programs, and community
relations related to immigrants.
The Continuing Challenge for States and Localities
The public policy debate on immigration has become more visible and more contentious since the
Project's inception. Media and public attention has surged. heightened by the civil disorder in Los
Angeles. the bombing of the World Trade Center. the Chinese boat refugees. and the Haitian exodus.
Meanwhile, federal proposals to cunail immigration and eliminate benefits for "noncitiuns" are
increasing. Federal jurisdiction over immigration policy limits the flexibility of states and localities to
respond, while the demands on programs and services increase. With a steady decline in federal
assistance, states and localities are faced with cutting back on programs and with meeting the needs of
the native-born as well as the newcomers. raising issues of equity and community tensions.
New fcdcral proposals may further limit immigrants' access to services, and leave states and localities
scrambling to provide basic health services, social services and emergency assistance. In order to
provide the necessary services, states and localities require accurate information on demographics, fiscal
impacts, economic and social benefits, service needs, and barriers to services. The Project seeks to
provide state and local policymakers with research and analysis for the approaching public policy
debates on immigration and services for immigrants.
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Workproducts
1. Publication of a biweekly newsletter reporting federal action relating to immigration. The newsletter
will provide timely information to state and local policymakers of bills introduced in Congress and the
potential implications for states and localities. The report will also summarize federal regulations
relating to benefits for immigrants, and fiscal or programmatic impact on state and local government
2. Publication of a bimonthly immigrant policy newsletter focusing on state and local innovations
relating to services for immigrants. Two additional issues will be published each year focusing on high
priority issues and their implications for immigrants and state and local government, such as welfare
reform.

3. Two issue papers will be published and distributed to Coalition constituents. One issue paper will
focus on federal welfare reform proposals related to services for the immigrant population, to assess the
service and fiscal implications for state and local government The second issue paper will examine
state and local job training reforms and welfare reform efforts related to immigrant populations, to
identify successful programs that assist immigrants in overcoming employment barriers, such as
acculturation, language skills, skills assessment, and accreditation.
4. Two workshops will be conducted to critique the issue papers. State and local officials and
appropriate issue expens will be invited to a one-day workshop in Washington, D.C. to discuss and

evaluate the issue papers prior to publication.
S. The Project will support technical assistance to states and localities to identify and solve barriers to
effective integration of newcomers into the community (e.g., providing testimony to legislative
committees or program administrators, studying specific barriers and policy conflicts for welfare and
support systems for immigrants.)
National Advisory Board

The National Advisory Board is comprised of two governors, two state legislators, two mayors, two
county commissioners, and rwo state human service directors. The National Advisory Board will be
convened midway through the project to evaluate the Project's status in researching federal welfare
rcfonn and state/local job training reforms. The Advisory Board will also recommend areas for focused
research during the second half of the Project's tenn. Members of the Advisory Board arc kept apprised

of the project's activities through mailings. conference calls. and individual contact as needed.
Administrative Structure

The project_ is adminisae~ by ~ governing _board composed of the Executive Directors and immigrant
pohcy speciaJISlS of the five na1.1onaJ orgaru.z.allons; a project manager; and two advisory boards: a
national advisory board of coalition constituents. and an expert panel of immigration specialists.

For more information, please contact:
Immigrant Policy Project
Ann Morse, Program Manager
Jon Dunlap, Policy Associate

2021624-8697
202/624-8684

State and Local Coalition on lmmigrtUion
Natio~aJ Conference of State Legislaiures: Sheri Steisel, 2021624-8693
Amencan Public Welfare Association: Elaine Ryan, 2021682-0100
National Association of Counties: Marilina Sanz. 202/393-6226
National Governors' Association: Nolan Jones, 202/624-5300
U.S. Conference of Mayors: Laura Waxman, 2021293-7330
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IMMIGRATION FACT SHEET

T

he attached Immigration Fact Sheet is a compilation of recent statistics and historical data on the
national origin and residence of immigrants and the foreign-born population in the United States.
The Immigration Fact Sheet was designed to provide INS personnel with ready access to a wide range
of summary statistics, including infonnation on the following topics:
•
Immigration in fiscal year 1992, during the 1980s, and a historical table for 18201992. Data for fiscal year 1992 are shown by country of origin and state and city of U.S.
residence. Note that immigration in fiscal year 1992 would have been just over 800,000
if IRCA adjustments had been exc1uded from the total.
•
Data on the total roreign-born population, aliens and naturaliz.ed U.S. citizens, by
country of origin and state of residence, from the 1990 census.
•
Naturalization data, by country of origin and state and city of residence. The
countries with the highest and lowest rates of naturalization are shown.
•
Refugees and asylees approved in fiscal year 1992, by country, and refugee
applicants approved during the 1980s.
~
Nonimmigrants admitted in fiscal year 1992. by country, including data on tourists,
temporary workers, and students.

•
Estimates of illegal immigration, by country of origin and U.S. state of residence,
as of October 1992, and alien apprehensiom, by country, in fiscal year 1992.
•
Emigration from the United States by decade during the 1901-90 period and
emigration to seleoaed countries during the 1980s.
•
Summary data from the 1990 census, in graphic fonn, including statistics on the
foreign-born population, educational attainment. median family income, and poverty
rates of the native- and foreign-born population.

This Immigration Fact Shett was produced by the INS Statistics Division. Sources for more detailed
information are: the 1992 Statistical Yearbook of the Immigration and Naturalization Service; Tht
Foreign-born Population in the United States, 1990 Census, CP-3-1, U.S. Bureau of the Census. For
additional copies or for additional information, contact the Statistics Division at (202) 376-3066.
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COUNTRY OF ORIGIN:

Immigration, FY 1992:

Immigration, 1981-90:

Immigration, 1820-1992:

Top Ten Countries of Birth

Top Ten Countries of Birth

Top Ten Countries of Lasr Residence

All countries ............ --.

913:n1

All countries ....... ___ _

7,338,062

All rountries .............

59,195,158

Mexico .......................... .

213,802
77,735
61,022
43,614
41,969
38,907
36,755
26,191
25,504
19,973

Mexico ........................ .

1.6S3,2SO
495,271
401,419
338.872
270,581
261,841
251,803
214,574
213.805
159,257

GelU\ally ................... .

7,107,227
5,4) 5.386
5,157.842
5.050,780
4.741,776
4.337,057
3.512.332
] .835.352
1.669,743
1.287,223

Viemam ......................... .

J>hilippines .................... .

Soviet Union ................. .
Dominican Republic ..... .
China ..............................
India .............................. .

El SaJvad<>r ....................
Poland ........................... .
United Kingdom ........... .

Philippines .................. .
Vietnam ........................

Korea ............................
Cllina ........................... .
India ............................ .

Dominican Republic ....
El Salvador .................. .
Jamaica .........................
Cuba .............................

Italy .......................... .
United JGngdom ...... .
~fexico

..................... .

Ireland ...................... .
Canada ......................
Russia ........................
Ausuia ...................... .
Hungary ................... .

Sv.·edcn ..................... .

Foreign-born, 1990 Census:

Aliens, 1990 Census:

Naturalized, 1990 Census:

Top Ten Countries of Birth

Top Ten Countries of Birth

Top Ten Countries of Birth

AD countries -----·

19,767,316

AU countries ...... __ _

11,770,311

All countries····---·

Mexico .......................
Philippines .................

4,298,014
912,674
744,830
736,971
711,929
640,145
S80,S92
S68J97
543,262
529.837

Mexia> ...................... .
Philippines .................
El Salvada' ...............•

Mexico ...................... .
Germany .................... .
Philippines ................ .
Italy ........................... .
Canada .......................

China ........................ .

3,328,310
420,460
393,898
361,019
341,876
337,487
322,342
311,463
296,438

India .......................... .

293,196

Vietnam ......................

Canada·······················

Cuba ......................... .
CJe:rnlany •...................
United Kingdom ....... .
ItaJy .......................... .

KCX"Ca •··••••••·•••••••••••••••

Vietnam .•............•......

Cliina .........................

Cuba ......................... .

Canada •.•.............•..••••
Korea ........................ .
United Kingdom ........
Vietnam .....................

Cuba .......................... .
United Kingdom ....... .

Poland ........................
China ......................... .

7,996,998

969,704
512,018
492.214
440.143
402,954
375.952
317,803
242,294
233.399
231.799

Persons Naturalized, FY 1992:

Highest PcL Naturalized •:

Lowest Pct. Naturalized •:

Top Ten Countries of Fonner Allegiance

1977 Immigrant Cohort. Through 1991

1977 Immigrant Cohort. Through 1991

All countries -----J>bilippines ....................
Viemam •••••.••..•.........••••
Olina ............................
India ........................... ..

Mexico ....................... ..

Dominican Republic ....
K()l"'C8 ·•·•••••••••·••·••·••••·••••

Uni&ed Kingdom ..•......•.
Cul>a .•••••.••••.••••.••••••.•••••
Iran ...............................

240,252

AD countries·------

38.7

28J79
18JS7
13,488
13,413
12,880
8,464
8,297
7,800
7,763
6,778

Taiwan······-··················

1S.1
73.1
6S.6

Hon1 Kong ....................
llol:nania ......•..•....•....••.••
Egypt ..............•............••

V'acanam •.•••••••....•••••.••••••
Soviet Union ..................
South Africa ...................
Philippines .....................
l..ebanon .........................
Israel ............................. .
1

64.1
63.1

62.4
61.1
fiJ.7
fiJ.3
fiJ.2

Pcn:aw o( immisrants 16 yean or olds.

1

AD countries ·-----AuslrCllia .........................

CaJUMia .•••••••••••••.••••..•.•••••
Germany .........................
Japan ••.............................

Italy·····························-··
Spain ...............................
Mexia> ........................... .
United IGngdom .............
Dominic.an Republic .......
Brazil ..............................

38.7

6.8
12.l
13.4
13.8
IS.I
16.0
16.2
17.0
20.5
21.0

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN:

Refugees, FY 1992:

Refugees, 1981-90:

Asylees, FY 1992:

ToP Ten Countries of AppliC4nts Approved

Top Ten Countries of Applicants Approved

Top Ten Counbies of Aeplicants Appro\·ed

115,330

AU countries .... ____ _

824,691

All countries 1 _

65,584
25,4(,()
6,210
3,886
3,116

Vietnam ....................... .
Soviet Union ................
Laos ..............................

Ethiopia ..........................
Soviet Union ................. .
China ..............................
Nicaragua ...................... .

2.381
1,823
1,583
1,455
1,176

Romania .......................

272,854
132,625
116,074
109,756
37.416
34,272
32,275
26,532
23,482
10.648

All countries--·····-Soviet Un.ion ................
Viettiam ........................

l.ac>s ··············••·•••··•·•·····

Cuba .............................

Ethiopia ........................
Iraq ...............................

Iran·······························

Somalia ................•.....•.

Afghanistan ..................
Romania .......................

Cambodia .....................

Poland ..........................

Iran·······························

Afghanistan ................. .
Ethiopia ........................

Cuba ............................ .

3,919

........ _

292
263
211
182
168
151
131
115
105

Iran·································
Cuba ...............................
Liberia ........................... .

Romania ........................ .
Somalia ......................... .

1
The COWltry ol nationality ••u DOI rcccrdcd
for 1,179 oflhc 3,919ca.se.s cruacd.

Tourists, FY 1992:

Temporary Workers, 1 FY1992:

Students, FY 1992:

Admitted-Top Ten Counirics of Citiunship

Admined-Top Ten Counlrics ofCitiunship

Admined-Top Ten Countries ofCitizenship

AU countries .. _____

441,071

All countries .............

United Kingdom .........

55,809
40,434
34,524
28.174
22,769

AD countries--·--·--

16,450,099

Japan .......................... .

3,488.917
2,494,058
1.477.336
1,192.415
685.213
544,104
376,824
366.291
307,926
306.413

United Kingdom .........

Gemiany ...........•..•......

Mexico ....................... .
France .........................
Italy .............................
Australia ......................
Brazil ...........................
Spain ...........................
Netherlands ................ .

Japan·····················-····

Canada························

Gertnany .....................
France .........................
Mexico ........................
Cllina 2 ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Philippines ..................
India ........................... .

Jamaica .......................
l

19,813
12,823

12,762
12.759
12.184

Nanimmiranu ·~lo wort (uclud&n&

studc.au).

241,093

36,758 29,916
20,453
14,965
12,182
8,347
6,087
5,890
5,768
5,650

Japan··························

China I

••••.•••.••••••••••••••

Korea ......................... .
India .......................... .
Canada ...................... .

Mexico .......................
Thailand .....................
Malaysia .................... .
Hong Kong .................
Indonesia ................... .
1

ladudc.s Taiwu.

lacludc.s T&iwq.

Illegal Alien Population,
Oct. 1992:

Illegal Immigration: Ten
Fastest Gro\\ing Countries

Aliens Apprehended,
FY 1992:

Top Ten Cowitries of Biltb

A vcragc Annual Growth. 1988-92

TOJ? Ten Countries of Nationality

AD countries -----

3,211,000

Mexico·····················-

1.002.000
298,000
121,000
104,000
102,000

El Salvador .•...•••...•••.••

Guaae.Dlala ················Carlada ···•••••·••••••••••••••
l\>land ...................... ..

Philippines ·····•··••·••····
Haiti ...................•.......
Nicaragua .•................
Colombia ......••.•••.••....
Babanw. 1be ..........•.

101,000
98,000
76.000
75,000
72,000

AD countries ...- -

291,000

Mexico ........................

118.000
20.000
lS,000
12.000
11,000

El Salvador •.................
Ouatcinala .•....•......••••••

Italy .............................
Bahanlas, 1'be .••.•...•.••.
Canada ........................
Haili ............................

Honduras .....................
Dominican Republic ...
Trinidad ct Tobago ......

2

.2. 7 f

All countries·------·

1,258,482

Mexico ..........................

1.205.817
7,433
7,361
6.569
5,614
4,186
2,023
1,805
1.392
965

El Salvador ................••..

Dominican Republic .....
Canada .•....•...•.••........••...
OuatCDlala ...•...••......•.••••

Honduras ...................... .

10.000
10,000
9.000

Colombia ...................•...

S.000

China·····························

s.ooo

Jamaica ..........................
Cuba ..............................

STATE OF RESIDENCE:

Immigration, FY 1992:

Foreign-born, 1990 Census:

Aliens, 1990 Census:

Top Ten States of Intended Residence

Top Ten States of Residence

Top Ten States of Residence

AU states ··---······ .. ··-..
CalifOft\ia ..................... .

New York .................... .
Texas ........................... .
Florida ......................... .

New Jersey .................. .
Illinois ..........................
Mass.acbuseus ............. .
Virginia ....................... .
Pennsylvania ............... .

Washington ................. .

973,977

AD states ·--------

19,767,316

336.663
149.399
75,533
61.127
48.314

California .................. .
New Yort .................. .

6,458,8".S
2.851,861
1,(,62,601
1.524.436
966,610

43.523
22,231
17.739
16,213
15,861

Aorida ....................... .
Texas ......................... .

New Jersey .................
Illinois ....................... .

Massachusetts ............
Pennsyl\'3Jlia ............. .
Michigan ................... .
Washington ............... .

AD states ·------California ................. .

11,770,318

New York .................
Texas ....................... .

1,554,841

Florida ..................... .
Illinois ..................... .

4,441.215
l,009,246
949,096

528.607

952.272
573,733
369,316
355,393

New Jersey .............. .
Massachusetts ......... .
Virginia ................... .

186,156

322.144

Washington ............. .

172.888

495.674
311,654
186,489

Maryland ................. .

Persons Naturalized, FY 1992:

Refugees, FY 1992:

Illegal Alien Pop., Oct. 1992:

Top Ten States of Residence

Admitted-Top Ten Sures of Residence

Top Ten Stares of Residence

All states ..._ ................ ..

240,252

AU statn ·------···--·

123,010

California ......................
New York ......................
Aorida .......................... .

52,411
43,447
21,129
17,631
16,598

California ......................
New Yort ..................... .

30,533
28,469

Florida .......................... .
Illinois .......................... .

4,831

Florida ........................
Texas ..........................

Texas .............................

4,557

Illinois ....................... .

10,891

Washingtoo .................. .

Massachusetts .............. .
Pennsylvania ................ .
Maryland ...................... .
New Jersey ................... .

4,536
3,968
3,716
2.926

New Jersey ................ .
Massachusetts .............

128.CXX>

7,381
5,070
4,662
4,620

Arizona ...................... .

47,CXX>
37,00)
28,00)

Texas ............................ .
New Jersey ................... .
Illinois .......................... .
Massachusetts ...............
Connecticut .................. .
Virginia ........................ .
MaJ)·laild ...................... .

5.200

2.740

All Stat.es -·-··-··--California .................. .

New York ...................

Virginia ...................... .
(jccr:gia ...................... .

3,218,000

1.283,CXX>
490,0CX)
345.<XX>
319,CXX>
172.CXX>
48,00)

~ETROPOLITAN AREA OF RESIDENCE:

Immigration, FY 1992:

Naturalized FY 1992:

Top Ten Metropoliun Statistical Arw of Intended Residence

Top Ten Metropolitan Statistical Areas of Residence

97~

All areas ·----------..--------·

140,252

36.292
12,363

Miami-Hialeah, Fl.·····-···························

MiaJni-Hialeab, Fl..·····························-

129,669
127,881
37,43S
34,Sll
31,630

New Yart, NY ...........- .......................... ..
Lm Angeles-Long Beach, CA .................

11,784
9,250
7,580

Washington, DC-MD-VA .....................

27.711

Housron. 1X ..........................................
San Diego. CA ......................................
San Jose. CA .........................................
San Franci sro, CA ................................

27,101

All areas ·----·-··--------

Los Angeles-Long Beach, CA ········-···New Y<>rk. NY •........••......•.....•....••........

Cllicago, L .........................................Anaheim-Santa Ana. CA ........•.............

Chicago, II- ..............................................
San Francisco, CA ······-························· ..
Washington, DC-MD-VA ............. ~ .........
Houston. 1'X ............................................
Bostoo-Lawrence-Salem·
Lowell-Broclcton. MA ........................
San Jose, CA ...........................................

24,459
23,642
21,327

Oakland. CA ............................................
3

6,6SS
6,231
S,941
S,758
5,308

EMIGRATION:

Immigration and Emigration by Decade: 1901-90

Emigration from the U.S.,
Selected Years, 1980s:

(Numbers in thousands)
Ratio:

Immigrants
to the U.S.

F.migrants
from the U.S.

Immigration

Total, 1901-90 ---

37,869

11,881

lS,987

0.31

1981-90 .................
1971-80 .................
1961-70 .................
1951-60 .................
1941-50 .................
1931-40 .................
1921-30 ·················
1911-20 .................
1901-10 .................

7,338
4,493
3.322

1,600
l,i'76

2,SlS

425
281
649
1,685
2,157
3,008

S,738
3,317
2,422
2.090
754
-121
2,422
3,579
5,787

0.22
0.26
0.27
0.17
0.27
1.23
0.41
0.38
0.34

Period

Net

900

1,035
528
4,107

S,136
8,795

Top Ten C0tmtrics of Destination

Emigration/

Immigration

Source: 1992 Statistical Yearbook, Table 1; Wanen and Kraly, The Elusive Exodus:
Emigr01ionfrom the United States, Population Reference Bureau, 198S. Emigration 1981·
90, Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Censw.

All countries ------

241,000

Mexico .......................

55,<XX>
31,(XX>
29,000
20,000
19,000
19,000
13.000
9,000
8.000
4,000

United J(jngdom .........

<Jcl'D\any ................... ..
Canada ........................
Japan ...........................

Philippines ................. .
Guatemala .................. .
Indonesia .................... .
Australia .................... .

Italy ............................ .

1989 U.N. Dtmo1rapliic
Yearbook, Table 21; Economic Com·

Source:

mission for Europe, CESntOi'Corr.

PERCENT FOREIGN-BORN:

Percent Foreign-born, Selected Countries:
Around 1980

Total and Foreign-born U.S. Population:
1900-90

(Numbers in thousands)

(Numbers in thousands)

Country

Israel ................•.
Hong Koog -······

Cana<ta ·-············

Bahamas. 1bc ....
Belgium·····-······
Belize -···-·-····Barbados ·-·········
Venezuela ·-····-·

United States ...•.
Trinidad A: Tobago
South Africa .•••••

Total
population

Foreign-bom
Total

Percent

3,350
S,396
25,022

1,422
2,193

210
9,849
143

24
835

42.4
40.6
lS.6
11.4
8..S
8.4

3.Q

226.546

12
19
1.075
14,080

1.056

(JO

S.1

2.5,017
66,847

963
269

0.4

244
14.517

Mexia> -·--·······
Source: 1989 U.N. Demo1raphic Yearbook. Table 31.

ms

7.1
7.4
6.2
3.8

Year

Total U.S.

FCl'eign·bom

population

Totil

Percent

19,767
14,080

7.9
6.2
4.7
S.4
6.9
8.8
11.6
13.2
14.8
13.7

199() .•.•••••••••••

248,710

1980 ..............
1970 ..............

226.546
203,210

196() •.••••.•••••••

179.326

1950 .•..•.....••..
1940 ...........-.
1930 ..............
1920 ············1910 ..............
1900 ..............

150,845
132.165

123,203
106.022
92.229
76.212

9,619

9,738
10,431
11,657
14.283
14,020
13.630
10.445

Source: Department of Commerce.. Bureau of Che Census, fJhnic eel
Hispanic Brucll.

This Faa SMtl was produced by lhe
Statistics Division. SoW'ces for more detailed information are: the 1992 Stazistical
Ytarbool of thL Immigration and Naturaliuuion StTVict; TM Fortign-born Population in thL Uniltd Sta1ts, 1990 Census. CP-3-1,
U.S. Bureau of the Census. For additional copies <I' for further information, contact the Statistics Division at (202) 376-3066.

Figure I.
Foreign-born Population, 1900 to 1990
Census

Figure 2.
Percent Foreign-born Population, 1900 to
1990 Census

(Millions)

1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 19SO 1960 1970 1980 1990

1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

Figure 3.
Foreign-born Population by State of
Residence, 1990 Census:

Figure 4.
Foreign-born Population by City
Residence, 1990 Census:

Top Teo States

Top Ten Cities

(Ibousands)

(I'bousands)

California

New York. NY

6,4S9

New York

Los Angeles. CA

Florida

Qicago,Il..

Texas

Houston. TX

New Jersey

San Francisco, CA

Illinois

San Diego, CA

Massachusetts

Miami. R..

Pennsylvania

San Jose, CA

Michigan

Santa Ana. CA

Washington

Hialeah, FL

s

or

2,083

.._._._

_ ---"'--~~~·'w,.e;li';;;..,,. ·m,,....61:'~..al--------l&l*

---···---~----------------------------------

Figure S.
Educational Attainment, 1990 Census:

Figure 6.
~f edian Family Income, 1990 Census:

Cowuries with the largest fa-eign-bom population
(Percent of persons 25 years old and over with high school

Coontries with the largest foreign-born population
(In 1989 dollars)

diploma or higher)

Native

Total

Foreign-born

Fonign-born

Philippines

82.S

Philippines

United Kingdom

81.3

United Kingdom

Ken.a

Germany

Germany

Canada

Canada

Italy

Olin a

China

Vietnam

Korea

Cuba

Cuba

Italy

Vietnam

Mexiro

Mexico

Figure 7.
Poverty Rates for Persons and Families, 1990 Census

$47,794

1:21 Native
•

(Percent below the poverty level)

Foreign-born

Families

Persons
Persons

Families

Females

Married-couple
families

Related children

muler 18 years old

32.0

Persons 65 years

Female
householder, no

old and over

husband present

Figures 1 and 4-7 above are adapted from "We. the American Foreign Bom,..
Susan J. Lapham, U.S. Bureau of the Census. September 1993.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As 1990 census figures have revealed, the
United States is in the largest wave of immigration since
the tum of the century. One-third of the nation's net
population growth in the 1980s derived from
immigration. As the number of immigrants and refugees
arriving in the United States increases, state and local
governments are attempting to meet their needs for
education, job placement, and health and human
services. Recent trends in immigration policy are
heightening the impact for states and localities.
Although the federal government has exclusive
jurisdiction over immigration policy (the terms and
conditions for entry into the United States), federal-level
decisions have direct and indirect effects on the state and
local governments - in the form of our budgets, the
composition of our citizenry, the utilization and quality
of our services, and the general social, political, and
economic character of our communities. Though more
immigrants are arriving, the federal government has
reduced or constrained the few programs that assist new
immigrants to integrate into the economic, social, and
civic life of the United States. Finally, new legislative
and judicial mandates are extending state and local
responsibility for providing services to immigrants. For
states and localities, federal immigration policy thus
becomes state and local immigrant policy.
This issue paper is designed to provide an
overview of U.S. immigration, federal legislation
governing immigration, current immigration trends, and
the impacts on state and local government. "A Nation of
Immigrants" and ''Two Waves of Immigration" review
the history of immigration to the United States, attitudes
of Americans towards immigrants, and effects of
immigrants on the labor force and economy.

"Inunigration Status" presents the definitions
and variations in legal status of immigrants to the United
States, including eligibility for services and work
authorization. The "Newcomer in the 1990s" provides
additional demographic information.
"How the System Works" outlines the federal
responsibility for immigration, court decisions, state and
local administration, and the role of the private sector.
· "Federal Inunigration Law" describes the three major
pieces of legislation reforming legal, humanitarian, and
illegal immigration in the 1980s and their impact on
state and local government: the Refugee Act of 1980,
the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, and
the Immigration Act of 1990.
The number and diversity of the new
immigrants are creating new fiscal and social challenges
for state and local governments. The lack of a
comprehensive federal policy to adequately provide for
the resettlement of refugees and immigrants is
compelling state and local government to create
immigrant policy, but without adequate resources.
Economists show that two-thirds of income provided by
immigrants flow to the federal level, while only onethird flows to states and localities. Yet the needs of the
new arrivals cause states and localities to incur
significant costs for education and health care. The
federal jurisdiction over immigration must be corrected
to equitably respond to the needs both of the new
immigrants and its partners in the intergovernmental
system.
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POLICYMAKJER§ GUIDE
To KM~1rnGRATJION
AND KMMIGRANT POLICY
"It's very, very important that we in government, the private sector, the volunteer sector,
recognize that newcomers to this country are assets, that we have a cultural diversity
that should be held up and celebrated, and that we have an obligation as a government
to design policies that foster that diversity."

Secretary David P. Forsberg
Massachusetts Executive Department
of Health and Human Services

INTR.ODUCTKON
The United States is a nation of immigrants,
from the first "boat people," the Pilgrims, to the latest
migrants, who come here seeking political asylum,
economic opportunity, and reunion with family
members. The face of America is changing
dramatically: one-third of the nation's population
growth in the 1980s is attributable to immigration. This
demographic change brings new challenges for state and
local government in providing education, health care,
and other services to a new and diverse community.
But even though more immigrants are arriving,
the federal government has reduced or constrained the
few programs that assist new immigrants to integrate
into the economic, social, and civic life of the United

assistance, health and educational services to newly
legalized aliens; and the 1982 U.S. Supreme Court case
Plyler v. Doe extends public education benefits to
undocumented children.
As a result of these trends in federal immigration
policy (increasing immigration, decreasing federal
assistance, and additional mandates), state and local
policymakers are encountering new fiscal and social
challenges. In response, they are creating "immigrant
policy," programs and services that meet the needs of a
diverse, multiethnic citizenry.
These new arrivals affect a range of government
services, from education to community relations to

States. Federal funding for refugees, legalized aliens,

health and human services, which in tum raises issues. of

and for immigrant education programs has been cut
substantially or delayed. For the most part, the
responsibility for integrating immigrants into society has
been left to state and local government, private
organizations, and the immigrants themselves.

funding, inclusion, and equity. Some states and localities
have created offices or legislative bodies to address the
needs of the foreign-born. Others have created
innovative programs or adapted mainstream programs to
serve a variety of languages and cultures. State and local
policymakers have learned to coordinate resources from
a variety of areas to assist immigrants make a successful
transition to their new community. This guide has been
developed to provide an overview of federal legislation
and the immigration process and to illustrate the effects
of federal immigration policy on states and localities.

State and local responsibility for newcomers is
also being increased by new legislative and judicial
mandates for immigrant services. For example, the
Refugee Act of 1980 requires states to provide cash and
medical assistance to refugees; the Immigration Reform
and Control Act of 1986 allows access to public

~
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Immigrants in our communities arc often met
with a mixture of welcome and reservation. Some

Americans are proud of their immigrant heritage
and the principle of freedom and opportunity
symbolized by the Statue of Liberty. Our nation stands
as a beacon for the world's "'huddled masses yearning to
breathe free."

citizens are concerned that immigrants threaten the
nation's economic and social well-being. Immigrants are
accused of abusing government assistance programs,
contributing little or no tax revenue to the public coffers,
taking jobs from U.S. citizens, and failing to adjust to
new communities.

Il\1MIGRATION, THE LABOR FORCE, AND THE ECONOMY
There are a number of schools of thought
about the effect of immigrants on the U.S labor
force and economy. A primary reason for
differing opinion is that immigrants are such a
diverse population. Each legal status (legal
immigrants, humanitarian immigrants, and
illegal immigrants) affects the labor market and
the economy in different ways.
One school of thought has found
immigratic:: to have a positive impact on the
labor market and the economy. A 1988 national
study of Hispanic immigration by economist
Gregory Defreitas found that this immigration
had uno significant negative effect on wage
levels of low-skilled native men" and that
"recent immigration has not had substantial
adverse wage or employment effects." Similar
studies by labor economist Julian Simon of the
University of Maryland and Ben Wattenberg of
the American Enterprise Institute, among others,
have come to comparable conclusions.
Additionally, the Alex.is de Tocqueville
Institute recently found that "immigrants do not
just fill jobs, they create jobs. They do this by
creating new businesses; through their spending;
through the investment capital they bring with
them; by migrating to areas where jobs are most
plentiful; and by raising the proouctivity of
United States businesses."
Other data compiled by economist George
Borjas of University of California-Santa
Barbara, and reported in Businessweek
magazine (7/13/92) makes nationwide estimates
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concerning newcomer income, tax
contributions, and welfare use. According to this
estimate, at least 11 million immigrants are
employed, earning $240 billion per year and
paying $90 billion in taxes per year. The data
further estimate that immigrants receive $5
billion in welfare annually.
However, other labor economists, such as
Vernon Briggs of Cornell University, are
somewhat less optimistic in their analysis of
immigration (particularly unskilled,
undocumented immigrants) and its impact on
the labor market. Briggs' research has indicated
that immigration of unskilled newcomers has a
tendency to depress wages in low-skill job
markets, thereby affecting other low-skill
populations, both immigrants and citizens alike.
A study by the Department of Labor found that
heavy immigration in the Los Angeles area led
to poorly enforced labor standards and increased
inequity between the wealthy and the poor.
Perhaps a 1989 report by the United States

Department ofLabor best sums up the
relationship between immigration and the
economy: ''There is no single bottom-line,
'labor market effect' of immigration.... The
use of immigrant workers as low-cost labor may
simultaneously constrain the wage rates and job
opportunities of similarly qualified natives,
improve the survival prospects of the employing
finn and thereby secure the employment and
earnings of better-trained co-workers, and lower
costs to domestic consumers."

History shows that these reservations are not a
unique response. During the mass immigration between
1880 and 1910, when almost 18 million immigrants
entered the United States, high levels of immigration
evoked similar concerns in the citizens of that day.
Immigrants, it was feared, threatened the cultural and
moral fiber of American society. Immigrating Italians,
Poles, Germans, Slavs, and Jews were considered
inferior and not likely to assimilate with their northern
and western European predecessors.
But while the history books reveal a pattern of
anxiety on the part of some citizens, they also indicate
that these concerns are often misplaced and unfounded.
For example, at the tum of the 20th century, newcomers
served as a source of valuable labor, helping to build the
country's infrastructure and to fuel the engine of
America's Industrial Revolution. These immigrants
proved to be hard working, honest, and often
entrepreneurial citizens.
Today's newcomers, now mostly from Asia,
Latin America, and the Caribbean, are proving many of
our current concerns to be similarly unfounded. During
the 1980s, 1.5 million immigrants with college degrees
arrived in the United States. These newcomers fill needs
for engineers, health care professionals, scientists,
computer programmers, and managers. Other, lesseducated newcomers make contributions as
entrepreneurs, day laborers, child care providers, and
taxi drivers.
Although immigrants have proved to be
economic and cultural assets, they make demands on
state and local governments. In California, newcomers
have put a strain on public resources and infrastructure.
More than one-third of all newcomers settle in the
Golden State. In New York City, it is not unheard of to
have more than 100 languages spoken in one school
district. In Minnesota's Twin Cities, a substantial
Southeast Asian population is compelling state and local
social service delivery systems to accommodate new
cultural and religious traditions. In many other states and
localities, newcomers put additional demands on scarce
public resources as well. These newcomers require
health care, education, job training, police, emergency
services, social services, and housing.

policy," that is, for immigrant resettlement. The aid the
federal government does provide is targeted at narrowly
defined groups (e.g., refugees, legalized aliens) that
exclude many other immigrants. Those immigrants who
fall outside the purview of federal resettlement programs
are allowed to access federal and state-federal
mainstream assistance programs after a three-year
waiting period (see the "Three-year deeming" box).
When these immigrants finally do get into these
programs, the services they receive are not as
specialized as immigrants need. For example,
immigrants may need interpreters or instruction in
English as a second language (ESL) in addition to basic
services.
The lack of federal resettlement assistance is
being exacerbated by a sluggish economy and
decreasing tax revenues at the federal, state, and local
levels. For example, the recession and the ensuing
competition for limited government revenue have
quickly reduced what little federal aid the government
provides to needy refugees (see figures 1 and 2). Figure
1 demonstrates the decline in federal funding for refugee
programs and the simultaneous increase in the number
of refugees arriving in the United States. Figure 2
documents the reduction in federal reimbursement
provided to states to subsidize the costs states incur by
serving the refugee population.
On the state and local levels, spending for
programs that normally assist immigrants, such as
education, ESL, interpreter services, public assistance,
indigent health care, and so on, are being reduced or
eliminated. With fewer services, immigrants face
significant barriers to becoming self-sufficient members
of their new communities.
Nevertheless, a few states and localities are
successfully assisting immigrants despite this budgetary
pressure. By combining pots of money from various
sources, states, cities and counties are providing
immigrants with education and employment assistance
and some limited support services, such as child care
and translation services. These temporary services
enable most immigrants to successfully make the
transition to self-sufficiency.

Although the United States has promoted a
generous immigration policy, allowing many people to
enter the country, the federal government has never been
forthcoming with substantial resources for "immigrant
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Figure 1
Refugee Resettlement Funds vs. Refugee Arrivals
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Figure2
Federal Refugee Assistance
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There have been two principal "waves" of
immigration to the United States in its modem history
(see figure 3). The first began in the 1840s, as
revolutionary upheaval and agricultural famine in
Europe caused hundreds of thousands of Northern and
Western Europeans (e.g. Irish, Gennans, English, and
Scandinavians) to immigrate to this country. This wave
of immigration swelled throughout the late 1800s and
culminated in the mass immigration of the early 1900s,
when 8.8 million immigrants entered the country
between 1900 and 1910.

By the end of this wave, immigrants were
primarily from Southern and Eastern Europe and
Canada. At the height of this mass immigration,
immigrants accounted for 9.6 percent of the total United
States population.
This first wave concluded around the time of
World War I, as the United States federal government
passed laws restricting immigration and the outbreak of
the war made international travel difficult. Thereafter,
during the Great Depression and on through World War
II, immigration continued, but at greatly reduced levels.

Figure3
Immigration to the United States by Decade:
1821-1830 through 1981-1990
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WHERE TIIEY COME FROM, \VHERE THEY GO
The majority of legal immigrants in 1991 were from Mexico, Central America, or Asia. Below are
lists of the 10 principal countries of origin and the 10 most popular states of intended residence for legal
immigrants. In 1991, the top 10 countries of origin accounted for 62.9 percent of all legal immigrants to
the United States; the top 10 states of intended residence received 79. l percent of all legal immigrants to
the United States.

Top 10 Countries of Origin
Soviet Union
56,839
Philippines
55,376
Vietnam
55,278
Mexico
52,866
China
31,699
India
31,165
Dominican Republic
30, 177
Korea
21,628
Jamaica
18,025
Iran
18.019
TOTAL
443,292*
(62.9%)

Top 10 States of Residence
California
New York
Florida
Texas
New Jersey
Illinois
Massachusetts
Virginia
Pennsylvania
Maryland
TOTAL

194,317
135,707
50,897
42,030
38,529
31,633
19 ,537
16,321
14,464
13.586
557,021 *
(79.l %)

*Figures do not include estimates of illegal immigrants or amnesty immigrants under the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act. In 1991,

there were 1.123,162 amnesty immigrants, mostly Mexicans, and most of this popolation settled in California.
Source: Immigration and Naturalization Service

The second major period of immigration to the
United States began after the close of World War II, and
it continues today. The numbers of immigrants have
again grown steadily each decade since the 1940s,
reaching 9 .5 million between 1981 and 1990. Although
the number of inimigrants is now at historically high
levels, immigrants arriving in the 1980s represented
only 3.5 percent of the total United States population. In
the early part of this second wave, most immigrants
were again Europeans (mostly Germans, English and
Italians) and Canadians. In the 1960s, more nonEuropean immigrants began to arrive. By the end of the
1980s, more than 80 percent of all iffimigrants were
non-European and mostly from Asia and Latin America
(see figure 3).

Kl\'11'\:UGRATKON STATUS
Before the 20th century, the United States
restricted immigration in a piecemeal fashion, excluding
limited classes of people (e.g., criminals, paupers, the
insane) and ethnic groups (e.g., Chinese and Japanese).
At that time, the term "immigrant" was used to
encompass all entrants into the United States. However,
over the course of this century, immigration restrictions
and controls have become more systematic but also
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more specialized. For example, "legal immigrant" now
represents a specific category. The term "newcomer"
has replaced "immigrant" to refer to all new arrivals,
regardless of their legal status. Therefore "newcomer"
includes legal immigrants, refugees, illegal aliens, and
all other categories.
Today, permission to enter the United States is
based on sometimes conflicting objectives, such as
reuniting families while trying to meet United States
economic needs or simultaneously promoting United
States foreign policy objectives and humanitarian
interests. Based on these considerations, the
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) has
created different legal statuses designating the terms of
entry. The terms designate the length of residence
permitted (temporary or permanent), and whether the
applicant may work, apply for citizenship, or receive
public benefits. These often complex and varied statuses
fall into three general types: legal immigration,
humanitarian immigration, and unauthorized
immigration (commonly referred to as illegal
immigration). The most common legal statuses are
described. below~ other immigrant categories are defined
in the glossary.

Legal Immigration
Legal immigrants (also "lawful permanent
residents" or "permanent resident aliens") are those
persons permitted to stay in the country permanently.
Lawful permanent residents (LPR) are usually admitted
into the United States because they have valuable job
skills or family ties to the country. LPR immigrants are
eligible to bring family members to reside in the
country, to work, and to apply for United States
citizenship after five years of continuous residence in the
United States. Lawful permanent residents are eligible to
apply for all federal assistance programs.
Humanitarian Immigration
Refugees are those persons outside their country
of origin but not yet in the United States who have a
well-founded fear of persecution because of race,
religion, nationality, political opinion, or membership in
a social group. Refugees are eligible to work in the
United States upon entry and may convert to permanent
resident status after one year of residence in the country.
Refugees are eligible to apply for any federal assistance
program. Additionally, some needy refugees qualify for
a refugee-specific, federal income assistance and
medical program.
Asylees are refugees who are already present in
the United States at the time they apply for refugee
protection. They are eligible for the same benefits as
refugees, but only 10,000 may become lawful
permanent residents each year.

Parolees are persons who normally would not
be admissible but are allowed to enter temporarily for
humanitarian, medical, and legal reasons. Unlike
refugees, parolees are not eligible for special federal
benefits nor are they on a predetermined path to
permanent resident status. Some parolees qualify for
work authorization, depending on their personal
circumstances.
Unauthorized Immigration
Legalized aliens (also called amnesty aliens or
"pre-82s") are former unauthorized, or illegal, aliens
who were given legal status under the Immigration
Reform and Control Act (IRCA) of 1986. To qualify,
unauthorized aliens had to prove they had resided in the
United States since 1982 or that they were qualifying
special agricultural workers (SAWs). These
unauthorized persons were awarded a one-time
opportunity to become lawful permanent residents. After
earning lawful permanent residence, legalized aliens are
permitted to apply for citizenship. Legalized aliens are
barred from most federal government assistance
programs for five years from the date of their
legalization, but they are permitted to work immediately.
Unauthorized migrants (also undocumented or
illegal aliens) are persons present in the United Stat:::-~
without the permission of the government, either b)
illegally crossing the border or overstaying the permitted
time on their immigration documents. Unauthorized
persons are not permitted to access most federal
government programs or apply for citizenship.

TheVJSa

The "Green Card"

Essentially a visa is a ticket to enter the United
States, usually in the form of a stamp (in a passport) or
a card. Visas are issued by the Department of State.
There are two kinds of visa: a nonimmigrant visa,
which grants its possessor temporary permission to
stay in the country, and a permanent residence, or
immigrant, visa, which confers lawful permanent
residence status on its holder.

After legal immigrants enter the United States with
their immigrant visas, they are issued a "green card"
(now actually pink), also called a resident alien card.
This card is proof of lawful permanent residence in the
United States and it authorizes the recipient to work in
the country. Green cards are issued by the INS to legal
immigrants after their arrival and to refugees after one
year of residence. Other aliens are eligible to apply for
green cards subject to the limitations of their specific
legal status.

.
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THE NE\\YC02\1ER lN THE 1990s

p~pulati~n ever to com~ to the United States. They bring

In 1991, 1,827, 167 persons were granted lawful
permanent resident status. However, it should be noted
that this total is abnormally high because it includes aliens
granted lawful permanent residence status under the 1986
IRCA amnesty program. There were 1,123,162 legalized
aliens granted LPR status in 1991, leaving a total of
704,005 normal admissions for the year (see figure 4).

M~y comet? the United States with education and job

widely divergent expenences and skills to this country.

In recent years there have been more female
immigrants than males. In 1991 this trend was reversed;
male immigrants represented 66.4 percent of the total
immigrant population while females represented 33.6
percent. The median age for all immigrants in 1991 was
approximately 29 years. However, these data are also
affected by the IRCA amnesty program. Amnesty
immigrants are overwhelmingly male and are older than
the normal immigrant population.
Immigrants in the 1990s are the most diverse

skills, and quickly become economic contributors as
scientists, engineers, artists, entrepreneurs and athletes.
Other immigrants, however, face a broad range of
problems and barriers to successful participation in
American society. For example, one-third of immigrant
workers are high school dropouts and therefore may
have limited English skills or be illiterate in their own
languages. Refugees have often been psychologically
and physically tortured in "re-education camps" before
leaving their home countries. Elderly immigrants often
have few marketable skills and poor health, which make
self-sufficiency an elusive goal. Unauthorized persons
sometimes avoid reporting crimes to the police because
they fear deportation, but this may make them easy
targets for discrimination and extortion. This diversity
requires flexibility on the part of state and local
policymakers to help newcomers become self-sufficient
members of the community.

Figure 4 · Legal Immigration to the United States
in FY 1991
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Source: Statistics Division,
Immigration and
Naturaliz.ation Service
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Federal Administration
The federal government plays three roles in the
immigration and immigrant policy dynamic that concern
states and localities: ( 1) regulating admissions into the
United States; (2) funding resettlement assistance for
very limited and specific groups of newcomers (i.e.,
refugees and legalized aliens)~ and (3) detennining
newcomer eligibility for federal programs.

The federal responsibility for immigration is
shared by the President, four executive departments
(State, Justice, Health and Human Services, and Labor),
and Congress.
The President is responsible for setting
admission levels for refugees, in annual consultation
with Congress (usually a meeting between the U.S.
coordinator for refugee affairs and the House and Senate
judiciary committees).

The Department of State administers
immigrant and nonimmigrant visas, and its Bureau for
Refugee Programs handles overseas refugee assistance
to prepare refugees to enter the country.
The Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS) of the Department of Justice (DOJ) is responsible
for processing applications for immigration and
citizenship, inspecting aliens for admission to the United
States and enforcing the nation's immigration law. DOJ's
Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR) is
the judicial locus of admissions oversight. The EOIR
consists of the immigration judges who adjudicate
immigration law, and the Board of Immigration
Appeals (BOIA), which hears immigrant appeals to
immigration judges' decisions. The Community
Relations Service (CRS) provides limited resettlement
assistance for Cuban/Haitian entrants allowed into the
United States.)

Figure 5 - Cumulative Refugee Arrivals
FY 1975 through FY 1991
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The Department of Health and Human
Services, through the Office of Refugee Resettlement
and its Division of State Legalization Assistance, is
responsible for administering federal reimbursement to
states and localities for expenditures made on behalf of
refugees and legalized aliens.
The Department of Labor's Employment and
Training Administration is responsible for
coordinating international migration with domestic
workforce needs.
In Congress, the House and Senate Judiciary
Committees have jurisdiction over immigration,
citizenship, and refugee policy issues. The House and
Senate Appropriations Committees oversee domestic
and overseas program funding. Additionally, Congress
periodically creates various task forces and commissions
to study immigration. Currently one commission is
operating, the Commission on Immigration Reform.
Judicial Mandates
The courts play a part in shaping newcomer
benefit eligibility. Judicial decisions have required states
and localities to allow certain groups of aliens to
participate in a number of specified state and locally
funded programs. For example, in the 1971 case of
Graham v. Richardson, the United States Supreme Court
ruled that state welfare benefits may not be denied to
aliens. In the 1982 case Plyler v. Doe, the U.S. Supreme
Court found that undocumented children are entitled to
equal protection under the law and therefore must be
allowed to enroll in public education. Finally, in 1992
the U.S. District Court decided in Lewis v. Grinker that
pregnant women are eligible for prenatal care under
Medicaid regardless of their immigration status.
Although the ruling affects New York state immediately,
it is not clear whether this decision can be applied to
prenatal care in other states.

State and Local Administration
State and local governments have a de jure
responsibility for getting special resettlement services
and assistance to qualifying newcomers as a result of
federal law. Typically, states and localities meet this
responsibility by either providing services through their
own mainstream social services offices or by contracting
with nongovernmental organizations and coordinating
their efforts. This assistance is either first paid for by
states and localities, which are in tum reimbursed by the
federal government (e.g., the State Legalization Impact
Assistance Grant) or paid for up front by the federal
government (e.g., refugee assistance).
States and localities also have a legal
responsibility to provide certain judicially mandated
services to the newcomer population. The costs of these
services are not reimbursed by the federal government
but are paid for solely with state and local government
tax revenue.
Finally, states and localities have a de facto
responsibility to assist newcomers who do not qualify
for special federal resettlement assistance, thus serving
as a safety net of last resort. Newcomers outside the
purview of federal resettlement assistance participate in
state-local and state-federal medical, social service, and
income assistance programs (i.e., state-local programs
such as general assistance, state Medicaid, indigent
health care and state-federal programs such as Aid to
Families with Dependent Children [AFDC],
Supplemental Security Income [SSI] and
Medicaid/Medicare). States and localities are not
reimbursed for the costs for newcomers participating in
either state-local programs or the state portion of statefederal matching grant programs. As federal assistance
continues to decline, the de facto responsibility of states
and localities increases. (As part of the Immigrant Policy
Project, the American Public Welfare Association and
the Urban Institute are collaborating on a survey to

NEWCOMER TAX REVENUE: A Federal Monopoly
Paying for immigrant resettlement is difficult for
state and local government. Although newcomers pay
a great deal in taxes ($90 billion annually, by at least
one national estimate), nearly two-thirds of these taxes
are paid to the federal government through the income
and Social Security taxes while only one-third is paid
to state or local governments. Despite this incongruity,
in recent years federal resettlement assistance has
declined (see figures 1 and 2), and states and localities
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have been forced to pay more for resettlement needs.
Concomitantly, the federal government has not
provided sufficient funding to states and localities for
newcomer resettlement for the levels of newcomers it
admits. The result is high levels of admissions but
inadequate funding for resettlement and no relief for
state and local budgets. The federal government
receives most of the immigrant revenue, and the states
and localities provide most of the services.

So~

assess the impacts on programs, services, and
institutional capacity of funding delays and cutbacks in
federal programs serving refugees and the newly
lesrnlized. Results of the survey will be published in the
su'ffimer of 1993.)
States and localities have responded to this crisis
by creating offices to serve immigrant needs. For
example, the mayor of New York City has created an
Office of Immigrant Affairs and Texas and
Massachusetts have created similar statewide offices. As
part of their oversight responsibility, state legislatures in
California, Virginia, and New York created a committee,
a subcommittee and a task force, respectively, to study
newcomer issues. Additionally, according to federal law
each state must have a refugee coordinator to ensure the
coordination of public and private resettlement
resources, and a SLIAG administrator to coordinate
resources for the newly legalized population.

Nongovernmental Organizations
The private sector plays a vital role in resettling
newcomers. Refugee resettlement assistance and
services are provided by a network of private voluntary
resettlement agencies (VOLAGs), mutual assistance
associations (MAAs ), and state and local governments.
Generally, states and localities contract with VOLAGs
and MAAs to provide initial services to refugees. State
governments occasionally provide services directly. For
example, the state of Iowa serves both as a voluntary
agency for reception and placement and as the state's
social service provider. The state of Vermont has
affiliated with a voluntary agency to provide joint
services to newcomers resettling in that state.

Resettlement assistance for newly legalized aliens is
delivered through a similar, although less
institutionalized, network. This network is made up of
community-based organizations (CBOs), local school
districts, state universities and community colleges, local
indigent health care providers, and state-subsidized
hospitals. Some states have used SLIAG money to
actually fund the creation of community organizations
that provide education and health services to the newly
legalized population.

FEDERAL U\IIVHGR.'\TITON L.A.'\Y
Foreigners can enter the United States with the
intent to stay permanently or temporarily. Those
entering with the intent to reside permanently can be ( 1)
legal immigrants, (2) humanitarian immigrants, or (3)
unauthorized migrants. (Humanitarian immigration is
not a legal category or status but is used broadly to
include those immigrants allowed to enter for
humanitarian reasons: refugees, asylees, parolees, etc.)
Foreigners can also enter the country
temporarily as (1) nonimmigrants, who enter each year
as tourists, students, and other temporary visitors, or (2)
unauthorized persons, such as day workers or family
members who come for short visits to the United States.

VOLAGs and MAAs
A VOLAG (voluntary agency) is usually a
the Department of Health and Human Services to
nonprofit organization, often affiliated with a religious
provide resettlement services for eight months after the
organization, that provides initial reception and
initial reception and placement.
placement of refugees in the United States.
Approximately 10-12 voluntary agencies (including
MAAs (mutual assistance associations) are
the state of Iowa which serves as a VOLAG) have
nonprofit organizations, created by and for specific
cooperative agreements with the Department of State
ethnic groups, that provide resettlement assistance to
to provide services during refugees' first 90 days in the
refugees. MAAs also receive federal grant money to
United States. Additionally, five voltintary agencies
provide resettlement services to newly arrived
currently participate in the matching grant program of
refugees.

~
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EXCLUSION AND DEPORTATION

Not everyone who wishes to enter the
United States is pennitted to do so. Many
foreigners who want visas are denied them by
U.S. immigration law. However, even certain
people with visas are prevented (i.e.,
"excluded") from entering the country based on
criteria established in United States immigration
law. These criteria include infection with AIDS,
a history of criminal activity, or a likelihood of
violating the terms of entry.
Similarly, some people already in the United
States may be forced to leave (i.e., "deported") if
they violate certain conditions listed in United
States immigration law. Newcomers can be
deported for a number of reasons, such as
violating the conditions of their entry visa (e.g.,
overstaying their approved length of time),
committing a crime, becoming a public charge
(i.e., becoming dependent on government
assistance), or entering the country without
inspection (i.e., illegally).
The following sections describe the laws that
govern legal immigration, humanitarian immigration,
legalization, and unauthorized entry and the effects they
are having on state and local governments. Congress
passed three major pieces of legislation amending the
Immigration and Nationality Act, the basic immigration
code of the United States, during the 1980s: the
Immigration Act of 1990, the Refugee Act of 1980, and
the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986.
Legal Immigration and the Immigration Act of

1990
The most common method of obtaining longterm residence in the United States is to apply for legal
immigration and the accompanying lawful permanent
resident status. In 1990, Congress conducted a
comprehensive overhaul of the Immigration and
Nationality Act, the basic immigration code of the
Urtited States. The Immigration Act of 1990 (P.L. 101649) altered the process for legal immigration and
increased the number of visas for legal immigration
from 570,000 to 700,000. In FY 1995, the number of
available visas will decrease to 675,000 visas per year
for legal immigrants.
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The 1990 act created a new preference system to
It ~d:ntifies three categories of legal
mm11grat1on and d1v1des the 675,000 visas among them:
480,000 (71 percent) to immigrants related to United
States citizens and permanent resident aliens, 140,000
(21 percent) to specially skilled (or employment-based)
immigrants, and 55,000 (8 percent) visas to what are
called "diversity" immigrants from countries awarded
few visas the previous five years.
?istr~bute. visas.

Family-related immigrants are of two types:
immediate relatives (i.e., spouses; minor, single
children; parents of adult United States citizens) and
family-sponsored immigrants (adult children and
brothers and sisters of United States citizens; spouses
and unmarried children of permanent residents). Familysponsored immigrant visas were capped under the 1990
act for the first time.
Employment-based immigrants are those
aliens with extraordinary ability, advanced degrees,
special skills, or professional experience. Others eligible
under this category are religious workers, unskilled
laborers, and persons investing at least $1 million in the
United States that will create at least 10 new jobs.
''Diversity" immigrants are persons from those
countries that received less than 50,000 visas over the
preceding five years. Most diversity immigrants will
likely come from Europe, because during the 1970s and
1980s few visas were set aside for, or awarded to,
European immigrants. To be eligible, aliens must have
the equivalent of a high school education or two years of
work experience.
The 1990 act also created a new legal status for
humanitarian immigrants. The United States attorney
general may now award "temporary protected status"
(TPS) eligibility to nationals from countries faced with
natural or man-made disasters who may remain in the
United States until their countries are deemed safe.
Examples of countries whose nationals have received
TPS are Kuwait, El Salvador, Lebanon, Liberia, and
Somalia.
The Immigration Act of 1990 also sets aside a
number of visas between FY 1992 and FY 1994 to
allow the family members of newly legalized aliens to
obtain lawful permanent residence in the United States.
To qualify, family members must prove that they have
resided in the country since May 1988 .
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PRIORITIES FOR DISTRIBUTING LEGAL IMMIGRATION VISAS
Immediate Relative Immigrants - Unlimited

There are an unlimited number of visas available to immediate family relatives of United States citizens.
Immediate family members include the following: spouses, minor and single children, and parents.
Family-Sponsored Immigrants - Minimum of 226,000 V'JSas
Because the cap on family-related immigration is 480,000 and immigration by immediate relatives of
citizens (see above) is unlimited, it is conceivable that immediate relatives might use up all 480,000 visas in a

given year. To protect other family members from this occurrence, at least 226,000 visas every year are
available to people in the family-sponsored category, thereby making the 480,000 figure a "pierceable cap."
If more than 480,000 visas are awarded to family members in a given year the difference between the two
numbers is subtracted from the family-sponsored category in the following year.

Unmahi~ ~6~ ~d da~~h~~ of Unit~ ~tates citizens .:.•.• ~:~:~.........................23 ,400/year
2) Spouses and unmarried sons and daughters of permanent residents ................... 114,200/year
3) Married sons and daughters of United States citizens .........................................23,400/year
4) Brothers and sisters of adult United States citizens..............................................65 ,000/year
Employment-based Immigrants • 140,000 Visas
1) Aliens with outstanding abilities ...•.......~ ............................................................ .40,000/year

2) Aliens with advanced degrees or with exceptional abilities
requiring labor certification ..................................................................................40,000/year
3) Aliens with needed skills, unskilled workers of whom there is ashortaget or aliens
with baccalaureate degrees, all requiring labor certification .•.............................40,000/year
4) Special immigrants, including religious workers ••.............•.....•.....•.•.•.•.............. 10,000/year

5) Foreign investors willing to invest $1 million to create at least 1 Ojobs •.....•..... 10,000/year

The 1990 act also increased the number of
asylees who could obtain LPR s~tus from 5,000 to
10,000 per year and created an emergency immigration
fund.
State and Local Impact
Legal immigrants may participate in any federal,
state, or local program for which they meet the
categorical eligibility requirements. The federal
government and most states and localities do not track
public benefit recipients by their immigration status, and
therefore the specific cost of serving newcomers in these
programs is, for the most part, unknown. However, it is
evident that immigrants make extensive use of some
specific programs.

~
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For example, education services are widely used
by both youth (e.g., K-12) and adults. This is partly
because immigrants are entitled to public education, and
immigrant families are younger than average, and
therefore are more likely to have school-age children.
Education is paid for by state and local governments, but
these costs are not completely recovered from
immigrant tax revenue. Additionally, federal education
programs for immigrants are being reduced, putting
further pressure on states and localities. For example,
funding for the Immigrant Education Act, the only
impact aid for immigrant education, fell by half over the
course of the 1980s. Similarly, funding for Title VII
bilingual education for limited English proficient
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children fell by half over the 1980s. Finally, the Refugee
Education Assistance program has been unfunded since
1988.
In contrast, legal immigrants are unlikely to
access welfare and income assistance programs unless
absolutely necessary for a number of reasons. First, the
great majority of immigrants come to the United States
to work. Second, legal immigrants with sponsors are
ineligible for AFDC, SSI, and food stamps for three
years (see box ''Three-Year Deeming and Public
Charg~ "). Also, immigrants may worry that if they use
welfare they might be designated a "public charge" and
then be deported. Finally, many immigrants are from
cultures that encourage individuals to depend on their
families instead of the government or other resources.

THREE YEAR ''DEEMING" AND
''PUBLIC CHARGE''

Some legal immigrants come to the United
States with the aid of citizens who serve as their
"sponsors." A sponsor is someone who files an
"affidavit of support" to help the sponsored
immigrant obtain lawful permanent resident
status. As a result of this relationship, the federal
government requires any sponsored immigrant
to include the sponsor's resources in any
application for AFDC, SSI, food stamps, and a
few state general assistance programs for their
first three years in the United States The
sponsor's income is therefore "deemed"
available to the sponsored immigrant However,
the affidavit does not legally obligate sponsors
to share their resources with the sponsorees.
The federal government expects newcomers
to become self-sufficient as soon as possible
after their arrival. Immigrants who become
dependent upon public assistance (state, federal,
or both), fail to find employment, and are
unlikely to be self-supporting in the future
(because of poor health, inadequate education,
lack of sponsorship, etc.) may be deported on
the grounds that they have become a "public
charge." The "public charge" issue usually
affects aliens trying to obtain LPR status and
rarely affects lawful permanent residents
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Humanitarian Immigration and the Refugee Act
of 1980

One of the nation's founding principles has been
the offer of freedom and opportunity to the oppressed,
perhaps best symbolized by the Statue of Liberty and its
promise of asylum. Before 1980, humanitarian
assistance was provided in a piecemeal fashion, assisting
only limited classes of people (e.g., Cubans and
Indochinese). In 1980, the nation extended its
humanitarian commitment by establishing a
comprehensive, national refugee resettlement and
assistance policy. The Refugee Act of 1980 provided a
definition of "refugee" consistent with international law
and established a framework for the selection of
refugees for admission to the United States. This policy
was intended to replace the former ad hoc, discretionary
parole authority of the 1952 Immigration and
Nationality Act and the conditional entrant preference
established by the 1965 Amendments to the act.
Of the four main humanitarian categories
(refugee, asylum, parole, and temporary protected
status), the refugee group is the largest (approximately
139,000 in FY 1991, see figure 5). However, the
continued use of parole pennits large numbers of
"refugee-like" persons (approximately 90,000 in FY
1990) to enter. Data indicate that since temporary
protected status was created in 1990, more than 200,000
persons have been awarded pennission to stay in the
United States temporarily. Finally, in FY 1990 5,672
persons were granted asylum, 4,937 asylees became
permanent residents and more than 73,000 applications
for asylum were filed.
According to the Refugee Act of 1980, the
President must set an annual ceiling on the total number
of refugees that may enter the United States. Also,
separate regional ceilings must be set, limiting the
number of refugees from each part of the globe. Once
applications have been received, the Department of
State's Bureau of Refugee Programs applies a priority
system to decide which persons will be selected for
entrance (see box "Priorities for Admitting Refugees").
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PRIORITIES FOR ADl\ffITI~G REFl'GEES
The Refugee Act of l 980 established the
foilmving criteria for determining which refugees

have priority in entering the United States:

requirements for "'categoricar· programs: AFDC, SSL
\Iedic:.iid, and state-financed General Assistance
programs. The act also reirnbur~ed states through C!\.L;
for refugees who were needy but who did not qualify l\_;r
categorical programs, through a parallel program of
Refugee Cash Assistance (RCA) and Refugee Medicai

Assistance (RMA).
Priority 1 Those in immediate danger of loss of
life (e.g., political prisoners)

Priority 2 Former employees of the United States
government for one or more years
Priority 3 Persons with a close United States
family relation (spouse, unmarried child, or parents
of persons legally in the country)
Priority 4 Those with close ties to United States
foundations, voluntary agencies, or United States
companies for one or more years

Priority S Relatives who do not fit in category

The Office of Refugee Resettlement provides
resettlement assistance to refugees, asylees,
Cuban/Haitian entrants, and Amerasians under the
following programs:
• Social Services is a federal grant to states to
provide both "priority services," such as English
language training and employment services, and Title
XX services, such as translation, orientation, day care,
and transportation. ORR regulations require states with
high levels of refugee "welfare utilization" to spend 85
percent of all federal Social Services on "priority
services." There is an additional set-aside reserved for
mutual assistance associations.

three

Priority 6 Those whose admission is in the
national interest of the United States because of their
nationality
Newcomers needing humanitarian safe haven __
often need help in making a successful transition into
American society. Vietnamese refugees have
sometimes experienced persecution in their native
land, including.physical and psychological torture.
Some Latino parolees know little English and have few
marketable job skills. Other humanitarian immigrants,
like the Hmong, are from primitive cultures and
therefore need orientation to modern technology and
amenities. With such overwhelming barriers to

successful assimilation, humanitarian immigrants are a
very vulnerable population. The federal government
recognized the tremendous need of humanitarian
immigrants and its own responsibility for meeting
these needs in the Refugee Act of 1980.
The Refugee Act authorized and codified, for
the first time, federal assistance for comprehensive,
domestic resettlement of refugees. It provided for
reimbursement to states for the cost of providing cash
and medical assistance to all refugees up to a maximum
of their first three years in the United States. This Cash
and Medical Assistance program (CMA) originally
covered all state costs for refugees who meet the

~
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• The Targeted Assistance Grant is additional
federal assistance to those communities that receive the
most eligible refugees and Cuban/Haitian entrants.
• The Preventive Health Services program
provides grants to state public health facilities to
perform health screening and follow-up treatment.
• The Voluntary Agency Matching Grant
provides matching funds to voluntary resettlement
agencies that assist in refugee resettlement.
Private Resettlement Program
In 1992, the Department of Health and Human
Services' Office for Refugee Resettlement attempted to
privatize the refugee resettlement program through
federal regulations. The Private Resettlement Program
(PRP) is currently being challenged in federal district
court by a Washington state legal services corporation.
The challenge is being made on the grounds that the
secretary of Health and Human Services has "engaged
in rule-making without complying with the notice and
comment requirements of the Administrative Procedure
Act (APA)" and that the Secretary "has failed to certify
and provide a private medical program that is
comparable to the existing program."
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Although some specifics about the proposed
privatization are unknown at present, if the PRP were to
take effect the voluntary community would be assigned
responsibility for administering the refugee program ·s
cash assistance and case management components. The
medical component would be administered by a private
medical service provider. States would maintain
responsibility for the Social Services and Targeted
Assistance programs. According to Appropriations
Conference Report H.R. 102-974, the Congress has
"neither endorsed nor prohibited the implementation of
the program." If it is approved these programs will be
changed to reflect the new administrative changes.

State and Local Impact
As the federal budget problems have increased,
funding for the refugee resettlement program repeatedly
has been cut back (see figures 1and2). Since 1981,
federal reimbursement for the costs incurred by serving
the AFDC-eligible population has decreased from 36
months to ·no reimbursement at all. States and localities
now pay for this group just as they pay for the cost of
services to legal immigrants. Similarly, since 1981
federal reimbursement for RCA and ~\1A has dropped
from 36 months of reimbursement to eight months.
Second, some humanitarian immigrants do not
qualify for federal income-maintenance programs or
resettlement assistance. Parolees do not qualify for the
Refugee Act benefits, neither do newcomers with
temporary protected status. There is no limit on the
number of parolees that INS may admit each year. States
and localities bear the cost of providing services to these
populations by the default of the federal government,
even though these immigrants have many of the same
needs of the refugees, asylees, and Cuban/Haitian
entrants who receive federal assistance.

Illegal Immigration and the Immigration Reform
and Control Act of 1986
There are a number of ways in which
unauthorized persons enter the United States. Some
stow away on vehicles entering the United States.
Others cross the 1,951-mile-long border by themselves
or with the aid of "coyotes," smugglers who arrange to
get foreigners into the country in exchange for money.
Some newcomers originally obtain legal permission to
enter but then overstay the time of residence provided
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for in their visas. Still others use forged documents to
enter the country.
During the 1980s, the number of persons in the
United States without legal permission increased rapidly
because jobs and wages were much more attractive in
the United States than in most other countries. Many
others wanted to be reunited with family members
already living in the United States. It is estimated that in
1980, between two million and four million
unauthorized people were in the United States. By 1986,
it was believed that the number had increased to
between three million and five million people.

In 1986, the Immigration Reform and Control
Act (IRCA) was passed to address this rise in illegal
immigration. It established employer sanctions (fines
and jail sentencing) for hiring unauthorized workers and
provided a one-time amnesty to allow unauthorized
migrants currently residing in the United States to apply
for legalization. IRCA granted amnesty to 2.6 million
unauthorized aliens who had lived in the United States
since 1982 ("pre-82s") or had performed special
agricultural work ("SAWs"). Pending some remaining
SAW applications, an additional 100,000 aliens may be
authorized. However, like the humanitarian newcomers,
the newly legalized were in great need of language
training, health care, education, and other social
services. And, as before, at first the federal government
recognized its responsibility to pay for this resettlement
assistance.
To minimize the impact on United States
taxpayers and to prevent the reduction of benefits to
disadvantaged citizens, the amnesty aliens were
temporarily denied access to federal programs based on
financial need (specifically, AFDC, Medicaid, and food
stamps). The State Legalization Impact Assistance Grant
(SLIAG) program was created to reimburse states for
the expenses they would incur by serving this
population during the five-year exclusion period.
SLIAG provides federal reimbursement to states for
costs incurred for public assistance, public health, and
education. Public assistance primarily includes the state
share of Medicaid and hospital and medical care for the
amnesty immigrants. The public health programs
include immunization, testing, family planning, and
preventive health screening. Educational services consist
mainly of instruction in basic English, American
government and history, and citizenship. Vocational
training is not covered under the SLIAG program.
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The IRCA legislation also increased border
enforcement and created the Systematic Alien
Verification for Entitlements (SAVE) system. SAVE
requires state and federal benefit-granting agencies to
verify that alien applicants for specific federal benefits
(AFDC, Medicaid, food stamps, unemployment
insurance, education loans and grants, and housing)
have the authorized legal status for participation in these
programs. Additionally, IRCA grants lawful permanent
resident status to Cubans and Haitians who entered
before 1982.
State and Local Impact

The good intentions that IRCA represented have
evaporated. The federal government has not been
forthcoming with the aid it promised in the program's
authorizing legislation. SLIAG was created as a fouryear, $4 billion program, with a seven-year spending
cycle, designed to allow for the anticipated higher
demand for assistance in the later years of the program.
States were pennitted to spend the 1988-1991
appropriations until 1994. However, beginning in 1990,
large portions of the promised SLIAG appropriations
were deferred to later fiscal years. After the FY 1993
SLIAG appropriation of $325 million, states were still
owed $812 million in SLIAG funds for FY 1994.
Second, the five-year exclusion from federal
assistance is ending for those who qualified for the
amnesty program in its first year 1987-1988. Therefore,
there will likely be increasing caseloads in the AFDC,
SSI, food stamps, and Medicaid programs and a
corresponding increasing state matching grant
requirement for state governments.
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Third, despite IRCA's early success in reducing
illegal entries, it is estimated that the number of
unauthorized migrants is increasing again. One measure
often used in estimating illegal entries is the number of
apprehensions reported by the Border Patrol. Some
increase this number to account for entrants who
successfully elude the Border Patrol. Others adjust the
number down, noting that aliens continue to cross the
border until they are successful in gaining entry, despite
the fact that they may be apprehended by the Border
Patrol many times, thereby inflating estimates of
unauthorized immigration. In fact, unauthorized aliens
are often commuters who return to their native countries
when they have earned some money, have completed
work or cannot find any, or miss their families; these
returns are not counted. Accounting for these factors, the
Urban Institute estimates that the net annual flow of
unauthorized migrants intending to reside permanently
in the United States is roughly 200,000.
Finally, the IRCA employer sanctions have
proved problematic. The GAO has found that employers
are discriminating against legal minority residents for
fear of violating the IRCA sanctions. Members of the
business community have complained that a black
market of fraudulent Social Security cards and drivers'
licenses makes compliance difficult. As a result, there
have been a number of congressional attempts to
eliminate employer sanctions, none of which have been
successful. Other members of Congress are interested in
creating tamper proof documents and improving the
employment eligibility verification system.
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CONCLU§iION
The 1980s showed the highest levels of
immigration in the United States since the tum of the
century. Even if recent immigration trends were
suddenly reversed, the diversity of ethnicity and race of
these recent arrivals will have lasting effects on our
public institutions, and will create new challenges for
state and local officials. How will health and social
service programs adjust to a multilingual, multicultural
population? How will school systems adapt to the needs
of children from 100 different countries? How can state
and local officials ensure that public services and
benefits are distributed equitably among the members of
the community?
Although the federal government has exclusive
jurisdiction over immigration, there is a lack of
responsibility for immigrants after their arrival. Federal
resettlement programs are piecemeal and inadequate.
Though more immigrants are arriving, funding has been
reduced or constrained for the few programs that assist
new immigrants to integrate into the economic, social,
and civic life of the United States.
In the absence of a comprehensive federal policy
to provide for refugees and immigrants, state and local
governments are creating immigrant policy. States and
localities implement programs required by federal law,
provide services mandated by the courts, and initiate
programs and policies to serve the specialized needs of
their new citizens.
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The number and diversity of the new
immigrants are creating new fiscal and social challenges
for state and local governments. The lack of a
comprehensive federal policy is compelling state and
local government to create immigrant policy, but
without adequate resources. Many state and local
governments are grappling with continuing budget
deficits. Although immigrants are valuable contributors
to the U.S. economy and pay taxes ($90 billion
according to one estimate), there is inequity in the flow
of immigrant revenues. Economists show that two-thirds
of revenues provided by immigrants flow to the federal
level, while only one-third flows to states and localities.
Yet the needs of the new arrivals cause states and
localities to incur significant costs, particularly for
education and health care. This disparity leads to
unreimbursed costs for state and local governments.
We have yet to see what immigration and
refugee policy will be for the 1990s. It is likely that the
new administration and Congress will re-examine
immigration laws and consider a restructuring of the
refugee program. Immigration reform should include the
following components: 1) program planning and
implementation at the community level to address
service needs and community relations and 2) a redress
of the fiscal inequity of immigrant revenues and costs
among the federal, state, and local levels.
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GLO§§ARY
The following immigrant categories and legal statuses
are also among the most numerous and frequently
used newcomer categories. Other categories are
defined in the text.

Amerasia.ns are Southeast Asian children fathered by
United States citizens and born in Southeast Asia.
Amerasians are eligible to emigrate to the United
States under various immigration laws. Spouses,
children, parents, or guardians may accompany the
immigrating Amerasian.

Cuban/Haitian entrants are in the "entrant" category
(legal status pending) which was originally created
for the Cuban and Haitian arrivals of 1980 and
allowed for this population to obtain work pennits
and to apply for public assistance. Title V of the
Refugee Assistance Act of 1980 extended eligibility
for refugee services to this population and to future
Cuban/Haitian arrivals in temporary status as a
parolee, asylum applicant, etc ..
Deferred enforced departure (DED) status is
awarded to immigrants at the discretion of the
executive branch. It awards work authorization and
temporary protection from deportation to its
recipients. It has been granted only to El Salvadorans
and Chinese students after the events of Tiananmen
Square.

Family unity entrants are immediate family members
of legalized aliens. These persons must have lived in
the United States since May 1988. Family unity
entrants are granted a stay of deportation and
pennitted to work in the United States; they receive
the same public benefits as the legalized alien family
member.
Naturalization is the process by which a foreign-born
individual becomes a citizen of the United States.
Naturalization requires that the person be over 18
years old, lawfully admitted to the United States,
reside in the country continuously for five years, and
have a basic knowledge of English and American
government and history.

Nonimmigrants are temporary visitors to the United
States who are allowed to enter the country for
specific periods of time with nonimmigrant visas.
Examples of nonimmigrants are students, tourists~
and business travelers. They are typically ineligible
for public benefits, but certain categories may obtain
authorization to work while in nonimmigrant status.
The permanently residing under color of law
(PRUCOL) status is a legal term that applies to
"aliens here (in the United States) under statutory
authority and those effectively allowed to remain here
under administrative discretion." PRUCOL status
means that an alien is considered to be legally
residing in the country for an indefinite period for the
purposes of determining benefit eligibility for public
assistance. PRUCOL is not a method of entering the
United States and applies only to public benefit
eligibility, and therefore it is not a legal, or
immigration, status like lawful permanent resident or
refugee.
·

Temporary protected status (TPS) aliens are
authorized to stay in the United States for a specified
limited time, during which they are eligible to work
and live in the country. After the time period expires,
either their status may be extended, or they may be
required to leave the country. Like asylum, TPS is
granted only to those already in the country. TPS is
awarded to whole classes of people, such as Lebanese
or El Salvadoran nationals, so that they can escape
civil unrest in their native countries.
Voluntary departure status can be awarded by an
immigration judge to a newcomer in deportation
proceedings. The newcomer must not have a criminal
history, agree to voluntarily leave the country, and
prove he or she has the financial means to do so.
Extended voluntary departure (EVD) status is a
grant of additional time to voluntarily leave the
country.

~
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APPEND!X

OYen·ie'w of ../~Jien Eligibility for F edera.l Programs

ALIEN'S STATIJS

I

AMNESTY
Section 245A
PRE-82 (3)

LPR (1)

REFUGEE
ASYLEE

PRUCOL(2)

AFDC

Yes

Yes

Yes (narrowly
defined)

SSI

Yes

Yes

Yes (broadly
defined)

Yes

Yes

Yes (broadly
defined)

Yes

PROGRAM

I

FAMILY
UNIT

TPS (5)

UNDOC(6)

Same as amnesty alien
(or until LPR)

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Same as amnesty alien
(or until LPR)

Emergency
services

Emergency
services

Yes

Same as amnesty
alien (or until LPR)

No

No

Section 210
SAW (4)

CASH

Unemployment
Insurance

Yes

Not for 5 years.unless 65 or
over, blind, or disabled

MEDICAL CARE

Medicaid

Yes

Yes (broadly
defined)

Yes

Full services for 65 &over.disabled,
or child under 18. Others limited
to emergency & pregnancy
services for 5 years.

FOOD
Not for 5 years,
unless 65 or over,
blind or disabled

Food Stamps

Yes

Yes

No

WIC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes .

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

School Lunch
& Breakfast

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Headstart, K-12

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Title IV Federal Loans

Yes

Yes

Maybe

Yes

Yes

Maybe

Maybe

No

Yes

Yes
(if workauthorized)

Yes

Yes

Yes
(if workauthorized)

Yes
(if workauthorized)

No

EDUCATION

ITPA

Yes

HOUSING & OTHER SERVICES

.

Federal Housin~

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Social Services
Block Grant

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

( l) LPR= legal pennanent residents

(4) SAW= seasonal agricultural workers

(2) PRUCOL= pennanently residing in the U.S. under color of law

(5) TPS= temporary protected status

(3) PRE-82= legalized aliens

(6) UNDOC= undocumented workers
Table prepared by the National Immigration Law Center, 1992. Reprinted with permission .
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UNDOCUMENTED ALIENS: MEASURES OF POPULATION AND IMPACTS

Karen A. Woodrow-Lafield

As a demographer at the U.S. Bureau of the Census for nine years hefore moving to
New Jersey, I authored and co-authored several national-level studies to measure the size of
the undocumented population and trends in undocumented migration to the United States.
My first study of undocumented immigrants involved

e~timating

the geot,rraphic distrihution

hy state based on the 1980 census. That study used aggregate statistics rather than individuallevel data on legal status of immigrants which are practically nonexistent.
My research. especiaHy an analysis of undocumented residents in November 1989.
was a major part of the effort to evaluate 1990 census coverage in mid-1991 . I prepared a
special evaluation of undocumented immigration for the 1980s. stating that the most likely
point estimate was 3.3 million undocumented residents in 1990. with the true number most
likely to fall between 1.9 and 4.5 million. and an absolute upper limit of 5.5 million. These
figures were very preliminary because the 1990 census count for

immigrant~

had not yet been

tabulated. My more recent research SUPJX>rts these figures for the 1990 date except that I am
reluctant to specify a number as the "best" or "point" estimate, preferring to

~-pecify

ranges.

The types of legal status and statuses that are neither legal nor illegal have multiplied so that
defining the legal immigrant population has become increasingly complex.
To summarize my aSsessment of undocumented immigration for the 1980s:
First, there was no measurable increase for 1980--1990 in the undocumented
immigrant population residing in the United States.
Second. undocumented immigration continued to contribute to U.S. population h'Towth
in the 1980s.
Third, the explanation for this contradiction lies in the fact that the Immigration
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Reform and Control Act of 1986 ( IRCA) led to legalization of 1. 7 million individuals
who had resided here in an unlawful status since hefore 1982.
Unfortunately, there has been very little research to assess undocumented immibrration
during the 1990s. If past trends have continued. the number of undocumented residents
nationally may now range between 2 and 6 million. Having worked on this topic for most of
professional career, I regret to say that there is a deplorable lack of data and resources for
addressing the issue of undocumented immigration, which may seem extraordinary given

it~

considernble importance but is less so given its complexity in time, space, and impacts.
The U.S. General Accounting Office reviewed progress in the study of undocumented
immigration during the 1980s, commending my research and the 1980 census study by Robert
Warren and Jeffrey Passel, for narrowing the range of estimates for total number of
undocumented residents. This report noted several data limitations, especially that there is
a lack of information on the geographic distribution of illegal and legal aliens. The
value of ~-uch information is noted for "policy and program evaluation, estimation of local
economic impacts, and assessment of cultural assimilation barriers" (p. 68). but in the ten
years since Jeffrey Passel and I published our research on the geographic distribution of
undocumented residents,

th~re

has not been a single advance in facilitating such research.

Immigration statistics are stiJJ in a state of neglect as reported by the Panel on Imrnigrdtion
Statistics of the National Academy of Sciences. There are serious inadequacies for addressing·
the major public policy questions, particularly for states and metropolitan areas.
There are two sets of numbers for undocumented residents by

~1ate

that appear to be

fir~1

set is "unofficial

in use for assessing costs of undocumented populations to states. The
estimates" of the U.S. Bureau of the Census.

I caution that this distribution is not at all
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comparable in methodological origin to the estimates that Jeffrey Passel and I described as
"unofficial estimates" of undocumented residents counted in the 1980 census. I have not seen
this distribution. I believe it is only a simplistically derived distribution for an evaluation of
1990 census counts by state of birth. It appears to be based on assuming that undocumented
immigrants are distributed by state as in my earlier work. It is not based on any
calculation of actuaJ undocumented immigration to states.
I developed sets of national-level estimates for undocumented residents counted in
surveys or living in the United States for 1983, 1986, 1988, 1989, and 1990 without
disaggregating any of those analyses to

~Ute-level.

If appropriate data had existed. I would

have done so during that ten-year period. This is not feasible because the INS no longer
requires aliens to register their addresses annually.
Further, as expected. the actual numbers of applications for amnesty under IRCA
differed from our estimates, especially in Texas, New York, Florida, and, to a lesser extent,
New Jersey. For New York and New Jersey, the majority of undocumented aliens probably
arrive originally as legal nonimmigrants and are highly mobile both in a geographic sense and
in terms of legal status. Many of the aliens admitted as lawful permanent residents had been
nonimmigrants, often as tourists.
Turning to the set of state-by state estimates of undocumented aliens released by the
INS, those estimates are partially based on an extremely useful database--the Nonimmigrant
Information System (NIIS). Several analyses of nonimmigrant overstays have been made by
INS, but this set represented the first effort to use an estimate of net nonimmigrant
overstays by country of origin as of a specific date.

c, 7f
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In my opinion, this series of estimates may be more accurate for states such as New
Jersey or New York than for California because of assumptions that I believe are made about
amnestied agricultural workers. Since I have seen only a brief description of the
methodology, I cannot fully address the limitations of these estimates. I believe that upper
and lower boundaries should have been specified given a number of judgment issues.
An obvious shortcoming is that the nonimmigrant overstay population changes rapidly.

The nonimmigrant overstay population in April 1994 may barely resemble this estimate as of
October 1992. Nonimmigrant arrivals increased by 9.7 percent for fiscal 1992; 19 percent
entered in New York or Newark. If the NHS data were maintained and processed. INS could
produce estimates of nonimmigrant overstays every six months, thus providing timely
information about this important source of undocumented immigrdtion.
A second major flaw is that the state-by-state distribution is not based on

undocumented immigration to states or on nonimmigrants to states who overstay their
visas. Rather. legaliz.ation applications by states were used to allocate the illegal alien totals
for countries of origin to states. For high air travel ports of the United States such as New
Jersey and New York. nonimmigrant overstays represent a more useful database than
apprehensions at the southern border. Finally, the INS

e~timates

also make no allowance for

foreign students who have discontinued studies without departing. For New Jersey and New
York, this component could be non-negligible.
In summary. I cannot offer a range or point estimate for undocumented aliens now in
New Jersey and I am critical of extant federal figures, particularly in focusing on individual
states rather than the relative distribution. Undocumented immigration is likely to persist in

...
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the 1990s and into the 21st century until there has been substantial economic development in
sending nations. From my current research on the population that legalized under IRCA. it is
clear that family and household members may be of diverse legal statuses so that making
these calculations is extremely complicated. Debate about costs of undocumented immigrants
should acknowledge uncertainty limits on the magnitude on the population. Also,
undocumented immigrants may be present for brief periods and never part of the true resident
population. Contributions as well as costs must be considered in this complex and
unobservable lifestyle and economy.
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HOWTOCOUNT

ILLEGALS
STATr ""STATE
Fit

.Su~"'~ kf

ounting the number of illegal
aliens in the United States is like
trying to shovel water. As long
as the blade of the shovel is under the surface. it feels as though you·ve
got something. But once you lift it. everything rapidly slips away.
The problem with counting illegal aliens j..,. that they are not supposed to be
here. Having been smart enough to gain
entry into the count!")". they are also sman
enough to stay away from those who
want to count them. But this does not
pre\'cnt people from trying. The results
of these attempts can be valuable to businesses. because illegals represent a huge
market and a potentially imponant labor
pool in some parts of the country.

James C. Raynumdo iJ the demographer
at the Cemerfor 811si11e.u and Ecnnnmic
Research ut the UnfrerJity of Alabama._
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~rcent

of illegals.

In attempting to estimate the numher
of illegals in the U.S .. researchers have
depended on a variety of sources. such as
the Current Population Sur"ey. deaths
recorded by the nation's vital-statis1ics
system. and Mexican census data. One
panicularly useful source is the 1980
U.S. census itself.
Roben Warren of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service and Jeffrey Passel
of &he Bureau of the Census compar~d
the number of noncitizens counted by the
1980 census with the number of legal
resident aliens counted by &he Immigration and ~aturalization Service. Warren
and Passel estimate that :? million illegals
were included in the 1980 census. and
that this figure represents the lower limit
on the total number of illegals in &he
country in 1980. The total number of
undocumented aliens living in the U.S. in
19~0 is bc:tween :?.5 and 3.5 million.
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11r

according to Census Bureau e"timatl!''Using the 19~0 cen~us and data from
the Immigration and Naturalization Sen.
ice. Passel and Karen \Voodro\\. abo of
the Bureau of the Cen..,us. estim:itL'd the
number of illegals counted in the 19~0
census by state. Over 80 percent. ~tecord
ing to their analysis. lived in just tin·
states: California. i'\c" York. Te\J,, Illinois. and Florida. California· :.ilone accounted for almost half of all the illegals
counted by the census.
ILLEGALS TODAY

Passel and Woodrow then went one step
fanher. Using infom1ation from the 1983
Current Population Survey. Pa~sel and
Woodrow estimated that the illegal popu·
lat ion is growing by bet ween I00.000
and 300.000 a ~ear. Assuming the midpoint of :?00.000. it is simple to m;.ike a
rough estimate of the number of illegal'
currently in the t .S.
Add 200.000 ilkgals a ye~1r 10
Passel's total 1980 es1irnate of 2.5 to 3.5
million. and th~ result is a 1987 estimate
of .i to 5 million illegab in the L'.S. But
in estimating illegals by state. the best
~tarting point is not Passel ·s total esti·
mate for illegals in 1980. but the 2 mil·
lion illegals counted by the census. Thi"
is because intercensal estimates of the
nation's population use the 1980 ccn . . u-.
results as the base population for the e-.11mates. Therefore. any illegals counted in
the cen~us will al . . 0 be reflected in the
current estimatt:s. In addition. somt: ille·
gals may also appear in the admmistra·
ti\'e records that the bureau usc:s to pro·
duce state popul;.1tion e"timates. like dri\ ·
ers· licenses and school enrnllmcnt
figures. The ta . . k. then. is tl) calculate
how many of the estimated st:ue residents are i lie gal.
Staning with the 2 million figure and
adding to it :?00.000 illegals a year results in a 19~7 total of 3.5 million illegal"

-~~

.· .- .-
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-
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ESTIMATING ILLEGALS
Onl~

about I percent of C.S. residents are illegal aliens. but 6 percent

Jrl' illegal in California.
total population and e~limated illegal population ror
rhe ten states l'ith the greate't number of illegals. 191f71

t

total
population

illegals

percent
illegals

C.il1fomia .......................... .

:!7.66~.000

1.74:!.343

'c'"

17.8:!5.000

39!U53

16.789.000

316.480

1.9

11.58:!.000

2:!9.703

2.0

Florida .............................................................................. ..

l:!.0:!~.000

l.~tl.I

'\c'-' Jer~ey ......................................................................... .

7.671.000

York ................ .

Tc\.1~

.................... ..

ll!inor~

.................................. .

6JC:i
:!.:!

:! I

I. I

6:!.956

0.8
1.0

\ 1rginia ............................. .

s.9o.i.ooo

57.851

\far: land ........................... ..

4.535.000

5H48

I.:!

·\rrLona ................................................................................

3.386.000

4:!.538

1.3

\\'a,hmgton .........................................................................

4.538.000

37.43J

0.8

------

Our
Subscriber
Service
is as close
as your
telephone

1.4
' T,,ral L .S population ....................................................... .. :!HJW.000
3..500.000
S''"'' r Bu1, i.Ju ·•r rh,· Cc·,,,,,, '''1'• r11pul.1'1''" "'''"'"'n !"' /y,,um.1 &Jutif,., 'l"H:rt1t1/c\ .if

t!/1·:.:uh

.ni

/11J,·,,1 ·n

:11,.,,. c'~'"''"''"' .,, ''"'''

l'.S. \\ho are likely to~ included of thc'.\e applicanh 'hnuld be a\·ailahle
,rate and n<.1tional population esti- later thi~ year.
Like the e~timates of the number of
nure .... B> a.,suming the ..;ame di...rributi1 in of illegals as Passel and Woodrow illegals in this country. estimates of their
e'tirnated in 1980. California's 1.7~ mil- impact on the Li.S. var~. Some argue that
li1 in illegab easily place it at the top of illegals take jobs away from citizens.
the li~t in 1987. ~ew York is next with an while others argue that these are jobs that
e--iimated ~00.000. followed by Tex.as no one else wants. In some circum"ith 317.000. Illinois with 230.000. and stances. a plentiful supply of cheap. unFlorida with 136.000. The states with • skilled labor may keep costs down for
fl?\\. if any. illegals include \1ontana. consumers: in other cases. it may only
\'1.'rmont. South Dakota. New Hamp- reduce the incentive for indu~tries to
,flire. Hawaii. and Maine.
modernize.
Many say that illegals are a drain on
The Immigration Refonn and Control
..\...:t of 1986 provided amnesty for ille- government services. But many illegals
gals who could prove they had lived pay taxes. And since many are afraid to
cnntinuously in the Cnited State~ since take advantage of go\ emment sen. ices.
fonuary I. 198~. About 1.4 million ille- some may contribute more in taxes than
pls applied for amnesty by the \-lay they use in services. Still. the cost of
1988 deadline. lJnder another provision. educating the children of illegals is a
an additional half million illegal fann financial burden left to local govern\\ orkers have also applied for legaliza- ments.
Whatever the cost to governments.
tion-but the deadline for this application won "t be reached until ~ovember. illegals are a boon to business both as
S1;.ite-by-state estimates of the numbers consumers and workers.
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STATE..l\IBNT TO THE ASSEMBLY LABOR COI\1MITTEE
ON ILLEGAL ALIENS
APRIL 11, 1994

THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR SHARES YOUR CONCERNS IN REGARD TO THE
IMPACT OF THE ILLEGAL/UNDOCU1\1ENTED WORKERS ON THE NEW JERSEY
WORKFORCE AND ITS ECOMONY.

AS THE DEPARTMENT THAT CLOSELY MONITORS THE CONDITTONS OF THE
WORKFORCE WE REALIZE THAT ILLEGAL ALIEN LABOR HAS A SIGNIFICANT
IMPACT ON OUR WORKERS. WE HA VE SEEN GRAPHIC EVIDENCE OF THE
INJURIES DONE TO THE LEGITIMATE WORKERS AND TO THE UNDOCIJME.1'TED
WORKERS THEMSELVES AS THE RESULT OF THE STATE'S INABILITY TO
EFFECTIVELY REGULATE THEIR EMPLOYMENT. UNLESS WE CAi"l IDENTIFY
THESE WORKERS AND PROVIDE THEM WITH SOME PROTECTION THEY WILL
CONTINUE TO 11\fi>ACT THE STATE'S ECONOMY.

WE ARE HAPPY TO WORK WITH THE COl\.fM.ITI'EE TO SEEK LEGISLATIVE
SOLUTIONS TO THESE PROBLEMS AND LOOK FORWARD TO THE SPEEDY
11\fi>LEMENTATION OF THOSE EFFORTS.

77'1

ASSEMBLY LABOR COMMITTEE PUBLIC HEARING ON
ILLEGAL ALIENS
APRIL 11, 1994

Question #1:

What impact does the influx of IDegal Aliens (IA's} have on the labor force for the
state?

Answer #1:
The Department has been actively investigating complaints received from public officials, law
enforcement agencies and the general public concerning the employment of illegal aliens (IA's).
Because most illegal aliens are paid in cash, no legal record of their employment is maintained.
We encounter major problems in the enforcement of minimum wage/overtime requirements and
uncollected unemployment and disability insurance payroll taxes. We have found through our
dealings with undocumented workers in our Asbestos Control and Licensing program that illegal
aliens can purchase counterfeit documents for as little as $60 to assist in their fraudulent claims
for unemployment and disability insurance and Department of Labor (DOL) permits and
licenses.
The number of registered garment manufacturing firms has dropped form 1,500 in 1989 to a
current 1,060 in 1994. The enforcement sweeps conducted by state and federal labor officials
are finding more unregistered factories employing exclusively illegal aliens. This trend has
reduced the amount of registration fees that DOL collects and has created unfair competition for
legitimate firms.
The Office of Wage and Hour Compliance has addressed the matter of IA' s by entering into a
cooperative/joint enforcement. program with the US Department of Labor and the US
Immigration and Naturalization Service. A joint training session is to be conducted on April 8,
1994 to instruct our representatives on the method to determine whether a worker is an illegal
alien.

Question #2:
What are the projections of the amount of megal Aliens in the labor force?

Answer #2:
In the current environment it is impossible to accurately forecast the number of illegal aliens in

New Jersey. The fact that they are invisible and illegal isolates them from the laws and
protection provided to legal residents and workers.
The only data available was from known public sources -- U.S. Census Bureau and the
Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) -- which indicates the figure to be somewhere
between 70,000 and 125,000. (See attachment #1). The U.S. Census Bureau's "unofficial
estimate based on an experimental method" of the "undocumented population" was 70,000 for
the State of New Jersey in 1993. The INS estimated that the "resident illegal alien population"
for the State was 125,000 as of October 1992. INS's methodology differs from that of the
Census Bureau, so the numbers are not comparable.

Question #3:
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Answer #3:

The United States Department of Labor is mandated to ensure that employers and U.S.
authorized workers are not adversely affected by the influx of alien workers.
The New Jersey DCJ>¥Unent of Labor receives funding to process employer requests to the
USDOL for certification that there are no qualified persons authorized to work in the United
States available for the job the employer wishes to fill. The type of jobs for which certification
is requested range from live-in domestics, to physicians, to high level management positions.
The Office of Alien Labor Certification is responsible for this process in New Jersey. They are
involved with determining availability· of qualified U.S. authorized workers and prevailing wage
determinations for applications for both temporary and permanent job openings.
Investigators from the Immigration and Naturalization Service have access to all alien labor
certification files. In addition, complaints from the public regarding employment of illegal aliens
are passed on to the Enforcement Section in Newark. We also give INS the names of employers
who file applications for five or more aliens.

1'1f

Con't Answer #3:
Since the passage of the Immigration Act of 1986, employers are required to have a completed
I-9 for all new employees. In addition, the employer is subject to fines based on each illegal
alien employed and the frequency with which the employer is found to have violated the law.
Sufficient penalties are in place to punish the employer who hires illegal aliens, however, the
real problem lies with illegal aliens who work "off the books". These workers leave no paper
trail. The only way to identify the employer and determine the status of the employees is an on
the job site visit.
Farm jobs previously filled by migrant workers from Puerto Rico are now being taken by IA' s
living in New Jersey who do not require housing provided by the farmers. This information
comes from our field investigators in the Division of Workplace Standards who inspect the farms
and interview the workers.
The Department is also concerned that undocumented workers/illegal aliens are being issued
NJDOL permits to perform asbestos abatement work, however, we have unable to prevent this.
The Preamble to the Asbestos Control & Licensing Act (N.J.S.A. 34:5A-32) finds that when
asbestos work is improperly performed it is "detrimental to the Sate's interest, and that of its
citizens, in terms of wage loss, insurance, medical expenses, disability compensation payment,
family life, preservation of human resources and unfair competition to crafspersons, their union
and their employers". Similar to the known exploitation of migrant workers, illegal aliens in
the asbestos abatement industry are more likely to be taken advantage of by unscrupulous
employers and are more susceptible to abuse. An unscrupulous employer might pay the illegal
asbestos worker lower wages, provided little or no benefits, and not submit Federal or State
payroll deductions as required because that illegal worker will not complain to Federal or Sate
agencies and risk deportation. That same illegal alien asbestos abatement worker is likely not
to have any of the intensive medical screening/physicals required by law in this hazardous
industry, and is much more likely to be taken advantage of by not being provided the required
respiratory protection and/or personal protective equipment. The employer also may not conduct
all or any of the necessary exposure monitoring to ensure the safety of these workers. Personal
protective equipment and engineering controls used to ensure worker health and safety as
required under the Federal Occupational Health and Safety Administration are normally costly
to the employer. UndocumeQted asbestos workers do not complain to governmental bodies and
their employers are aware of that. As a result, unscrupulous contractors realize significant
saving and create unfavorable competition to those contractors who are law abiding.
The only tool that NJDOL may use to discourage IA's from applying is the suspend/revoke
permits or to administratively penalize individuals up to $500 for the submission of a false social
security number (SSN) pursuant to N.J.A.C. 12: 120-3.5 (b)(2). However, the department must
first discover the fraud and verify that a false SSN was provided on an asbestos application for
an asbestos abatement worker permit. We have no means of easily verifying social security
numbers without the cooperation of the Social Security Administration.

Con't Answer #3:

The Department does not have the authority to enforce immigration and naturalization laws
which the Federal Justice Department is empowered to enforce. Also, the NJD'OL does not have
the authority to enforce social security laws. Lack of enforcement on a federal level of the IA
problem permeates all facets of the industry .

.Question #4:
What

t~

oC fringes or benefits do Illegal Aliens receive?
al pensio111>enefits? b) health care? c) other?

Answer #4:

Legislation and procedures exist for denying benefits to unauthorized alien workers. Current
unemployment insurance claims applications include a question on citizenship and space for the
alien registration number. Similar language does not exist in the temporary disability benefits
law and under the terms of a recent New Jersey Superior Court decision, Mateo Coria vs Board
of Review and National Fence Systems, individuals who do not posses work authorization by
the INS cannot be denied disability benefits solely for that reason. The Division of Workers
Compensation does award benefits to employees injured on the job.
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Answer #5:

Sophisticated cross matches of social security number (SSN) between our Wage Record Database
and INS and the Social Security Administration (SSA) would be effective if INS and SSA would
then take appropriate action based upon this information. It is also time to develop a better
system for sharing information with the federal and other state agencies.
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April 11, 1994

TO:

Members,

FROM:

Regina Purce I
Associate Dire~or for Socj.al Concerns

RE:

Immigration and the Impact of
Undocumented Aliens in New Jersey

Assem~~~

iR\

Labor Committee

On behalf of the New Jersey Catholic Bjshops, I am
pleased to have the opportunity to testify at today's public
hearing on immigration and the impact of undocumented aliens on
New Jersey's economy. This is an issue of great jmportance to
the Catholic Church which has a long history of welcomi.ng service
to immigrants and is deeply concerned with the growing hostility
nationwide toward immigrants. This hostiljty is expressed by
some in our society by publicly blaming the current economic and
social difficulties on foreigners who have come here seeking a
new life.
As Archbishop Theodore E. Mccarrick of Newark, Chairman
of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops' Committee on
Migration, has stated, "in the context of Catholic social
teaching and in the light of our Judea-Christian heritage, such
an attitude is not acceptable." In their recent statement on
immigrants, the United States Catholic Bishops note that some
public officials in ·our country are calling for or initiating
public policies that tend to foster an attitude of selfishness
and greed, racism and cultural bias.
"There are some," they
state, "who would even go so far as to restrict basic health and
educational services which are due by right to every human
being." The Catholic Bishops reject this mentality and call for
a change of heart and a renewed commitment as a nation and as a
state to solidarity with immigrants and refugees. Our biblical
tradition, the social teachings of the Church and our nation's
history all provide a strong basis of support for immigrants, the

RPpre'if'nting the Archdiocese of Newark, Diocese of Camd!'n, DinCE''i£' of MNudl£'n.
Dioce~e of Paterson, Diocese of Trenton and Byzantine Catholic Di<>cf'sf' of P.1'i'iJic

Bishops point out in their statement. Jesus' own words: "I was a
stranger and you welcomed me" (Mt. 26:35) should be our guiding
ethic and action. At a time of continuing deep recession and
general anxiety about the future for so many, the temptation to
blame immigrants is all too easy. The Bishops call us to resist
this temptation. Rather than reject immigrants, they say, we
should reject the political cynicism of the anti-foreigner
sentiment.
This anti-foreigner sentiment is often fueled by
misconceptions and erroneous reporting about immigration -- both
legal and undocumented. According to a recent paper from the
Carnegie Endowment on "Immigration's Effects on the United
States," both legal and undocumented immigrants are largely drawn
from the same pools of a sending society's prospective immigrants
and are substantially similar in demographic characteristics and
in labor market performance. Research also indicates that the
effect of both groups on the earnings of all native workers are
similar and very small. A new study by economists at Ohio
University, "Immigration and Unemployment: New Evidence,"
concludes that "there is no statistically meaningful relationship
between immigration and unemployment.
Immigrants expand total
output and demand for labor, offsetting the negative effects that
a greater labor supply might have.
Immigrants tend to be highly
productive and promote capital formation through high savings
rates. They fill vital niches at the ends of the skill spectrum,
doing low-skilled jobs that native Americans rebuff (at
prevailing wages) as well as sophisticated high-skill jobs." (New
York Times, 3/29/94)
Accurate data about undocumented immigrants is very
hard to come by. One economist, Rice University's Donald Huddle,
clafms that legal and undocumented immigrants cost $42.5 billion
more each year than they pay in taxes. Others, such as Jeffrey
Passel of the Urban Institute, a Washington, D.C. think-tank,
says that Huddle's numbers are completely wrong and that
immigrants in fact pay $28.7 billion more in taxes than they cost
in services such as education and welfare. The truth is that no
one knows exactly how much immigrants cost or benefit society.
"That's because information about individual's income, taxes and
use of social services isn't available -- for immigrants or for
anyone else. So social scientists make estimates and different
estimates produce different results." (USA Today, 3/18/94) As
one author on the subject concludes, "the choice of methodologies
contributes to the problem." The results of the case study
approach often differ markedly from those studies which look at
the overall effects in the national, regional or local labor
market. ("Immigration's Effects on the United States,"· Demetrios
Papedemetriou, 1/3/94)
-2-

By law, undocumented immigrants are barred from
recejving federal welfare payments and a range of other benefits,
including food stamps and unemployment compensation.
According
to an April 1992 report published by Congressional Quarterly,
"fearing deportation, few (undocumented aliens) file for the
income tax refunds owed them and the vast majority are too young
to apply for Social Security benefits -- even if they dared.
They come to the United States to work, not to go on welfare."
It is of concern that taxes paid by undocumented aliens flows to
the federal government while the services they do use -- such as
education -- are used at the state and local levels. We support
the redistribution of federal revenues to states that are
particularly affected by immigration.
In conclusion, we wish to stress that respect for human
dignity and human life is not debatable.
Human dignity is not
determined by social class, citizenship, race, or ethnicity. We
join Cardinal Roger Mahoney, Archbishop of Los Angeles, in
stating that "immigrants living in this country -- documented or
undocumented -- need to have access to those things necessary to
sustain and develop life in all its dimensions.
This includes
access to all basic necessities for a decent living." We must
recognize the immigrant as a sister or brother --not the enemy;
as an opportunity to strengthen our community -- not a problem to
be solved.
RP:me.
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Honoreble Petrick Rome, Cheirperson
As&embly Labor Committee
New Jersey State Legislature
Legislative Office Building, CN-068
Trenton, NJ 08625-0068
Re: Public Hearing regarding undocumented alien& in New Jersey
Dear Sir:
I am writing a& Legislative Committee chair of the New Jersey
Im~igration Policy Network.
The Network i& a coalition of
religious end ethnic organization&, social service agencies,
labor union& and interested individual& who are seeking fair and
humane immigration policies.
Several weeks ago I waa here on behalf of the Network &peeking to
a senate committee considering proposed legislation regarding
aliens.
One of those bill& I believe i& pertinent to the
con&ideratioris of this committee. S. 303 would establish within
the Department of Labor a Council on Illegal Aliens consisting of
14 members representing differing interest groups.
That bill was
amended to include representative& of those providing services to
immigrants.
A& reconstituted, this council would provide a
mechanism to study the impact of aliens on the state.
Such a
counci: could carefully analyze the variety of statistics be1n9
publicized.
: would repeat the comment ! made to thet co~~itte~,
tha~ i& such a council should also look at the po&itive impact of
a:iens on the New Jersey economy.

:t

is easy to claim undocumented alien& are a drain on the
This how~ver i& not an uncontroverted feet.
A
Busines~ ~e~k stu~y showed that aliens contributed much more in
~~xes t~an they received in benefits.
!n e si~ilar vain. two
researchers were quoted in the March 28, 199~ i&&ue of the ~a:l
Street Journal regarding a study they conducted for the Alexis
de Tocoueville Institute.
They concluded that there i& no
correl~tion between high unemploy~ent and high immigration.
Recent •tudie& in California inferring that state'• current
econo~ic proble•• ia related to the high number of i~Migrants moy
merely be acapegoating for the layoff& in the aero-apace
industri••·
e~ono~y.

The elimination of the influx of aliens whether docu~ented or not
into this state if it were po&&ible would not eliminate thie
state's unemployment.
Alien& ere filling position& that New
Jerseyon& may not want to do.
~any indu&trie& in this state are
dependent on this labor force.
The employers praise the
willingness to work end reliability of these workers.
Reco9nition should also be given to alien owned business which in
~urn provide Jobs.

misconstrue wh&t I am &ayin~.
I am not advocatin~ a
for our laws.
7here are federal statutes re9ard1ng
the emp:oyment of worker& without proper immigration document&.
E~ployers are subJect to fines for violation of those laws.
As
there are already law& regarding wages and working conditions
which can be enforced.
~o

no~

d~srespec~

When there is concern re9ardin9 aliens working and not paying
taxes, the attention may be misdirected to the worker.
The
a~erican citizen employer i& probably not paying hi& taxes
either.
Thi& i& a cost born by the rest of us taxpayer& also.
Again there are laws already in existence that could be enforced.
The denial of health care or other services to &omeone who doe&
not pres~nt an acceptable document to the service provider may
lead to unJu&t and unfortunate result&.
The experience we have
had with the Division of ~otor Vehicles which has such
restrictions is unacceptable.
Many individuals with proper
docu~ents have and are being reJected for drivers' licenses.
They have had to seek assistance from various immi9rant aide
agencies or attorneys to seek resolution of the problem which
hcve taken weeks or could not be adequately resolved.
This would
be mu:tiplied if more agencies were involved and the conse~uences
might be more critical than the delay in the issuance of a
drivers' 11cense.
What is accomplished? The fact that the alien did not present an
acceptable document may not mean he or she i& undocumented or
that he/she is not paying their taxes.
Nor is there a guarantee
that the U. 5. citizen is paying their taxes for that matter.
Ac~ions cirected to the so-called undocumented ore freu~ht
cienser for di&crimination to the documented forei9n born.

w~t~

In &peeking in favor 0£ immigrants the Statue of Liberty and
Ellis !&land are often invoked.
Having been born, raised and
educ~ted in New Jeraey, I
have alway& felt that these landmarks
were part of New Jersey.
I would hope that this committee and
the le~islature of this &tate will keep the Statue in front of
Liberty Park a& a welcoming symbol to immigrant& into this state
and not look at as having turned her back to New Jersey.
I wish to thank you for the opportunity to pre&ent the&e ideas.
The Network remain& willing to assist the legislature in ~ny way
it can regarding issues of immigrant&.

v~,
Rc•ber
Chair,,

!&sues Com mi t.t.ee

New Jers~y Immigration Policy Network
273 Oliver Street, Newark, NJ 07105
(201) 589-0300 (201) 589-0061 (Fax)
STEERING COMMITTEE
Category
1.

Civil Riehts and
De!ense Orranizations

Lourdes Santiaeo. Esq.
Korona, Beides, Eaton:·Mark & Santiaeo
l Journal Square Plaza
Jersey City, NJ 07306
(201) 858-9000 PAX (201) 858-5008
Denis Johnston
APSC 1. .1rrant Rirhts Proeraa
972 Broad St., 6th tloor
Newark, NJ 07102
.(201) 643-1924
PAX (201) 643-8924
Aaerican Civil Liberties Union
2 Washinrton Place
Newark, NJ 07102
(201) 642-2088
PAX (201) 8l2-8523

2.

Coamunity-Based/Ethnic
Orranizations

Esther Chavez
Center tor Central Aaerican Returees
525 East Front Street
Plainfield, NJ 07060
(908) 753-8730 PAX (908) 753-8463
David Mallach (Network Treasurer)
United Jewish Federation
901 Route 10
Whippany, NJ 07981
(201) 884-4800 Ext. 175 PAX (201) 884-7361
Prank T. Carvill (Network Secretary)
Irish Iaairration Retora Moveaent
391 Paaaaic Ave.
Carlstadt, NJ 07072
(212) 839-7051
PAX (212) 466-0514

.
3.

Labor Unions

Rerine Dupuy Mccalla
52 Boyden Parkway
Maplewood, NJ 07040
(201) 762-0496 FAX (call first for fax)
Ira Stern
New Jersey Re1ion, ILGWU
2 Central Avenue
Newark, HJ 07102
(201) 623-0244
PAX (201) 624-1441
Eric Pierson
Local 32B-32J
Service Eaployeea International Union
1418 Norri• Avenue
Union, New Jersey 07083
(908) 964-1480 PAX (908) 686-6934

4.

Social Service Arencies

Dr. Nicholas V. Montalto
International Inatitute ot NJ
880 Berren Avenue
Jersey City, NJ 07306
(201) 853-3888 PAX (201) 983-0252
Georre Pieraro (Network Vice Chair)
Catholic CoaaunJty Services
Special Services Division
269 Oliver Street
Newark, NJ 07105
(201) 589-0300 PAX (201) 589-0061

Jean Martorana
Catholic Fa•ily & Co•mun!ty Services
10 Jackson St.
Paterson, NJ 07501
FAX (201) 523-1150
(201) 279-7100
Charles Bergstresser (Network Chair)
Lutheran Social Ministries of NJ
120 Route 156
Yardville, NJ 08620
(609) 585-0909. FAX (609) 585-0511
Morton A.. Schwartz
Jewish Vocational Services
111 Prospect St.
East Orange, NJ 07017
PAX (201) 674-7773
(201) 674-3672
5.

Immigration Attorneys

Robert Frank, Esq.
60 Park Place, Suite 1304
Newark, NJ 07102
(201) 642-1111
FAX (201) 642-0022
Edwin Rubin, Esq.
Rubin & Oornbaum
744 Broad St., Suite 1300
Newark, NJ 07102
PAX (201) 623-6839
(201) 623-4444

6. Education/Religious/Other

Iris Martinez-Arroyo
Office of Bilingual Education
2 Cedar Street, 9th Floor
Newark, NJ 07102
(201) 733-8319
FAX (201) 733-8701
Joyce Phipps, Esq.
Seton Hall Center tor Social Justice
833 Mccarter Parkway
Newark, NJ 07102
(201) 462-8290
FAX (201) 642-5939
The Rev. Wilaot T. Merchant
St. Paul's Episcopal Church
452 VanHouten Street
Paterson, NJ
(201) 278-7900
PAX

7.

Mailing List Only

Carol Condon, Ph.D.
Kean College
190 Kent Place Boulevard
Suaait, NJ 07901-1~18
Dawn Miller, Esq.
Legal Services of New Jersey
100 Metroplex Drive
P.O. Box 1357, Suite 402
Edison, NJ 08818-1357

Reiina M. Purcell
New Jersey Catholic Conference
211 North Warren Street
Trenton, NJ 08618
(609)
FAX

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Dor is Martin
Coordinator
NJ Iaai~ation Policy Network
273 Oliver Street
Newark, NJ 07105
(201) 589-0300
Fax (201) 589-0061
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STATE OF NEW JERSEY
L!O:-:ARD

T. CONNORS, JR.

so:s,\TOtt -

9TH D1sTn1cT

9TH DISTRICT LEGISLATIVE OFFICES
620 WtST L.i.C£Y ROAD
FORKED JltVER, NJ 06731
609·693·6700

JEZ'FREY W. :MORAN
Ass~:.\tUl.Y:.CA~ -

CnR!STOPH&:R
ASSt)IDl.YM.\N -

9TH DIST!t!C':'

J.

CONNORS

9Tll DISTRICT

908-240-0266

January 5, 1994

Governor Elect Christine Todd Whitman
Gubernatorial Transition Office
28 West State Street
8th Floor
Trenton, New Jersey 08625
~e:

FAXed to 609-633-9545

REQUEST FOR f4-W JERSEY TO FlLE SIMILAR SUIT >.S
STATE OF FLORIDA AGAINST FEDERJ..L GOVERNMENT ~O
RrDUCE FLQW OF ILLEGc.L .1f.LIENS .~D RECOUP STATE RE'flENUES
FCR SOC.,.,U, SERVICE PROGRA"!S BENEF'ITING ILLEGALS

Dear Governor

Elec~ Whit~an:

On December 30, 1993, Florida Governor Lawton Chiles launched a
suit against the Ur.ited States Government for its failure to cont=ol
~he tidal wave of illegal aliens affecting his State and to try to
recove= ~axpaye= funds that have been spent for social service
programs for illegals there.

Cer~ainly, we are fully cognizant and understanding of the
eno:-=.ous problems and very diff icul~ decisions that your new
Ac~i~ist=a~icn will ~e facing in the weeks and months ahead as you
char~ a new di:ection for New Jersev.
3ut, we truly believe that
the illegal alien proble~ has reached crisis proportions in New
Jersey and we, =espectfully, ask that this issue receive your
priority attention.

1'.ccordingly, we for:nally urge that you direct Attorney Gene=alno~inee

Deb~a

Po~~tz

to

ins~itute,

o~

behalf of the citizens and

taxpaye=s of New Jersey, a parallel s~it against the United states
Government in the United States Dist=ict Court of New Jersey to
dema~d that our Federal Government take back control of our borders
and reimburse to the citizens and ~axpayers of New Jersey ~he
~illions upon ~illions of ~ax dollars ~hat have been paid out in
social se=vice program be~efits to illegal aliens.

Printed or. Rt~ycled Peper

Jam!ary 5, 1994
Governor ~lect Christine Teed

Whit~an

Page 2
New Jersey is among six States, including New York, California,
Texas and Illinois, where a=ou~ 90 percent of the illegal
aliens and le;al i~.migran~s are concentrated.
Flo~ida,

In Florida's suit, Governor Chiles esti~ates tha~ taxpayers in
that State paid at least $i39 million in 1992 fer health care,
education, housing and various other social services ~o aliens. The
Dade county Florida Hospital estimates that $300 million has been
soent on the care of undocu.~ented aliens in the last three years
aione.

calif ornia Governor Pete Wilson has charged that taxpayers ir.
his State are doling out about $2.3 billion annually for direc~ and
indirect social service benefits to an estimated two million aliens
there.
Other States, including Texas, Illinois, New York and
California, have either a~tempted suits against the Federal.
Goverttment in =ecent years er filed vigorous complaints about
Washington's total failure to control our borders and to provide
states with the funding to cope with the ast=onomical costs of
social services to illegal aliens and le9~l immigrants.
by

As. a di:-ect example of the impact closer to home, a 1990 study
Center for Immigration Studies estimated that about 24,100

~he

foreign born residents of New Jersey were receiving Welfare benefi~s
year, collecting on average about $3,600.
·

tha~

Yesterday, cur 9th Dist~ict Delegation directed Legislative
Sta:!'f to survey various S~ate sources, including OLS, to try to
cevelop some perspective as to what costs are being borne by New
~e=sey taxpaye=s in ~er~s o~ social service benefits to illegal
aliens. ?reliminary information presented to us suggests that an
es~i~ated !00,000 illegal aliens presently residing in New Jersey
may be receiving be~~een $25 - $50 million in various social service
prog~ams funded through the State Budget.
!t is believed that there
is a vast unde=ground network su?plying counterfeit documents to
illegal aliens who, in turn, utilize the~ to obtain social service
be~ef i~s through various government agencies.
Thi~

conclusion is substantiated by just two published

repor~s

las~ April.
The Federal !~J"ni;=ation and Nat~ralization Service, the
uni~ec States State Depa=~~ent and the s~ate Police conducted
separa~e r~ids for alleged phony document f orqing operations in
A~lantic City and Passaic, in one instance arresting 60 individuals

at

si~ loca~icns

for allegedly producing and selling fake Social
forms and other
used as a ~echanism
to obtain.dr4v~=s' licenses, Social Security benefits, jobs and even
State Casino Licenses !or e~ployr.ient in Atlantic City.
Sec~rlty Cards, birth certifica~es, i:unigraticn
doc~ments.
~hese phony coc~men~s are, in turn,

P.03
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Christine Todd

Whit~an

Packages of the f or9ed documents were reportQdly being sold to
illegal aliens for prices ran9in9 between $900 to $1,200 each.
In June, the State Depart~ent of Labor conducted a raid and
investigation of a school construction project in the region. At
least 16 illegal alien Chinese laborers were working on this
taxpayer funded project. These illegal aliens had false
identification documents and told investiqators that they had come
to the United States on boats and that they bad paid $5,000 for
passage. These illegals stated that they were living in a camp in
the northern part of the State and that they had been working on the
project for approximately ei9ht months.
The illegal aliens claimed to be makinq $32.50 per hour in
cash. Apparently, if substantiated, these illegal aliens were
paying no Federal or State income taxes, Unemployment Compensation
taxes, Social security or any of the other responsibilities that
citizens of this Country are obliged to fulfill.
Since March of 1993, our 9th District Delegation has taken a
leadership role in addressing this problem, introducing a sweeping
bill package to require that individuals directly or indirectly
receiving State moneys or privileges are certified that they are not
unauthorized aliens and a measure to establish a Council on Illegal
Aliens within the Oepart~ent of Labor to examine the scope of the
problem and its impact on taxpayers and to develop reco~.mendations
and solutions. These initiatives followed the CBS •60 Minutesn
nationwide newscast that docU?nented the illegal alien crisis right
here in New Jersey's backyard.
INS officials are already stopping an average of ten people
each day for trying to illegally enter the country at Newark Airport
and "60 Minutes" found that, perhaps, as many as 15,000 illegal
aliens are attemp~ing to enter the country each year at Kennedy·
Airport. The illegal problem is chronic. Federal officials believe
that at least 230,000 illegal aliens are harbored in the greater
Metropolitan New York City/New Jersey Region.
Illegal aliens are infiltrating the Atlantic City casino
and ~any o~her service and manufacturing industries around
the State. They are taking jobs from Anlerican Citizens,
!ndus~ry

contributing significantly to chronic unemployment, and driving

Ar.lerican workers to the unemployment and welfare lines.
The epidemic is ciminishing the effectiveness of affirmative
action progra~s fer native born Black Americans, pursuant to the
January 2, 1994 Newhouse News Service article enclosed with this
correspcndenc:e.

P.~
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We are seeking your leadership to put New Je=sey at the
!ore!ror.~ in cracking down en this crisis.
New Jersey and A?:\e~ica
are under siege by illegal aliens ~ho are strainir.g our social
service programs and resources, di=inishinq ~he social !abric of ou:
communities and dir.uning hcpe and opportunity fer our citizens anc
families.

It is ou~ view that the taxpayers of New Jersey should not be
forced to foot the bill and subsidize illegal aliens who have no
legal standing in our Country. The United States Government has
~iserably !ailed to enforce its own Fede~al laws and to fulfill its
legal and moral obligations to pay the costs associated with those
failures. While Alnerica must continue our position as the light of
!reedom fo= the world, a distinction must be drawn be~ween political
refugees·frorn 'the vestiges of Communism and tyrannical dictatorships
as opposed to illegal aliens.
The Federal Government has opened up our borders to the degree
that immigration is now at its highest point since the turn of the
20th Century, with more than l.2 million people enterinq -illegally or legally -- each year. If the United States Government
intends to continue to sanc~ion this invasion, then each and every
State must de~and that Washington, with its nearly bankrupt Federal
Budget, allocate the necessary financial resources to pay for the
sccioeconomic impact of its foreign policy.
Thank you for your thoughtful consideration o! this difficult
issue. Our 9~h District Delegation stands shoulder-to-shoulder.wi~h
you as you take on the challenge~ ahead. We t~uly believe that this
issue should tave priority status and, again, we ask that New Jersey
institute legal action against the Federal Government similar to
Florida's

ini~iative.

~ncerely~

.n .·

):
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~;j{;}~:;i,,/
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LEONARD T. CONNORS, JR.
Senator -

9th~~~
C•• !'<.J..STOPE.:...~ J

- 9th Dist=ict

LTCJR/J"'h"'M/CJC/gpl/cmn/Enclcsure
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The Ho~o=~ble Donald T. DiF=ancesco, Senate ?resident
The Honorable Garabed Hayt:aian, Assembly Speaker
New Je~sey Congressional Delegation
Members o! the New Jersey Senate
Mem~ers of ~he New Jersey Assembly
Media
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J'anuary 31, 1994

The Honorable Donald T. DiFrancesco
Senate President
1616 Front Street
Scotch Plains, New Jersey 07076
The Honorable David c. Russo
Chairman, Asser.tbly State Government
22 Paterson Avenue
Midland Park, New Jersey 07532

The Honorable Chuck Haytaian

Assembly Speaker
1500 Route 517, Suite 121
Ha.ckettstown, New Jersey 07840
. The Honorable Patrick J. Rorna
Ch.airman, Assembly Labor
40 East Midland Avenue
Paramus, New Jersey 07652

RE: GOVER.NOR W-~ITMAN'S COMMITMENT TO DEMAND FED~RAL FOh'"DING TO PAY FOR
SERVICES TO ILLEGAL ALIENS.AND S-302/S-303 AND A-8,6/A-8'7

Dear Senate President DiFrancesco, Assembly
Chairman Russo and Chairman Roma:

Spea~er

Haytaian,

On January 5, 1994 our Sth District Delegation petitioned then
Governor Elect Whit~an to join with Florida Governor Lawton Chiles to
launch a sui~ against the United States 9overnrnent for its total failure
~o control the tidal ~ave of illegal aliens and to try to recover
~axpayers' tunes for the cos~s of social service program benefits paid to
undocumented aliens.

Enclosed is a copy of a January 31, !994 Associated Press article,
"ft'bit:an Joins Governors' Call For Having Feds Pay For Aliens."
This article provides dramatic evidence of the crises New Jersey anc
Ar.lerica are !acing.with the wave of illegal aliens that are strainin9 ou=
social service programs, cepriving our citizens of jobs and economic
opportunity and tearing at the fabric of our way of li!e.
Governor Whitman indicates

~hat

the costs o! illecal aliens to New

Je~sey taxpaye~s ~ay approac~ a s~aggerin9 $300 million annually in ter~s
of health care services, education and hu~an se~vice pro~ra~s.

Prba.ttd on Rteydtd Poper

i:-.cie.

.,jenuary 31, 19S4
The Ho~orable Donald T. DiFrancesco
The Honorable Chuck Hay~aian
The Honorable David c. Russo
The Honcrable Patrick J. Roma
Pa9e 2

The article also reoorts the State·oe~artment of Labor esti~ates
ooo illegal- e.liens in New J'e:-sey who would be receiving
approximately $200 million in health care services alone and about $15
million in other human service programs.
ch.ere are 70,

ljE STAND Sl!OOLDER-.'l'O-SBOOLDER WI'l'll GOVER.NOR WEITMAN IN DEMANDING
FROM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT PROM BOTll A FISCAL
Ptj:: :· :CTIVE, !N TERMS OP PICKING OP 'l'KE TAB :FOR TliE COSTS OP ILLEGAL
ALII:~;s, AND IN CALLING ON WASHINGTON TO TAJ\E BACK CONTROL OF OUR BORDERS.
AC~~~:TABILITY

The action of the National Governors·Association
Congress for its failure to address ~he illegal alien
hope that America may finally wake up to this problem
threatens to tear our civilization apart.at the seam.
has demonstrated her decisiveness and her willingness
difficult problems.

in blasting
crisis offers new
which truly
.
Governor Whit:nan
to meet extremely

The 9th District Delegation is sponsoring a set of three separate
pieces of legislation ~hich we !eel are essential for placing New Jersey
in a leade~ship role in addressing the illegal alien problem here.
These bills include:
1.
S-302 antl A-846 -- recuire certi!ication that persons direc~ly
or indirectly receiving state monies or privileges are no~ unauthorized
aliens.
S-302 was approved by the Senate Community Affairs

January

2~,

~SS4

Cor...~ittee

We, respect!ully urge Senate ?resident DiFrancesco to
this bill for ~he Senate Agenda as seen as possible.
A-846 is
Gove~nmer.t

on

and is now in position for a full Senate vote.

a~aiting

consieeration before the

Asse~bly

conside~

State

Ccl':l.~it~ee.

Kindly consider this as a formal reauest to Chairman David C.
Russo ~o place this bill on his co~~it~ee Agenda for conside=ation.

HP~-ll-1~9-l

F-. er.

0~=19

31, 1994

J~nuary

The Honorable Donald T. Difrancesco
The Honorable Chuck Haytaian
T~e Honorable David C. Russo
The Honor~ble Patrick J. Roma
?a9e 3

2. S-303 and.A-8~7 -- woulc establish a council on illegal aliens
in the Depar~ment of Labor ~o examine the scope of t~e problems in New
Jersey and ~o develop reco?nJnendations and solutions for consideration by
~~e Governor and Legislature.

S-303 was also approved unani~ously by the Senate Community
-Affairs Committee on January 24, 1994 and avaits tull Senate
consideration.
This letter also formally requests Senate President
DiFrancesco's courtesy in scheduling S-303 in a tandem packaqe with S-302
for a full Senate vote as soon as possible.

A-84i has been referred to the Assembly Labor Coi:Ullittee.
This letter recues~s that Chai~an Roma schedule this bill on
his Committee's Aqenda for a hearing at the earliest opportunity.

Enclosed is a copy of a draft Resol~tion memorializinq the Governor
General to sue the Federal government to recover ~he costs
of social service program benefits to illegal aliens. We anticipate
these measures shortly and seek your interest and support.
and

A~torney

In closi~;, Governor Whitman has boldly tackled this problem head
on, signifying the seriousness o: the c~isis. ! t is imperative !or the
Legislature to act as expeditiously as possible in concert with the
Governor's commitment.

Thank you in advance f cr your consideration of this very pressing
and we look forward to your support and leadership.

pro~le~

Sincerely,

.-fa~-J{L,_1 f
LEONARD T. CONNORS,

.~., ·I
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Connors seeks crackdown
on hiring of illeg~I aliens
BySTEPHEN~MORAN
S1aftWriler

FORKED RIVER - Citing a
slate probe or an alleged forgery
operation in Atlantic City, which
allegedly sold packages of phony
documents to illegal alieni;, an
area lawmaker on Tuesday
called for the Senate's swin approval of two bills designed to
crack down on employers who
hire illegal alien workers.
Sen. Leonard T. Connors,. R9th, said in a letter lo Senate
President Donald DeFranccsco
the alleged rorgery operation
sold the documents to illegal
aliens, who then used them to
obtain casino licenses and jobs.
in Atlantic: Citv.
"lllegal workers have clearly
infiltrated the casino industry
altt are working under the umbrella of the state licensing process. said Connors in his letter.
The investigation conducted
by slate and federal agencies,
which centered around an Allantic City photocopying store,
''dear!~· underscores the serious-

ness or the illegal alhm problem
and emphasizes the urgency" in
which the Senate should act
Under one or the two bills
spon~ored by Connors, the stale
would establish a 12-member
council to Investigate the scope
of the Illegal alien problem and
make recommendations to the
governor, Legislature and De·
partment or Labor on how. to
combat the problem.·
The second bill would require
people applying for a stale contract, loan, lax deferral, grant or
any other type of financial dealings with the stale to cert.if)' they
and their employees are legally
authorized lo be in the country.
Violators would lose what.raver
agreement they had with lhe
slate and in addition be subjer.t
to federal immigration laws and
face charges of filing a raise
statement with the state.
"lllegal aliens are straining .
the s1;1te's social service pro·
grams and are contributing to its
chronic unemployment," said
Connors.

cs

Whitman joins governors' call
for having feds pay for aliens .
lution, sponsored by Calirornia tor Leon Panetta to pursue their
claim ror compensation.
Gov. Pele Wilson. reads.
Impatient with Washington's
. In New Jersey, accurate fig·
urcs are hard lo come by because health care calendar, leaders or
schools do not ask parents to the NGA also sought more leeprove legal residency, said Mark way lo launch their own reforms,
Magyar, Whitman's deputy chief seeking more flexibility to experiment .with Medicaid and new
or policy and planning.
He was able to provide these authority to tax. and regulate
·health
benefits offered by large
estimates:
• The National School Boards emploYers.
A"1ocl9ted rm•
Association reported that in
WASHINGTON - Gov. Chris- 1992, there were nearly 23,600
tic Whitman and her rolleas:i1es legal and illegal immigrants in
dr.rnandcd Sunday that the redcr- New Jersey schools, ranking the
al government pay the medical, slate sixth in the nation. At an
education and prison costs ·of average per pupil expenditure of
illcg:il immigrants· and warned . $10,000, this amounts lo $236 mil·
President Clinton nol to require lion, of which the state's share
johs ror welrarc recipients be· would be $97 million.
forc'statcs can cut off benefits.
The rest would come from
"Near as we can figure out, it's property taxpayers. The rederal
about $300 million a yP.ar lhal we government provides just $29.5
arc paying because or fP.dffrally million to all stales for immirequired services provided lo .grant education.
.
illegal aliens - education and
•The state Department or Lahealth primarily," Whitman said. hor estimates there are 70,000
A cornmillec Whitman sits on · illegal immigrants in the stale,
al the National Governors Asso· who would receive $200 million
cialion adopted a resolution Sun· in health care services based on
day that blasts Congress for fail- per capita expenditures ror 1990,
ing lo ad on payment for and $15 million from other
educating alien children, ·more human services programs.
lhan a decade aner a federal
."In an three cases, I would
court ruled st.ates could not ex- suspect the actual number is
elude them from schools.
higher," l\lagyar said.
.
"The presence of growing
Whitman, Wilson, and reprenumbers of undocumented chil· sentalives rrom New York, Flori·
dren in our school systems can da and Tex:ts are lo meet tod:>y
no longer be ignored," the reso· with White House Budget Direc·

•A committee of the National
Governors Association takes
Washington to task for imposing mandates on states without offering federal money to
implement them.

,'

Connors cites forgeries
in calling for alien law~
~
Packages of the illegal docu-\
LACEY - State Sen. Leonard T. ments were being sold in Atlanti
Connors Jr. says the discovery of City for from $900 to $1,200. · ·.
an Atlantic City business ·forging
. Connors .wants to create.a
documents illegal aliens used to get force to look into ·the problem of ilcasino licenses should prompt law- legal ,: alien5, . and "crack. down.
makers to get moving on his bill to thpse ..who hire them. ·.:
crack down on aliens.
· .
. . . ... ·····-· -· ... . ..
State and ~ederal investigators :
found an Atlantic City photocopy.. ~
ing business duplicating Social Se- 1
curity cards, birth certificates and
other documents .illegal aliens use
to get casino licenses.
.
.
Connors said people . in' the
country illegally should not· be
holding state authorized licenses
for any jobs.
Staff report

Alien worker probe
cited by legislators
By DONNA E. rL YNN

to be m\·olved, beause it is still
under investigation.

P'll!SS MANAMAWKIN &UllEAU

NINTH DlSTRJCT State Sen.

Leonarc T. Connors Jr. sa:d ycster·
cay there is an ongoing

inv~7tig2·

tion into the use of illegal Chinese
alie::s i:i a public school constnlc·
tion project, fW"thcr proof that the
s!ate needs to outlaw such practices.
Connors, alor.g v.ith Asse.-nblymen JeUrey W. Moran ind Christopher J. CoMors, all R-Ocean. in a
prepared release, stated the)' wer~
pmiding the st.ate Senate pr~SJdent. and Assembly
Wlth
deta~ed documents t0nc~g· a.n
ongomg state an~ federa~ m~estip·
tion of illegal Chinese a!Jens v.·ork·
ing in school construction somev.'here in southern New Jersey.
CoMors declilied to release specific infonnztion about the site or
the construction company alleged

speake:

Efforts to contact th~ l:nmigrc·
tion a..'ld Naturzlization Service for
more in!om-.2ticn yes:erday were
unsuccessful.
Cor..'lors said the packarc of bills
he and his collearucs are propcsi.'l~ ·
would c.rack down on employers
who hire illegal zlicr.s, and would
establis."l a blue n'bbon task force to
exa.'lline the scope of the p!oblem
in the state.
Connors said that according to
· docwnents he receiv~. the aliens
paid SS,000 apiece for passage,
started "wk in January and were
Mid t32 so a.n hour in ash.
r- ...

·

Many of them reportedly fled
when a r.ate agency arrested some
of them i."l June. They ~·ere reponedly living in a camp in n:nthern

New Jersey.
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Whitman joins governors' call
for having feds pay for aliens .
A committee of the National
:ovemors Association takes
.·ashington iO task tor 1mpos·
·,g mandates on s~ates witli·
-...1 offering federal money to
-:piement them.
: ccc-!r.td Presa

iution. sponsored by California
Gov. Pete Wilson. reads.
!n New Je:-sey, accurate figures are hard to come by because
sc.hools do not ask parents to
p:-ove legai reslde::c:y, said Mark
~a~ar. Whitman's deputy chief
of policy and planning.
He was able to provide these
est:rn:ues:
• The National School Board~
Association reportec thu in
l9S2, t.iere were nearly 23,600
legal and illegal immigrants in
New Je:-sey schools. ranlting the
~tate sixth in the nation. At an
average per pupii expenciiture of
Sl0.000. this amounts to S236 rnil·
iion. oi which the state's share
would be S9i million.
The rest would come from
i:iroperty taxpayers. The fede:-al
government provides just S29.5
:-niilior. to all states for i:r.:r.1·
g:-ant educatio!'l.
• The state Depa~...-nent o: La·
bor estimates the:-e are ';'0.000
iilegal i:nmigra:m ir. the sme.
who woulc recei\·e S200 million
in he~ith care se!'Vices based on
pe:- capita expenditures for lS90.
a:"ld Sl5 million from othe:human se!"\·ices programs.
''In all th:-ee cases. I would
suspec:~ the actual nu:r.be:- is

WASHINGTON· - Gov. Chris·
Whitman and her colleagues
!:::a:ided Sunday that the feder·
. iovernment pay the medical,
:~c&tion and prison cos:s of
:e:il immigrants and warned
:-uicent Ch::ton not to require
:::s :or wel!are recipients be·
::-e s~:es can cut ofTbenef;:s.
"!\'ur as we can figure out. it's
:C1c: S300 :nillion a year th:a we
:-e ?2Yi:-ig because l'lf feceraliy
:~~i~ed ser\'tces provided to
:ega! aliens - ecucuion and
!l.!tl': primariiy." Whitman said.
,; :cr.-:rnittee Whitm1n siU on
: :.":e !'iatior.al Governors Asso·
~::o:i :adopted a resolutior. Sun:.y :::at blasts Conr.e~s fo~ fail·
~~ :c act o:i ?&Yme::t fo!'
::.::z::ng &iien c:hiidren. :nore
:1r. a de~aoe aner a ftcieral
::..::-: :-uled s:ates could no• ex·
.:.;ce ~~em r:-o~ schools.
hi~he:-.'' ?-.lagycr said.
··:::e prese!'lce of grow:r.g
\\'hitman. Wi!s~n. ar.c repre·
.;:-:-.:e:-$ oi '.!ndocume~tec c~il· se:1•ativec :-o!r ~e\" "o·k Flc"'·
~e!': :n o~::- sc:noo: srstc::r:s ca:i ca· ~nd T~e~as· ~~e t~ ~~et ~oc~~·
: i;:;ger be 1gnorc:c:· the reso· wit!': White Ho:.!!e 3uoge~ Dire~'.
t

/o/K

tor Leon Panetta to pursue their
claim for compensation.
lrnpatient with Washiniton's
health care calendar, leaders oi
the .NGA also soueht more leeway to launch their own reforms,
seeking more flexibility to exper·
!rr.ent with Medicaid anci new
authority to tax 2nd regulate
· heaith be!lefit.s offered by large
e:npioye:-s ..

=~ASSEMBLYMAN Jet:FRE'(W~MORA"N

ASSEMBLYMAN CHRISTOPHER J/-CONNORS
.·/.· N.J. LEGISLATIVE DISTRICT 9
.·.: .
(OCEAt:I • BURLJNGJON.)
620 W. LACEY ROAD

FORKED RIVER, N.J. 08731

tl

(609) 693-6700
:
·.
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Government Should Pay of or Alien Car
ommu lUVEH. Three

and other social services bored in: U1e·grealer.met." ing $32.50 per hour
Florida provided lo il- ropoliLan New York.City/.·. cash.
legal aliens in 1992. .
New Jersev area. The . "Illegal .aliens are
New Jersey should fol- ca·s news.cast ~·Go filtrating the Allanlic
·Jow Flor:ida's lead to com- Minutes" has docu- ty· Casino industry <
pel U1t!' Federal Govern- mented that 15,000 ilJegal many other: se~vice :
ment lo reimburse New aliens are attempting. lo manufaclunng anduslr
Jersey taxpayers for. enter the country at Ken-. around the state," C
astronomical costs or · nedy Airport each year. . nors, Moran and Conn:
11
social service programs · ·~ 1J. ·vast :underground wrote lo Whitman. Tl
paid to illegal aliens the network. is ~upplying are laking jobs fn
9lh District Republicans counterfeit. documents to. American citizens ·~
believe. · ·
- ·,
·. illegal .aliens .wh'C;,utiliz.~ driving
Americ
We formally urge that . Uiem lo obtain social ser- workers lo Lhe um:
you direct Attorney Gen- vice · btmefits ·.through ployment and welf<
eral nominee Debra . various· government lines."
·
Poritz to· institute ·on: agencies. INS, .U.S. Slate · The legislators cal
behalf or Uie citizens and· ·Department and Slate for Whitman's leaders
taxpayers·9f New Jersey · Police raids 'have dis- Lo put New Jersey at
a parallel suit against the ·covered. phony docuforefront" in crack
United States govern-. mentS ·rorging operations down on lhe illegal a1
mei1t to demand . that based in the slate at- crisis.
·Washington take back numerous locations iri r~
They continued, ''I\
control of our borders and· cent months. In one in- Jersey ·and America •
reimburse the people of·.· stance, 60 individuals under siege by ille
New Jersey' for the ·were arrested at six loca_. ali~ns who are strain
millions upon millions of tion;S . Iot allegedly . pro- our social service p
tax dollars that have be~n ducmg and selling fake grams '1nd rcsour.c
pa~d out in social service .social Security . cards, diminishing the soc
programs· to illegal: birth certificates . im- fabric or our communil
aliens," Cpnnors; Moran· migration 'forms' and and dimming hope t
an~ C.onnors stated in 0U1~r do.cuments.
opportunity for o
their letter to Wh!tman. ·
·
citizens and familie.
New Jersey is among 6 ·Phony documents are a The 9th District r
states, including . New me.chanism to ob ta in publicans said Washi:
~ork, Califor~i_a,, Florida; . driver· licenses, Social ton has opened up Am
y."
'I exas nnd lllmo1s, ~here ·Security benefits, jobs ican borders and that
e\•en
(~.onnnrs, Mornn and ab.out 90 p_e.rc_ e. nt of 1"Ilegal and
1·
· f state ·casino legal and legal ·11n 1·
•rnnors snid Florida ahens .are concentrated, . 1censes or employment gration is at its high'.
ov. Lnwlon Chiles· accordmg .to ·the three in Atlantic City, Connors, pointsincelhelurnoft
·dcred his slate's Allor-. lawmakers.
.
: Moran and Connors ex- 20th Century.
~Y Gcncr:il, Robert ButThe legislators said plain·ed in their· letter to · u the United Sla!
·nvorth, lo file suit in they have ~~lhorized ~taH -Whitman.
·
· government intends
dcral court lilst week ~nd the_~9!f1ce of Legisla- · .Pu~lished reports have continue lo sanction ll
;ainsl the U.S. govern-·. bv~ Service~. ~o de.velop . alleged that packages· or invasion," Connor
cnl seeking un esli- estitna~es thJs .w~ek as to forged. :docume1?ts ·are ~oran and Connors cc
nlcd ~ 739 million in re- wha.t ·illegal ahens are· . ~o~d to 1lleg~l aliens. f~r. cluqcd in their messCl
ibursemcnt for health costing New .~e:set ~~x- ._·prices rang1~g· between to ·Whitman,. "each a
n, cducolion, housing payers., Pr~hmi~ary m- ~900 to $l, 200.
·every slate must demn
formation provided by .. The· legislators said a . that Washington, with
the ~esearch suggests State. ,De~artment of nearly bankrupt Ceder
~hat an e~Llmated 100,~oo. Labor raid m ~une pic~ed budget, a JJoca te tJ
!llegal ~hen:S a.re rece1v- up at least 16 illegal alien· necessary financial r
mg v~no~s social servi~e Chil~ese laborers working·· sources to pay for l!
bene.f1~s m, New Jersey ·on a school construction ·socioeconomic impact
costmg taxpayers be- project. in the area. The ils failed foreign policy
tween $25 ~nd $50 million alien$· told investigators
·
·
annually. ·:.
.
· · ; . they had paid $5,000 for
Connors,·· Moran and. ·passage lo ·the . United
Con~ors. s.aid the Immi- States on a boat and that
. &ration l ~nd. ~a.turaliza- .they .were living . in a
llo~ Service 0Ific1als have · camp in the northern part
~stimated perhaps 230,000 of the state. The ahens
1lleEal alir.n~ ArP. h:\r- . rl:timr.>ti lhau UIOt'A " " ' " "
cc:m County legislnlors
re calling for New
::rscy to join Lhe Slate of
Joridn in a lawsuit
~ainst the I•cderal Gov·mncnt lo Lry lo recover
1xpaycr funds used for
icial service programs
ir illegal 'aliens ancl to
rge Wnshinglon lo slem
1c tidal wave of illegals
:1tering the country.
"It is our view Umt the
:xpaycrs:or New Jersey
1ould not· be forced lo
1ot the bill and subsidize
legal aliens who have no
·gnl standing in our
:>Unlry,'' wrote Sen.
eonard '1'. Connors and
sscmblymen Jeffrey W.
!ornn ancl Clu·islopher J.
onnors, all ll-Ocan/
url./ All., in a l,3G2 word
·tlcr yesterday lo Gover::n·-elecl Christine Todd
'hilmnn. "The United
'.:\tcs government bas
ii led miserably lo en·rec its own federal laws
:1d. lo fullill its legal
:ornl obligations lo pay
ic costs nssocintccl wilh
:c t!clal wnve of illegnl
:it'ns invading our coun-
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Connors cites forgeries
in calling for alien law~
.

Staff report
LACEY - State Sen. Leonard T.
Connors Jr. says the discovery of
an Atlantic City business forging
documents illegal aliens used to get
casino licenses should prompt law·
makers to get moving on his bill to
crack down on aliens.
· .
State and ~ederal investigators .
found an Atlantic City photocopy- ~
ing business duplicating Social Se- ;
curity cards, birth certificates and
other .documents .illegal aliens use
to get casino licenses.
. .
.
Connors said people . in· the
co\lntry illegally should not be
holding state authorized licenses

~

Packages of the illegal docu· \
ments were being sold in Atlanti
City for from $900 to $1,200. ·
·.Connors .wants to create a
force to look into the problem of illegal :. aliens, and crack down on
thpse ..who ~.them.
·.
·
. . . . . ... ·-···-· -- .. . . .

for any jobs.

Alien worker probe
cited by legislators
By DONNA £, FL YHN
PRESS W.NAHAWIUN IURSAU

NINTH DISTRICT State Sen.
Leonard T. CoMors Jr. said yeuer·
oa'' there is a."l ontoi.og inv~stiga·
tion ir.to the use of illegal Chinese
aliens in a public sebool cons:nac·
tion project, fu.'thc: proof that the
state needs to outlaw such prac·
tices.
CoMors, along "ith Assembly·
men Jeffrey Vi. Moran and Ct.rist~
pher J. CoMors, all R-Ocean. in a
prepared release, stated they were
pro,idi.ng the state Senate presi·
dent and Assembly speaker •ith
de~iied documents concerning an
ongoing state and Cede."'11 investip·
lion o! illegal Chinese aliens Y.'Orking in school constrUction some·
where in southern New Jersey.
CoMors declined to release spe~Jic: ir.!ormation about the site or
the construction company alleged

to be im·olved, because it is still
under investiption.
Efforts to contact the lmmi~·
tion and Naluraliution Scnic:e for
more inforniation )'esterday were
unsuccessful.
Connors said the package of bills
he and his colleagues are proposing ·
v.'Owd crack do•"n on em1,Joyers
who hire illegal aliens, and would
establish a blue n'bbon task force to
examine the scope of the J>!Oblem
in the state.
~
Connors said that ac:Qrding to
dOC'.zments be received, the aliens
paid SS,000 apiece for pamge,
started "'Ork in January and were
paid. $32.50 an hour in cash.
Many of them reportedly fled
when a state a~enC)' mested some
of them in June. Ther were report·
edly living in a camp In n'1them
New Jerscr.
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Lawmakers focus on illegal. aliens
The legislators say they
have proof of a current c:cnslruction job using illegE.I Chinese aliens.
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By MICHELLF. BRUNETTI
Slaff Writer

FOHKED RlVF:R -

Three

area legii;lalors say thf!Y have
proof an elementary school
building contractor in southern
New Jersey hired 16 illegal Chinese aliens. Dul they \von't say
whnt the contracting company is
or where it Is working.
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"Our interest Is in legislation
to crack down on employers and
establish a blue ribt>on task
rorce" to study lhe problem, said
state Sen. Leonard T. Connors
Jr.. R·Ocean. Burlin~ton. Atlantic. "We don't think it's our place
to be fingering 3nybody" as
breaking the ICJ\Y.
•
He and the two other ninth
di!ilrict IP.gislators, ,\ssemblymen
Jeffrey W. Moran and Christopher J. Connors, have sponsored
a package or bills to stop usc or
illegal aliens by New Jersey employers.
Connors 5ald state and federal
agencies arc Investigating the
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The illegal aliens round in

June at the site •.•ere carry1n'
raise identification that llst~d a
residence in New York City, a

Investigators believe the
aliens paid at least $5.000 for
ship passage to the United
States, and that they have
worked at the school site since
January, Connors said.
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Connors press release said.
The construction company
alleged to have no stale Unemployment Insurance number, and
its cmpioyees are all listed as
having post office box addresses
in northern New Jcrse)', accord·
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'My understanding is that Atlantic City
has a lot of illegal aliens working there
... and that it has reached epidemic
proportions (around the state).'

He has sent copies or th::it doc·
ument to SP.nnte Presidcnt Donald Difrancesco and A5sembly
Speaker Gar::ibcd "Chuck" llaytalan, he said. to encourage Chem
Sen. Leonard Connors
lo post his bills.
'"This is the first tangible piece
Connors s~id :Jl least 16 Chior evidence we have." Connors
said. "My understanding is th:tc nese alien~ have been paid
Allancic City has a lol or illegal $32.50 per hou1 'in cash to \York
aliens v1orking there ... and that on a publicly runded school conit has reached epidemic propor- struction project in southern
tions (around the state)."
New Jerse)•.

U>
~

The projcd has bef!n i1nd'r
investigation since June when a
state agency intercepted sllmc
aliens. while? a number or nthcr~
ncd into nearby woods, accord·
Ing to Connors.
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t'ase and chat his omce had obtained an Jrnmlgration and Nacurali7.alion Service document
reporting on a June 1993 raid of
the construt'tion site.
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Whitm~n joins go~efu<)f~ call
for havmg feds pay fot;'ahe:q.s.

--------~R~E~G~l·O~N----------------~•ArommITT~~~cN~oo~
~~~~o~~~c~~m~,~~~~P~e~~~~~cir
. .
Gov. Pete Wilson. reads.
,
claim for compensatlin.
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Connors seeks crackdown
on hiring of illegal. aliens
B>· STEPHEN J. MORAN
S11111wr11er

!c"ORKED RIVER -

Citing a
stale probe of an alleged forgery
operation in Atlantic City, which
allegedly sold packages or phony
documents to Illegal aliens, an
area lawmaker on Tuesday
called for the Senate's swift approval of two bills designed to
crack down on employers who
hire illegal alien workers.
Sen. Leonard T. Connors, .R·
9th, said in a letter to Senate
President Donald DeFranccsco
the alleged forgery operation
sold the documents to illegal
aliens, who then used them lo
obtain casino licenses and jobs ·
in Atlantic City.
"lllegal workers have clearly
innllrated the casino Industry
and are working under the umbrella of the state licensing pro·
cess. said Connors In his letter.
ThP. investigation conducted
by state and rederal agencies,
which centered around an Allan·
lie Cit}' photocopying store,
"'clearly underscores the scrioui>·

ness of the illegal alien problem
and emphasb.es the urgencv" in
which the Senate should acl
Under one
the two bills
sponsored by Connors, the slate
would establish a 12-mcmher
council. to invesligat,.c the scope
of lhP. Illegal alien problem and
make recommendations to the
governor, Legislature nnd Ve·
partmenl
r.abor on how. to
combat the problem. ·
The second bill would require
people applying for a slate con·
tract, loan, lax deferral, grant or
any other type of financial deal·
ings with the state lo certify lhey
and their employees are legally
authorized to be in the country.
Violators would lose what-ever
agreement they had with the
state and in addition be subject
to federal immigration laws and
face charges of filing a raise
statement with the state.
"Illegal aliens are straining
the state's social service pro· '
grams and are contributing to ils
chronic unemployment," said
Connors.

or

or

Governors Assoc1allon takes
Washington to task for 1mpos·

. ln New Jersey, accurate Og·
Impatient with Washington's
ures are hard to come by because health care calendar, leaders
.
.
schools do not ask parents lo the NGA also, sought. more lee·
1ng mandates on states with· prove legal residenc)', said Mark way to launclltheir ~n reforms,
out offering federal money to
Magyar, Whitman's deputy chief seeking moreDcxib&tlty to expcr·
.
ofpolicyand planning.
imenLwith Medicaid and new
implement them.
He was able to provide lhc~e authotitf to·.-..ux ,fnd .replate
e!ilimates:
.
·health :benerfts ofTlted bf large
• The National School Boards .emplo)'ers.. 5;.
, : ·, ",
A,moci.ted Pren
\ssociation
reported
that
in
..
:~< · • ( ·
1
WASHINGTON - Gov. Chris· 1992, there were nearly, 23,600
,· ;.,
~
~ , /f ...:~.:
tic Whitman and her colleagues legal and illegal immigrants in
·/ ·
,-;i'I
...J.,
demanded Sunday that the fcrlr.r· New Jersey schools, ranking the
~r )ii
i;j"/·· ,/
at gov~rnmenl pay. the medical, state sixth in t~e nation. Al an
t'~'.·•
;
·.'~>1'
''.,»:."~'); ·
1
education and prison costs of avernge per pupil expenditure of
· ·'
, r • !· .-17-' ,
illegal immigranlo; · and warned $10,000, this amounts to $236 mili ·
·President Clinton not to reqnlre lion, of which lhe state's share
A~1 .
jobs .for welfare recipients be- would be $97 million.
.·. . • () ~.
rore'.states can cul ofTbcnents.
The rest woul~ come from
.,
::';.:.',::
"Near as we can figure out, it's property taxpayers. The federal
~~·,
·'•,<:·, :11
about $300 million a year that we government provides just $29.5
•.
·' ·
arc paying because or rederally million to all stales for immi·
'~,•.• ~··
required services provided to .grant education.
.
·
illegal aliens - education and
• The state Department
La·
health primarily," Whitman said. bor estimates there are 70,000
A committee Whitman sits on · illegal immigrants in the state,
at the National Governors Asso· who would receive $200 million
ciation adopted a resolution Sun· in health care senices based on
day that blasts Congress for fail· per capita expenditures for 1990,
ing to act on payment for and $15 million from other
educ:.llng alien children, more human services programs.
than a decade aner a federal, "Jn all three cases, I would
court ruled states could not ex· st'lspecl the actual number is
chide them from schools.
higher," Magyar said.
"The prr.scnce of growing
Whitman, Wilson, and rcpre·
numben; or undocumented chil· sentatives from New York, Flori·
drcn in our school systems can da and Texas arc to meet today
no longer be ignored," the reso· with White House Budget Oirec·
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'Hot dog man' arrested in scheme
diverting iobless benefits to aliens

I

BJROBBRTRUDOLPJI

') A rr.iwtve fraud operaUon-11Deg!t'lty nm by 11 men wbo. frequented •
1ol dog truct perked In tront. of Uie

~..

;

"Hr. wa~ lh~ li:llsnn,"" U1c sourer. said. "He WM 11 way t11
gel arounrl t hr. $J•i;lfm."
Jmnic~Uy, lh~ source 1L.iirl. R•>dri"'ez h.is been :ir·
mlcd morr. than JO )car~ bdorc ror lr>ilcring al lhc l~bor
Dr.p:utmcnt. omr., :tnrt n1ny h:ivc mrrrly moved his o~ra
t.lon~ oul.~hil' :iltrr that. l\uthoriUes st.rr~ed. however, lh:i\.
The t1nc iin!ced\J stee1'd aMens • yt'sk'rday.
10 "lns1dcrt'' In I.hf Ltbor Dtparl.ment. t· · Aulhoritks s.11d l~r.y could not. dlsc~r>sr. I.hr lull scope R.odrlguc1, rlif\ not 1cl11:1ll)' o•·n or oprrale Lhr. hot do~
oft\cl!s 9:bO llelP'd aJTMge for unem- • or Ui~ nprraUnn but ~'\If\ lL 1p~:1red to 1nvolvr. ihou~"nds ln1c~~ hut mr.rrly u~d it a~ an ·'office."
"lie workrd on the hack or lhr. iruck," onr. offir.1:\1 cnn1·
ployment ch<!cks t.o bf ls.•urd In rctum j. of •h~n' nml ll'lltnU:\lll' hnr,e amonnl$ of unr.mploymcnl
mcnl, whilr. anoU1cr :ir.rnl tlt'.d:ucd. "Jr.~ not like ll w11~ 11
for thou.sands of dollars I '1f'lt Inc.uh _f, ~unrh
hlddr:n
lhinf?."
r1101T.9.
• ..
•
I • .
Uavld Kraimla, rrr,ional ln.•pc:Ctf)f r.i:-nr.ral lnr U1r U.S.
ch:tf1:r.d In a ~ep:ir:tte i:omphinl .,..,s Marino F\g·
TM op,ral.ton ..,... :!'fl)Oaed
br.p:\rl~n\ nr l.:ibnr, uid 111thor1lln believe "th'! m!nl- Ut'roa.l\l~IJ
~8. of P.li7.:ibelh, 'Jlhn :1Utittdl;· 11scil post omi:c boxu
terd11y 11'..er federal armt.a lrttsled
In Ellubrt.h :ind n~hway tn rcrfr1e hundrrds f'.'r 11n~mploy·
t.wo lceJ smpecll, lncludln1Uie lll~S'd .~ ·
mrntchcd:it ir~o:ur.d ln m'>rl' lh:in a ilm.tn lnrlMduols.
mutermlnd-kn?'!ID 11 the "hot dot· f ··
Alth,,ugfl Rodrigu~z \¥as r.haitrd \111.h l\'l'.lrlcln~ with In·
David J{ra.sula ofthc U.S.
msn"-who l\lthofttlts· seJd mi his l
slders In the l.abor Ol!partmrnl offi~e In Nr.wnrk t11sel11p
Department of Labor sa;d
bu~tn~s., for JfUS while st.anding ou~- •
h~ndil P~>·menl$ lo illrir.tl :ilien~. 'f'if:lll~toa wns ar.r.u~ or
authorities believe 'the minimum
i:i11·ply cn~hinR lllr~:il rhrrl-:~ :ind dcp11~ilini; i;co"'.~ or the
side a hot. dor \ruck puked "'. ar t.he
Lllbor Department. ·omce on Broad
chu.k.o: Into his own b:ink ar.count.
Joss Is well Jn to the six figures and
Slrttt In Ne9111k. . .. .. .. . -· . . l
Au•.hnrillr~ ~aid 1un·ell1:1nr.e r.:iml'ra~ !ll't up 11t Uie
probably substantially beyond
F.li7.a~th ro!'I. Onice rccnrdrd a pmnn br.llevt'd In be Fir:·
Autllorit~s called nie arrests the \
·. tlmt.'
urrO:\
rlckinr: '1Jl somr. of Ihe rhr.cl:s.
"lip or t.he lcebug" and uJd tbfy I .
A.~~l~lant tU:i. r\ttoml'y Timothy Mclnnil. y,·tv.J i.~ r.oormul<td \he llrsl phase of 1 continuing :
dlnaUng lhc probe. would not con1m•11t on I.he links be·
\nv,sllptlt>n Into 1 "mu~n ln!udu·
FiKU~roa anrt Rodri~ll'7., but documenl.s shnwpd U1al
l!nt !ICheme thl\ bu ~n go\ng on for
mum l'ls., ls ttll Into the slx ftgmr~ anct "'.()b:ibly ~uh5lantl· lwcrn
some
nf the r.hcr.J:~ rect'ivcd by F1gucroa 'llcrc stnt \.ti llodri•
a conslderable Pfrlod ofUme."
ally ~ond lh:tt~ Some orthe 111,r,al ~:'-11:1-whn :in noi
r,i1l'7.'S Nrnart: adf\rr.::.~.
Documenls Died In federal court.
"~" supp').!cd lo be worldng nnd whCJ arr. b3nn~d !'tom rr.·
Mcinnis I~ conductln~ lhl! ln•;c~Ur.ation with t'ie 1s-;ls·
In Newark lndle.att lht t.he ring hes , ttt trui~ :iny unr.mployment. btnr.fit~ -"fr' recrlving more
lMf'.I! or bl'l1.h lhP-f"kr.tl )lld statt' Urpartnirnl$ er l.:1bnr,
.... ··--··· .• -· -·· ht1n$S501twrr•·.acr.ordlnglodocumcnts.
U.S. pn~l 11 '"~PA ·":-s. lhr. fcdernl Drpartmr.nt or ltr.alUt
hi>en ln opereUon for et. lean two
'!'Ix! allr.tl'd masttnnlnd behind the 11pmllon
.~ )1'81!, and°"' gov,.mment source uld
kf P?,lirid :i.' l\n\l)nJo Rodrig'lll''Z, 61, d tlP.w:irk, also known and Hun1an r,,.rvir.e!: :tnd t~ lmmlgralinn and N:ilurllllz;i.
~ lhere la ru.~n to "'""'e ll nuiy have . ~ Tony Romnn'" and "Tony Rtlma nodri!:IJt'7., :iuthorl· l.ionScrviu.
Aremdin~ to rnmphiol~ filed by Mdnnls )'\'Slt!rday,
t~ been =icttve ror morr lhM a d~de.
· · U's s.ilrl, wa.' 11 "·cit known Ogurc Amo~ aliPns
Court records revelll lhat at ltast :
"l"r11ple rnr.w to l;{I ~'Tony, lhl! ~hot 'itn~ m:in,' ··one r.onfidrnll;il lnronnanl~. ••hn ww• not ldrntifir.d, lnld \nves.
ti~lors Rodri~rz colkelcd fcr5 lrllm lhe ilh!t:al :ilirns Rnd
.'TJ rour empl11yres t1f the Ltibor Depart.- : go'emmcnt source ~alcd.
:~ mcnt. att lmpllca~ ln lhe r,ch,mt,

·few Jersey Department.· or .Lllbor'I .. ·;"··":.!~---:---C::-o-n~t:-ln_u_e"':'d~f-~P--0------

~

~

'ffwut omus-ano'lll'P.d mtpl allens "
ro"' •v• ne
;o collect. slate unr.MplO'Jlllfnt. checks \ And s:.ld. lhey each l11nk In 1pproll'.in1:1ll'l7 $1,000 a ;.•erk,
'or yurs, tl!dm\ aulborlUu said yu- · procl'imng lllelr.JI clrums nl lhr. rat~ nr $150 a cl:ilm. Thr.
;erdl\f..
.
· ldenUI!•:~ of Utf nllr.gcd •·tni:ldr.rs" ••tre not m3dr pnbll~
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Antonio Rodriguez. lell, charged ln·a massive frau"o~rallon, leaves Ille !'rlcral courlhousc Ir tlew1rti. w~
·
supporters lJllU being relHted On ball
;'
.

lhl!n !lflli~ lho!:P. ·rrrs with lnStdPrs In the J..abnr Dl'p:u1ment
who tnoces.,rd the unemplo)menlclaims.
One or lhr. allr~ed "lnsktr.r$" 1.nlct in\•estlptors t.llal
the insidrr.1 h:t\"t hten maldn!t op t.o SUOO :a wttlc aMiJtlng
Rndrigurz, Utf! documl!nls ttptilttd.
ln lddillon, :authorfllcs rusrlCJ~l!d lha~ they have l!b·
taln!'d l:trr rec11rdlngs or klrrhnr.e c:tlls and othtr oon\'t'r·

s.1llnn.'i d,t.amng lhe ree deals
l\cr.omlng lo Mcinnis, bogus Rccl:tl ~urilJ numbP.rs
\\"Crc u:;erl to procrss the unt'mpfoyrncntcl:\irn.\.
Kr:i~ula 11ald lhl! opcrnlion wRs uncovertd aft.rr lhP
Jllo· Jnsey D~r:\llm~nl. of t.abor lumcd up "incnnsls·
lr.nr.irs·· th:il r.ould nol he txpt.'\in~d In :\n audll and re·

t

remd Um maUl!r \.ti t~e fr.dml ar:tnt'y fm ltlrthu nmt!
\\on.
.
r
x.a.,uta said th' investlull(ln h:d!catf'~ tht~ .

sdteme 111u "fairly ~~d,sprttd'~ and Mid U1l')' '"' ,...,.;:

"'""v'

Into lmgularltles involving bt>th the
11n1 ft.J..tl:
om"."'.es. Pig11ero1 be n!Jtfd, rt:h'!:tct

llnemplaymcnt.

cheeks from lhe BllZ3hl!th omr_I!.
F11nnv.inr a ?!faring Jtstel'flay !n Htw1•1(, l'Ylr.,
was relusrd on oo:id, 'll"hile U.S. !.ta,,!\n!eJ•Jllrr n. r.
ald Haneke crdertd f'igu~rM htld without tiaff
Mcinnis dcv.rlbrd FIC"ttrroia as a rc:trnt.~I nil cf n,
l\uthnriU~s s:ilti he is a naUve nf C'.ol?'t1b::i w~n <"'...frd
U.S. on ll st.utl!'nt v'!a In l!'i6. -·

TESTIMONY
RAUL ·Ruov· GARCIA
ALA PUBLIC HEARING APRIL 11, 1994

Thank you Chairman Roma, Vice Chairwoman Haines and members of
the Assembly Labor Committee. I appreciate the opportunity to testify
before the committee on this very Important Issue. The Impact of
undocumented aliens on our state must be addressed so that we can
begin to formulate policies which will address Inequities and close gaps
which currently exist In our system. It Is my hope that this committee will
take Into consideration the hopes and dreams of those entering our great
country who seek to Join the social and economic mainstream of our
society.

What makes our ce>:~ntry~nd our state great Is Its diversity. We In New
Jersey are truly a

~elHng

pot of different ethnic, raclal and religious

backgrounds. We are enhanced by our lnteracflon with other cultures.
The rich cultural fabric of our state Is the source of our strength, much as It
Is In the rest of America. Many of our llves would be diminished by the loss
of the contributions which Immigrants have made through out our history.
The Statue of Uberty Is a constant reminder of the openness of our country.
The poor and huddled masses Ms. Uberty speaks of conflnue to arrive and
represent the next generation of contributors to our diversity.

/Of, /"

That Is not to say that there are no problems. The current state of our
economy creates a climate of desperation which leads to errors In
judgement and unjust persecution. We must keep our perspective clear
and focus on real solutions Instead of scape goats. Some of the current
thinking could be called xenophobic this trend must be stopped.

The erosion of benefits In our society Is not only Incorrect policy but
according to the Supreme Court Illegal. Supreme Court Justice Brennan,
writing the majority opinion In Plyler vs. Doe stated that although there ls
no constitutional right to a public education, If you provide one to the
children of citizens , you must provide It to the children of aliens. Clearly
by Its decision, the Supreme Court has determined that undocumented
aliens have rights In our country. If we are to formulate policies which deal
with undocumented aliens, we must keep their rights In mind.

We as a nation send billions of dollars all over the world In
humanitarian aid; to provide aid here at home Is no less a noble mission.
Our cities and urban centers are-falling Into decay.· We· must funnel funds
to help alleviate the burden placed on our urban social services system by
undocumented allens. The urban areas of America have always been the
entry point and first generation homes of Immigrants. Many Immigrants
continue to be drawn to America's cttles. If we use this money at home In
our urban enclaves, the exclusionary policies which are beginning to
become more and more common wlll not be needed.

/o7~

Undocumented allens are not the sole cause of all the Ills In our state.
They are merely attempting to achieve what all of us so desperately
desire, a decent life for themselves and their children. We must not take
part In a witch hunt which unjusHy punishes some and leaves real solutions
unexplored. If we do, we tum our backs on our cherished and distinct
American history. Thank You.

/o3'f
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Nev Jersey t>epartmne~t of Ed~cation
Of flee of Edw:ation•1 rrograma and
Student &ervlcea

As1embl7 Labor Committee learins•
Te1timon1 on Illesa1 Allena

ia the Public School•
April 11. 199•

Background Oft the %1sue of UndocuineQted Student& and

Imaisr•~t

Student•

The Department of Education baa iaaued 1uidan'e and informa~£gn to New Jeraey
school. ciiatric ts on the iuue of enrollment of innicraoc and undocumented
1tu.dent1 a1 early a1 April lf90.

In the meat ~ecent eca1nunication in June, 1992, 1ent
admini1tratora tht department reeomne~ded the followings

co chief

school

A11 children are to be admitted to Nev JerHJ p~blic achoob wicbo"t
reaard to their iD'lligraUon atat&11 or 'he lmmigratign 1tatu.a of their
pareata, provided that they are l'Hide\'\ta af the dbtrict pursuant to
H.J.S,A, 18A:31-l. 1,r.r Jersex nculatica1 require proof of resider:ac1
unlY fo~ 1clmi11!on to ac:hool, A copy of a lea11, a &worn 1tate~ent made
~r the landlor~. rent receipts, or utilitz billa •ith the home address,
are adeg\li&te proof 1 of re1idencr.

•

Di1trict1 are to become

f~iliar

vith the 1912

Plyer v, Doe, 457 U.S. 202 (1982) that atat1d1

S~preme

Court deciaion in

public achoola are probi~ited frOll den1in1 immiaract atudeots
&ec:eu to I public educatiDD fro• ki'Dder1arten through grade l_.t,.QD- .....
the ~ada of th•ir 1•igrat1on 1tatu.1.
..... •_ ...... · · · ·

·•

yo~i adult• ....,. the •ame dsht to
elementary aocl secondai·1 schools aa their U.S.
cltisea •ad ee~nent resident e.oun~erp&rte: And

•

un4oeuented children and
attend free

1>u~Uc

•tates and the pub Uc 1choola £n each state are· prohibited from
enacting or adoptinr la.vs, rel\&1&tiona or practl.eu which deny or
~••ult lA the deni•l of ~hit rlaht.

•

Currenc Situation in Nev

Je~••Y Pu~lic

Schools

On an

ann\&&1 ba1i1, the Department of Education receives federal fund• under
the Emer1ene1 Immigrant !dLu:ation Program to asaiat p"t»Uc school districts
in meeting the coat of educatlng eligible innigrant 1tu4ent1.
·

In the 1993~9~ •ebool rea~ 1 eli&ible di1trict1 reported ••~ving 23,850
immigrant 1tudent1. the •tat• allocatioia to aerve theae 1cudents totaled
$850,733 or approxi.ately only $35.92 per 1tud1nt.
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'Ibe total nwnbera repartee! by school diatrictl does not represent tht total
number of iaaigra~t &ftd or undocumented 1t~dont1 reaidiDI lo t~e state. The
federal &uideliQe• re,~ire that:

to be eligible for funding, the combined enrollment af public and
nonpublic achool1 within an LEA must be at leaat 500 1tudents
or 31 of the total LEA enrollment.. Diatrict1 that do not meet the
eli1ibility requirement• da not have to report.

noap~ofit

Federal !rogram !roviaiona:

rhe EmergeftCY Immigr~t Education Act, uuder Title Vll of the !ducatian
Ameoda11ente of 1984• P.L. 98-511 pravldea funding 'O:
•

assist 1cbaol diatricts financially with the COQtl cf aupplemeutary
educational eervicea for imllligrant pupils enrolled in elementary
and 1ec~ary public and nonpublic, noftprofit •chool1.

•

pravide educ:aticna1 aervicea to p\lpih who are defintcl in the 1aw
aa eligible immigrant childZ"eth The1t aenicea include, but are
not limited to, !ngliab laneuaa• uailtance aezvic:es, ~i.Uogual
adv.cation, apeeial mater~ab, clasaroom •upplies, and other
inatructional 1ervice1 -- includina i'A&ervice training for teachers.

Swnmarx:
'l'he Depa:tmeut of Ed\lCaticm •upport• the iieed to educate all children
reaidiq in Nev Jersey 1A accordece with curre"At lav rerardless of their
imigratioa 1tatu or the imi1ratioii 1tatua of their parent• pro'l'ided that

they are re1ident1 of the district.
New JetQe7 1 a population of immicrant 1t\ldent• ha• 1rown aicnificantly in the
la•t ten ,,eara and vi11 ccuitinue ta iocrease. The Department of EducaUon
bel:levet tbat the federal 1ovemment needs to conUcue to fucd programt to
serve these 1twlent1 and muat increa•e a1lacationa to eli1ib1e atatea.
4644b
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Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for the opportunity to
present testimony before the Committee on an issue of great
concern to the people of this state and nation. The question
of the causes, consequences, and prevention

of illegal

immigration to the United States is deserving of careful
study and analysis.

The Committee is to be commended for

recognizing the importance of this issue and for seeking
constructive solutions. As a person who has spent the better
part of his professional life, either researching issues
related t9 immigration,

including strategies for integrating

immigrants and their descendents into the mainstream of
American life, or managing an agency <the International
Institute of New Jer&ey) that recently celebrated its 75th
year of helping immigrants in this State, I am deeply
interested in this subject and hope that my views may be
useful to the Committee.
Illegal immigration has at least five harmful
consequences to society:

first,

it erodes the rule of law

which is essential to the continuation of civilized society;
second,

it creates opportunities for the entry of undesirable

people, e.g.

criminals, terrorists, who would be barred

under controlled immigration; third,

it is unfair to legal

immigrants, many of whom have waited years and
opportunity to emigrate to the United States;

ye~rs

fourth,

for the
it

creates the impression in the public mind that the country is
being overrun by legions of poor and desperate people and
thereby erodes support for all immigration, legal as well as
illegal; and fifth,

it fuels the growth of a new underclass

isolated from the mainstream of society and vulnerable to
exploitation by ethnic labor agents and unscrupulous
employers.
This being said, however,

it is important for the

Committee to understand the human dimensions of the
undocumented problem. Although it is hard to generalize about
people whose circumstances and motives for migration are sc•
varied, there are certain characteristics of the undocumented
population that need to be kept in mind.

The decision to

emigrate· to the United States is not an easy one.

Most

people are content to remain within familiar cultural and
linguistic surroundings.

Major "push" factors contributing

to illegal .migration are the displacement of agricultural
people, especially in countries on the periphery of the
United states, and the failure of economies in these
countries to absorb their surplus agricultural populations.
Migration is thus often a question of survival. And the

/13/C

people who crash the gates may not be lawbreakers in the same
sense that a thief, or a rapist, or a murderer is.

In fact,

they may be people of good character, victims of upheavals in
the world economy, driven to violate another country's
borders out of sheer desperation.
case for open borders;

far

from it.

I do not mean to make a
I Just ask the Committee

not to demonize the undocumented population and to avoid
simplistic solutions that would only exacerbate the problem,
not fix it.
New Jersey is correct in crying foul to the federal
government over this situation. Along with border states like
California, Texas, and rlorida, this state has been
disproportionately impacted by illegal immigration. Although
the vast majority of illegals are here to work and not to
collect benefits <welfare utilization rates are lower among
immigrants than among the native-born population>.

illegal

immigration does have implications for local taxpayers,
especially in the areas of education and health. The way to
deal with these consequences, however,

is not to embark on a

misguided effort to deny state-funded services to illegals.
Such a program would be a nightmare to administer, could be
open to legal challenge, and could endanger the public
welfare, by denying illegals access to preventive health
services and thereby increasing health risks to the general
population.
The better approach would be to work for more effective

border enforcement, to eliminate loopholes and delays in the
asylum system, to develop a more secure national
identification document, and to secure impact assistance to
the states to cover the costs associated with providing
benefits and services to the immigrant population.

New

Jersey has indeed been shortchanged by the federal government
and should insist on reform of federal
practice.

immigration policy and

SETON HALL UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW

CENTER FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE
833 McCarter Highway, Newark, NJ 07102
(201) 642-8700
Fax (201) 642-5939

April 11, 1994
MICHAELENE LOUGHLIN, Esq.
Director

Assembly Labor Committee
New Jersey State Legislature
Trenton, New Jersey
Honorable Members:
A recent study by the Urban Institute, a Washington-based
think tank, indicates that taxes paid by undocumented workers to
the federal government in the form of Social Security and income
taxes actually outweigh any costs incurred and to the state in the
form of sales taxes are roughly equal to the cost of services
provided.

The services provided undocumented aliens are very

limited.
Persons not authorized to work cannot collect unemployment
benefits.

When an unauthorized worker uses a fraudulent number in

order to work, he or she pays into the Social Security and federal
withholding system; when laid off, such workers rarely even attempt
to apply for

unemp~oyment

benefits because the application will

bring scrutiny of the Social Security number.

Thus, although they

pay, they do not collect.
In addition, the undocumented are not eligible for welfare or
general assistance benefits and cannot collect them.

Both local

and county agencies are linked to the SAVE system which is a
computerized verification system to ascertain whether persons who
apply for public benefits are entitled to receive them; this system
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uses the "a" or alien number as the verifying number in the INS
system.
In 1982, the Supreme Court held that all children in states
which

provide

education.

a

free

public

education were

entitled

to

that

The benefits of providing education to all children far

outweigh the costs.

The estimates of the numbers of children who

are themselves undocumented have been grossly overstated in this
time of anti-immigrant hysteria.

Education forms the basis for

common values in our society; without these shared values,

our

society would not maintain its cohesiveness and would crumble from
within.
Undocumented aliens are entitled to emergency medical care
only.

Because they are so limited, they are forced to use the most

ex~ensive

form of such care -- the emergency room.

It would

actually make more fiscal sense to create a system of taxation for
the undocumented to help pay for regularized medical care which
would actually bring costs down for everyone.
According· to the 1990 Census,
Jersey's

population

is

foreign
another

approximately 12. 5%

born.
25

to

Half

naturalized

citizens;

30%

residents.

The bulk of the remainder fall

that

are

legal

of New

number

are

permanent

into approximately

eighty-odd classifications of non-citizens authorized to be in the
United

States,

universities

to

from

foreign

students

temporary workers

in

our

colleges

in pharmaceutical

and

and
other

technical and scientific occupations, to those with Temporary
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Protected Status, such as Bosnians, Liberians, and Salvadorans,
to foreign businesspeople bringing their companies into New Jersey
to provide
cultural

jobs here.

and

economic

All of these people contribute to the
wealth

of

New Jersey

cultures and consumer spending to our state.

by

brining

their

Undocumented persons

also bring cultural and economic wealth to our state; we need to
recognize that and not simply be caught up in xenophobia which only
makes all visitors and newcomers feel unwelcome.
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